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Performance Measurement at NXP's Advanced Systems Laboratory 

''A hundred objective measurements didn't sum the worth of a garden; only the delight of its 
users did that. Only the use made it mean something .... " 
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Lois McMaster Bujold , A Civil Campaign, 1999 
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Abstract 
This report describes the redesign and validation of a performance measuring system for 

NXP's (Philips Semiconductors) Advanced Systems Laboratory. Foundations of the developed 

system lay in the academie literature on R&D performance measurement (which is a relatively 

new area) and in the more widespread literature on performance measurement in genera!. The 

applied design approach is a two-way (top-down and bottom-up) method. This resulted in a 

Balanced Scorecard design that provides relevant performance information to management 

and staff. 
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Preface 
This report describes the results of a project conducted to receive a Master's Degree of 
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(U .K.), and San Jose (U.S.). The project duration was nine months; it started in March 2006 and 

was closed in December 2006. 

lt would not have been possible to complete this project without the help of many people. 

Fi rst of all I would like to thank my first university supervisor, Nadine Willekens-Roijakkers, 

she always made time for questions and provided me with supportive advice. My second 

university supervisor, Henk van der Veeken, supported me with insightful thoughts on the 

project that helped me to sharpen my activities and report. 

Also a lot of people at NXP deserve gratitude because they invested time and attention into 

this project. During the project over twenty-five people from across and outside the 

department, were involved to a larger or smaller extend. This is about one third of ASL's 

organization which ind icated their dedication to ASL and this project. Particular recognition 

goes out to ASL's management team since the ir support and input was essential for the 

success of this project. 1 want to give a special thanks to Bram van den Berge and Pieter Jan 

van Bommel because, during the whole project, they provided me with feedback, help and 

input to pull this project off within ASL. Their commitment kept me motivated during these 

nine months. 

Where would I be without a solid base to start from? This project signals the end of six years 

and four months of study. These years have flown by but brought me some memories and 

friendships for a life-time. A warm thanks to my family who gave me unconditional support 

during this period and before. Finally I want to thank Yvonne for her patience, love and 

support during the past years and in particular during this project. Without her inspiring help 1 

would not be writing this preface right now. 

Bob Kersten 

December 2006 
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Executive summary 
NXP is an independent (since October 2006) and international manufacturer of semiconductors 

that was founded as Philips Semiconductors. NXP defines four market areas that encompass 

its customer base; home, mobile and personal, automotive & identification, and multimarket 

semiconductors. The target organization of this project is NXP's Advanced Systems Laboratory 

(ASL). ASL validates and helps to develop the NXP vision. ASL builds demonstrators showing 

use-cases up to three generations ahead of market, using current NXP products with hardware 

and software extensions. ASL works in close cooperation with the market- and internal 

parties, and shows its demonstrators at trade events, congresses, and in the ASL demo

rooms. 

ASL's management applies a performance measurement system to monitor and control the 

key results of the organization. However they experienced problems with the application and 

use of this system called the Balanced Scorecard. This led to the definition of the following 

assignment description for this project: "Design and define a performance measurement 

system, which measures the integral performance of ASL and gives management and 

employees adequate help to deliver excellent results." In addition this project should deliver a 

report on : the analysis of the current system, selection of a suitable system design, and 

analysis of the performance areas of relevance to ASL. Finally a goal was to design and validate 

a performance measurement system containing : metrics, measurement method(s), norms 

(targets), frequency/timing indications of measurements, and a reporting format. lnitially the 

assignment description foresaw an implementation of the designed system. However the 

unforeseen effort needed to clarify fundamental conditions for a successful performance 

measurement system (clarity about: primary processes, mission and vision) led to the 

redefinition of the assignment description. 

Performance measurement is well accepted and applied in various business areas nowadays. 

However, performance measurement in R&D environments is relatively new, but also in this 

area performance measurement has proven to be a useful concept. The application of it in this 

environment brings extra challenges, next to the ones that are brought by performance 

measurement in gene ral. One of the major challenges in these environments is the acceptance 

by the stakeholders. That is the reason for this project to apply a combined top-down and 

bottom-up design approach. Literature indicates that this increases stakeholders' acceptance. 

Analysis and literature research showed that the Balanced Scorecard approach (complemented 

with a bottom-up element) is a suited performance measurement system for ASL. 

To design a suited performance measurement system, analysis was done on ASL's current 

system and the (for ASL's situation specific) theoretically expected characteristics of such a 

system. The first conclusion of the analysis was that the strategie link of ASL's Balanced 

Scorecard was weak. The second conclusion was that ASL's Balanced Scorecard was not 

instructive to staff and it did not cover ASL's integral performance. With concern to the applied 

metrics the conclusions were drawn that: part of the applied metrics were not defined 

correctly and/or measured outside ASL's organization boundaries. Also many metrics of the 

initia! system focused on performance drivers (input and activity) rather than on output and 

outcome. Finally the term customer was not clearly defined and was used with different 

definitions. 
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The redesign of ASL's Balanced Scorecard started with the mapping of ASL's processes and 

deliverables and the redefinition of ASL's mission and vision. This was required to ensure a 

strong strategie link in the design and to cover ASL's integral performance with the right 

output and outcome elements. Because of ASL's relative young age and recent changes within 

ASL and its environment it was necessary to take a thorough approach to this. Starting from 

the mapped processes and deliverables workshops with ASL staff treated the bottom-up 

development of metrics. The mission and vision redefinition resulted in the top-down 

development of performance areas. These performance areas were complemented bottom-up 

(starting from ASL's processes) to form the integral set of ASL's 'key success factors'. To 

measure these key success factors the suited bottom-up developed metrics were selected and 

complemented with top-down developed metrics. 

These activities led to the design of a Balanced Scorecard that was presented to, and discussed 

in, ASL's management team. This resulted in a validated set of: key success factors, metrics 

and measurement methods that cover ASL's integral performance. Because of the partially 

bottom-up development of the system, it should be instructive to staff. This means that the 

assignment description is fulfilled. This report (among other things) describes: an analysis of 

the current system, the selection of a suited system design, and the definition of ASL's 

relevant performance areas. To deploy the designed performance measurement system a tool 

was developed in Microsoft Excel to keep track of the metric scores (with a traffic-light 

report). In this tool: targets, measurement timing aspects, action and data owners, corrective 

actions, and other relevant attributes were appointed to the metrics. This means that this 

project also reached its deliverables (of the redefined assignment description). The validated 

system covers ASL's most important strategie issues. The issues (of the initial system) 

concerning the applied metrics were solved, and more focus was put on output and outcome 

metrics. 

The following theoretica! and practical conclusions were drawn based on this project: 

• This project's approach is helpful to face the R&D performance measurement challenges 

• The applied analysis tool (PSDA) is a helpful tool but still requires empirica! fine-tuning 

• R&D performance measurement should go with the fundaments of the target organization 

• A bottom-up design component is desired in R&D environments 

The ASL management team is advised to: 

• lmplement the designed BBS according to the presented plan 

• Review and maintain the designed system 

The designed systems is validated and worked out in enough detail to start the 

implementation of it. To facilitate this implementation process ASL's 'next steps to take' are 

presented. Because the development of a Balanced Scorecard is never finished and 

management's attention for such systems is essential to prevent the system from becoming 

obsolete, it is essential that ASL reviews and maintains the systems according to the proposed 

plan. 
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1 Project context and project definition 
This chapter addresses the context of the project and the definition of this project's 

assignment. lt will start with an introduction to the company at which this graduation project 

took place (NXP) in section 1.1 . Subsequently section 1.2 addresses the specific department 

that was the target organization of this project; ASL. Finally the focus will be put on the 

project's content. Since section 1.3 starts with a description on the background information of 

the project's assignment and finally presents the assignment description itself. 

1.1 NXP 

During this project (on 1 October 2006) NXP (stands for 

Next Experience) became an independent semiconductor 

company. Now NXP is for 80.1 % owned by private equ ity 

firms and for 19.9% by their founders, the Royal Philips. 

Philips has been improving people's lives with pioneering 

innovations for over 110 years. Philips focused her 

activities on the overlapping domains of healthcare, 

lifestyle and enabling technology (see Figure 1 ), and 

wants to secure her leadership positions in these 

markets. The perception of business annalists is that 

NXP's volatile market (with its cyclic character) makes the 

Philips shares less attractive. That is why, in December 

2005, Philips announced its intention to create a 

Figure l: Philips domains of focus 
(source: Philips Annual Report 2005) 

separate legal structure for Philips Semiconductors (former name of NXP). This should give the 

division the flexibility to pursue strategie options to strengthen its long-term performance 

and at the same time stabilize the Philips shares. 

Founded by Philips, NXP has a fifty-year history of providing engineers and designers with 

semiconductor and software solutions. With its headquarters located in Eindhoven NXP 

employs approximately 37,000 people in more than twenty countries, across 24 R&D centers, 

ten wafer-fab sites 1 , and eight test and assembly sites worldwide. NXP had $ 4.62 bi Il ion net 

sales (2005) and based on $ 5.959 million revenue (2005) NXP ranked eighth of all 

semiconductor companies (see appendix 1 ). 

insightful inventive 
. 

engag1ng excellence 

Figure 2: the NXP brand pil/ars (NXP intranet, 2006) 

With the separation from Philips, NXP introduced its renewed brand. NXP's brand pillars are 

depicted in Figure 2. NXP has a customer base in market areas corresponding with the four 

business units : Home, Mobile & Personal, Automotive & ldentification, and MultiMarket 

Semiconductors. The main focus of business unit Home is on the 'Connected Consumer'. 

Particular emphasis is put on digital technology in TV sets, PC TV, set-top boxes and home 

media devices. Business unit Mobile & Personal covers semiconductor solutions for: mobile 

1 Production of IC's(= SI crystal) is done in wafer fab's. The back-end (assembly and test) makes the 

encased crystals with the numerous pins we normally see on printed circuit boards. 
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phones, personal entertainment, connectivity, cordless phones and sound solutions. Business 

unit Automotive & ldentification focuses on fast- growing areas such as: car infotainment, car 

safety and comfort, electronic passports, Radio Frequency ldentification (RFID), and Near-Field 

Communication (NFC). Business unit MultiMarket Semiconductors' main markets are : 

automotive, communications, computing- and consumer electronics . 

One of NXP's most important brands (seventeen percent of NXP 2005 sales and of strategie 

importance) is Nexperia. Nexperia products also play a central role within ASL's activities. 

Nexperia solutions encompass : integrated and programmable system-on-chip2 and 

companion IC's3, reference designs4 , system software, and development tools. Nexperia is the 

NXP brand for a group of products that streamline the development of next market 

generation, connected multimedia appliances. Nexperia help's manufacturers to meet market 

demands for innovative, appealing products in targeted consumer and communications 

markets. Home products optimize: features, compatibility, and performance in entertainment 

and computing consumer electronic devices at home. Nexperia mobile products optimize : 

features and power performance in mobile communications and portable wireless devices. 
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IMPROVE OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE 

LOWER THE BREAK EVEN POINT 

ii$ 

Figure 3: the staircase of NXP's business renewal program ((NXP intranet, 2006) 

NXP operates in an international market that has shown volatility, with annual growth rates 

varying between +27% and -32% in the past five years (see Appendix 1 ). NXP's market share 

has eroded over the last decade. To deal with these facts NXP started a 'Business Renewal 

Program' in May 2005. This program aims to make the farmer Philips division a simpler, more 

agile and market- focused organization and to reduce earnings volatility. This vision aims NXP 

to become a less cyclical, more consistently profitable business. Figure 3 illustrates the 

staircase that the NXP is trying to climb with its business renewal actions. An (to ASL) 

2 System-on-chip indicates that functionality that used to be around the chip (i.e. TV functions) is now 

part of the features of the chip . 
3 lntegrated Circuit(= Chip) that complements the Nexperia System-on-chip 
4 This is an 'example' of the end product that uses a chip. In fact it shows to NXP's customers that the 

chip is properly functioning. lt demonstrates that, with the right product architecture and software, the 

product is able to do its job. 
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important aspect of this staircase is that NXP's ambition is to partner with industry leaders to 

drive developments in the market. With NXP's separation from Philips the company arrived at 

the top levels of the staircase. This means NXP is looking for opportunities to grow scale in 

key areas. At the same time it keeps focused on the improvements on lower levels of the 

staircase (operational excellence, build market share, asset light manufacturing 5 etc.) 

1.2 Advanced Systems Laboratory 

This section addresses the organization unit that is subject of this project; NXP's Advanced 

Systems Laboratory (ASL). The section starts with a general description of the department's 

history and characteristics. Subsequently the focus will be put ASL's mission, vision and 

activities Finally ASL's project execution and management tool will be described. 

ASL (founded in March 2003) originates from a larger organization unit that was cal led 'system 

technology group'. This unit included a number of 'system labs'. One of these systems labs 

was located in Eindhoven (The Netherlands), another one in Southampton (U.K.). The function 

of these system labs, amongst others, was to make sure that the products of customers 

(consumer electronics producers) operated on the IC's of NXP. Due to the increasing 

integration of consumer electronics functionality into the IC, by means of software, the gap 

between IC's and the consumer electronics' functionality became smaller. From silicon (chip 

material) provider NXP became a System-on-Chip provider. This trend, and the fact that 

Philips Semiconductors was unprofitable at that moment, led to a reorganization that closed 

the systems labs. Part of the responsibilities of the system labs were structured under NXP's 

development departments in the business units. After this reorganization, ASL was (for the 

largest part) constituted out of employees of such system labs and continued with another 

purpose. 

ASL operates within the Chief Technology Office (CTO) of NXP. CTO is responsible for timely 

innovation within NXP. ASL is structured under CTO's, System Technology and Architecture 

(STA) group. STA is one of the sub-departments of CTO (see appendix 2). Despite ASL's 

hierarchical position within NXP, its activities relate to aspects that have a direct influence on 

CTO and NXP as a whole. Now ASL has a staff of 57 people and is located in Eindhoven (32 

people), Southampton (24 people), and San Jose (U.S., one person). Sixty percent of ASL's 

funding comes directly from CTO. For the remaining forty percent ASL doses agreements with 

the business units of NXP. This means that part of ASL's funding is gained from projects for 

the NXP development departments. However agreements on the amount of (to ASL) 

outsourced work by the business units are also closed at CTO level. The height of ASL's 

funding is based on a no growth scenario. The justification of ASL funding is evaluated by 

NXP's Chief Technology Office r. ASL is depended on his perception of ASL's added value. 

Like most departments of NXP ASL defined its mission and vision. ASL's mission is : 

• "To prototype advanced applications, one or two Moore's law6 generations ahead, using 

Nexperia platforms" 

• "To gain insight on future requirements, identifying disruptive market and technology 

trends". 

5 NXP capital-efficient manufacturing strategy relies for around twenty percent (on average) on the 

outsourcing of waf er production and assembly (at so cal led foundries). 
6 Moore's law is the linear trend towards increasing bandwidth and storage capacity and decreasing size of 

IC's. 
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ASL adopted the vision of (at that time) Philips Semiconductors and uses it as its own vision. 

The Philips Semiconductors and ASL vision, at project start is: 

"A world where everyone can always connect to information and services. " 

In order to fulfill its m1ss1on and to strive for its vision ASL defined some elements that 

characterize the work of ASL. ASL formulated these strategie elements as follows : 

• Focus on Connected Consumer applications up to three generations ahead of market. 

• Focus on cross-Business Unit aspects. 

• Work with focus the mes like 'Mobile meets Home' and 'Mobile meets Car'. 

• Deliver results incrementally through prototyped systems on top of Philips 

Semiconductors platforms / Nexperia solutions. 

• Engage and cooperate with Strategie Accounts and Partners. 
• ASL works in close cooperation with others (i.e. Philips research and Philips Design) 

• ASL participates in open standards (of relevance to ASL). 

ASL's mission states that ASL builds prototypes of application that are : one, two and three 

generations ahead of market. A possible (and easy) way to do this would be to use a powerful 

platform like a PC. However ASL wants to build these applications by extending existing 

Nexperia platforms because this is a powerful prove (to NXP external and internal parties) that 

NXP's future products will be able to do the trick. ASL not only builds prototypes but also 

determines which prototypes should be build. To be able to have (to customers) attractive and 

(technological) innovative prototypes ASL tracks market and technology trends to identify 

interesting markets and technology areas for NXP. ASL's strategy indicates that ASL focuses on 

the 'connected consumer'. 'Connected' denotes that multiple systems interoperate via wired 

and wireless connections. This involves control functions (e.g. controlling a TV with a mobile 

phone via Bluetooth) as well as content exchange (e.g. browse and use media center content 

on a mobile phone). ASL's strategy also tells us that ASL works across the domains that 

business units of NXP represent (Home, Mobile & Personal, and Automotive & ldentification). 

This excludes the Multimarket business unit because the innovative character of it is too low 

for ASL's type of work. In line with the NXP business renewal staircase (see Figure 3) ASL works 

in cooperation with external partners (NXP customers or market shapers that are not direct 

customers). ASL also works in cooperation with partners from within NXP (i.e. research and 

design). Because ASL is limited in its resources and wants to deliver visible results in a short 

range of t ime, it uses open-source software to do rapid prototyping. This signifies that ASL 

wants to reach fast results without having to worry about the constraints that real 

development projects (delivering product quality) bring across. 

ASL's mission showed that ASL builds prototypes that are a couple of generations ahead of the 

market. Actually ASL allocated all of its activities over these generations. Determinative in this 

allocation process is the number of product generations that an activity topic looks ahead. 

Due to different time-to-market cycles in ASL's market domains, no specific time frame could 

be coupled to the generations. For instance the time-to-market in the automotive, is much 

langer compared to the mobile phone market. The different generations and deliverables are 

presented in Table l. G+3 (current generation plus three) activities have an explorative 

character. Long- term market trends (on end-user level) and technology trends are translated 

into implications for NXP's future vision and ASL's program . Options for use-cases (situation 

description in which an end-user will use a certain concept or technology) are developed and 

feasibility projects are conducted. Also new architectures are studied. G+2 projects are 
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conducted in close cooperation with NXP key-customers (i.e. Nokia, Samsung, and Siemens) or 

market shapes that are not a direct NXP customer (i.e . Visa, Vodafone and BMW). Prototypes 

and demonstrators in G+2 projects validate the explorative thoughts developed in G+3 with 

external partners by showing them demonstrators or conducting projects with joint resources. 

G+ 1 projects aim at demonstrating add itions to existing (or to development transferred) use

cases that are further productized in NXP's business units and business lines (functional 

division in a business unit). These G+ 1 demonstrators undergo a productize step by using 

Independent Software Vendor (ISV) software instead of open-source software to give the 

business lines' development departments a head start. These projects are conducted in close 

cooperation with the NXP department: Business Development and lnnovation (BD&I). This is a 

department that has business annalists who support the NXP management team with advice 

on high-level market strategies. BD&I uses resources from other departments to carry out its 

ideas. ASL has two groups of employees. The first is the Strategy and Technology (S&T) team 

that works on the exploration of technology and market trends and translates them into: 

specifications for projects, implications for the NXP future vision, and implication for ASL's 

partner alignment (with NXP external and internal partners). S&T responsibilities are focused 

around ASL's G+3 and partially G+2 activities. The second group is ASL's advanced 

development group, which mainly consists of engineers that execute the prototype projects 

that are specified by the S&T team. These projects are defined in all generations. 

Vision 
(G+3) 

Engage and 
select 
(G+2) 

lmplement 
and transfer 
(G+ 1) 

G 

Vision of future applications 
and new market opportunities 

Verification and enriching of 
product/ application concepts 
with custome rs 

Drive architecture synergy 
Prototyping next generation 
Test new marketable 
applications 
In close cooperation with BD&I 

product 

Proof of concept 
Testable vision 
First provisional use cases 
Support architecture studies 

Demonstrators and 
prototypes 
Shared use cases 
Roadmaps 
Architecture choices 
End-user and key-customer 
driven selection 

System Solutions feasibility 
Archite cture ve rifi cation 
Prototypes for sho.vs and 
customer demo 

SDK ! System Solution 

Table 1: the segmentation of project into generations ahead of mark et (ASL internal 

documentation) 

ASL's prototypes are aften shown at tradeshows (especially in the G+2 area). This means that 

fixed deadlines are determinative for ASL's prototyping work. At the same time one of ASL's 

goals is to do rapid prototyping with a relatively small number of resou rces. The number of 

resources can be small (compared to the number of resources that are needed for 'real' 

development projects) because ASL does not have to deliver product quality and applies open

source software. Figure 4 illustrates that the time schedule is aften fixed and the resources are 

limited. This means that when projects are not running according to plan, deliverables are 

most likely violated. Though ASL works with external customers and market shapers, the ones 

that should benefit from ASL's work are internal partners ; th is refers to the Business Lines 

(responsible for specific products) and Business Units within NXP. The outcome of ASL work 

should be to have impact on the NXP customers (external customer) because this wil! lead to 

increased sales for NXP. That is why G+2 projects are conducted in close cooperation with 
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these external partners. Also internal partners are consulted. To check the relevance of ASL 

program, and to receive feedback on the program, ASL uses two boards that should represent 

those internal partners of ASL. The structure is depicted in Figure 5. 

Figure 4: the context of a project 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

lnftuence business 1 __________ L_ 

dlredions 

External Customers 

_ _ lnfluence future _ J 

market 

Figure S: the board structure of ASL (Source: (Zeng, 200S)) 

The first board is the Business Relevance Steering Board (BRSB). The objective of this board is 

to: "Steer ASL in a direction to make its output assist NXP in engaging with the long range 

development needs of strategie customers by sharpening the message and defining actions to 

interact with advanced development teams at key customers" (ASL intranet, March 2006). The 

second board is the Technica! Program Advisory Board (TPAB). The objective of this board is 

to:. "Align ASL's roadmap with the NXP organizations and NXP Research" (ASL intranet, March 

2006). This means that ASL's technology usage is aligned, or at least discussed, with relevant 

NXP representatives. 

ASL's projects are controlled and reviewed with the help of a project management tool that is 

used within NXP's entire organization. This tool is called BCaM and will be briefly described in 

this paragraph. A more detailed description is presented in appendix 3. BCaM is the Business 

Creation and Management process NXP uses to effectively run and create R&D projects. lt 

encompasses elements like: change control, data management, quality management, and 

process improvement. Tools for the registration of man-hours spent on certain projects 

(SPaRC) and for archiving documents that need to be filed during a project (IMPULSE) are 

linked to BCaM. A representation of the BCaM process is depicted in Figure 6. Anyone in ASL 

can propose a new project. The S&T team members are responsible for most of the new ideas. 

Based on tracked market and technology trends, the S&T members come to ideas that could 

be part of the ASL program. Because ASL cannot conduct all program ideas, a choice has to be 

made about which program items will be part of the ASL program. Also a balance has to be 

found between the different generations (explained above) and the ASL's market areas. When 

a choice is made about which program items will be executed, S&T member propose project 

ideas in line with the program items. Project ideas can be filed with a presentation to the S&T 

meeting or with a written proposal. In dialogue with an S&T member the idea owner generates 

a Project lnitiation Form (PIF). 
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Project Portfolio Review 5,oard (PP 

. . . . . . 

◊ Gate Review Q Milestone 

_l_ • Phases TDeclslon Maklng • 

. ....... Pipeline & Resource. Mgt.Operatlonal Team (PRMOT) · \ 

Figure 6: the BCaM process (source ASL intranet) 

lf a PIF is approved the project passes the project start (PS) milestone (milestones mark the 

progress of a project). Now a project concept sketch (PCS) wil! be made. One or two architects 

and a project manager are typically involved in this six-week study phase. Then the project 

concept approval (PCA) gate (gates, are official checks where 'go-no-go' decisions are made) 

can be passed. lf this gate is passed the S&T team wil! advice the project portfolio review 

board (PPRB) to continue the project. When the next gate is passed the pipeline and resource 

management operational team (PRMOTI can schedule the project in the pipeline of projects to 

be executed. When the project execution start (PES) milestone is passed, the project enters the 

execution phase. From now on the project review board (PRB) monitors the project and several 

gates have to be passed. A project team consists of an architect, a project manager, and one 

to seven engineers allocated by the PRMOT. At each gate the project is evaluated by asking the 

following questions: Why do we want to do this project? Does the project fit ASL? What is the 

feasibility of the business-case? Based on the answers to these questions go-no-go decisions 

are made on the project at each gate. 

1 .3 Project definition 

Similar to most NXP departments ASL has a (Business) Balanced Scorecard (BBS), which is used 

to monitor key results of the department's processes. This includes aspects like: financial 

spending, performance to schedule, number of patent ideas generated, and customer 

satisfaction results. An overview of ASL's BBS at project start can be found in appendix 4. The 

BBS is a framework that is widely used to measure an organization's performance. Kaplan and 

Norton (Kaplan and Norton, 1996) developed the BBS around the principle that a performance 

measurement system should provide managers with sufficient information to address the 

following questions: How do we look at our shareholder? What must we excel at? How do our 

customers see us? How can we continue to improve and create value? 

NXP's BBS (consistent with the BBS in genera!) aims at the top-down alignment of company 

goals to lower organization entities. As a result of this top-down translation by NXP, ASL 
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started to use the BBS because it had to report some metrics to higher hierarchical levels. In 

the summer of 2005 an internship was done (Zeng, 2005) at ASL's Southampton location to 

improve ASL's BBS. That project's goal was to design a BBS that : reflected ASL's contribution to 

the business of NXP, and helped ASL people to understand the company's strategy thoroughly. 

That project resulted in a proposed design of the BBS that should cover the stated objectives. 

The proposed BBS design can be found in appendix 5. That design was evaluated by ASL's 

management team. Applying a voting process on the proposed metrics, the conclusion was 

drawn that not all of the proposed metrics were considered to be measurable or relevant. In 

addition ASL's management added metrics that were considered to be missing (i.e. because 

they are obligated to report to higher hierarchical levels). Finally this resulted in the BBS 

presented in appendix 4 that is used as the starting point for this project. In December 2005 

the implementation of that resulting BBS started. During the implementation stakeholders 

(management and employees) raised issues on the quality of the system. The raised issues led 

to the stop of the implementation and the formulation of the assignment for this graduation 

project (which took off in March 2006). 

During the orientation phase of this project the current BBS was evaluated in interviews with 

the BBS stakeholders (people using the system or providing data for the metrics). These 

interviews showed that the results of the metrics are solely used by ASL's management team 

to get an overview of ASL's performance. Other involved persons are the employees that 

provide the data for the metrics. Chapter 3 and 4 of this report will address the BBS at project 

start in more detail. Based on the orientating evaluation of the BBS at project start, the 

following preliminary conclusions were drawn. The current BBS does not measure ASL's 

integral performance since not all ASL's activities are covered by the system: for instance the 

front-end activities are not in. In addition not all strategically important aspects (presented in 

section 1.2) are reflected in the system. Also project's performance metrics focus on 

timeliness aspects and not on the innovativeness or the quality of the project content. Because 

the current metrics focus on the organizational aspect around ASL's activities; the system does 

not measure if the right things are done (more emphasis is put on doing the things right). 

Three metrics present scores that are measured by NXP on higher hierarch ical levels but are 

not necessarily informative to ASL. When ASL's management presents metric results to the 

employees (some of them are presented in communication meetings), they have the feeling 

that employees do not consider the current BBS metrics to be useful. This will be verified in 

chapter 3 of this report. These stated improvement areas of ASL's BBS at project start led to 

the assignment description presented below. 

Using the above described improvement areas of the BBS and uncovering ASL's expectations 

about a performance measurement system; the following problem description was formulated: 

"Due to poor performance information the management experiences contra! problems and 

abilities to app/y unambiguous steering measures. At the same time the staff misses 

information to get insight into cause and effect relations of their contribution to the 

organizations performance. "This problem definition, together with the presented background, 

led to the following assignment description: "Design, define, and implement a performance 

measurement system, which measures the integra/ performance of ASL and gives management 

and employees adequate help to de/iver excellent resu/ts." Some of the parts of this 

description need further definition. 

• The 'integral performance' in this assignment description refers the issue that the 

designed performance measurement system (PMS) should cover all performance areas of 

relevance to ASL. For example these areas can vary from funding control, to working 

environment, to customer satisfaction. 
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• According to (Neely et al., 2005) "A performance measurement system can be defined as 

the set of metrics used to quantify both efficiency and effectiveness of actions." This 

definition is adopted in this report. 

Over time it became evident that, in the nine months that are available for this project, some 

fundamental conditions to a successful design of a PMS could not be met together with the 

implementation of the system. These fundamental conditions are : a common understanding 

on the primary processes and deliverable, and clarity about the mission and vision of the 

target organization. Because trying to implement a PMS without a solid foundation, based on 

these conditions, is useless the assignment description was redefined to: 

Design and define a performance measurement system, which measures the integral 

performance of ASL and gives management and employees adequate help to deliver 

excellent results. 

To fulfil th is assignment more specific research questions were defined for this project. The 

research questions that have to be answered are: 

• Is the currently used BBS framework the most suitable framework to measure ASL's 

performance and what are the alternatives? 

• What are the performance areas of relevance to ASL and how should they be measured? 

• What improvements or changes (if any) could be made to the current performance 

measuring system that would give employees and management adequate help to del iver 

excellent results? 

When the assignment is fulfilled and the research questions have been answered this would 

still not provide enough support to ASL to successfully implement a performance 

measurement system. That is the reason for the definition of deliverables. The following 

deliverables are defined based on the above stated research questions and assignment 

descri ption : 

• Report on the analysis of the current performance measuring system. 

• Report on the selection of a suitable performance-measuring framework for ASL, in view 

of its organizational position within NXP. 
• Report on the analysis of the performance areas of relevance to ASL. 

• Design and validation of a performance measuring system containing : metrics, 

measurement method(s), norms (targets), frequency/timing indications of measurements, 

and a reporting format. 

The final deliverable addresses a performance measuring system. ASL's management wants 

this system to aim at maximum steering opportunities with a minimum amount of metrics. In 

addition the metrics should be meaningful and easy to: experience, measure and 

communicate. 
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2 Theoretica! background 
The previous chapter described the context of this project and the project definition. This 

chapter addresses theoretica! insights on aspects of R&D (Research and Development) 

performance measurement and relevant performance measurement approaches. Subsequently, 

the final section of this chapter addresses the implications of these theoretica! insights on this 

project' s methodology. This chapter covers the theoretica! basis that is needed to come to a 

suited methodology to apply on the project that was defined in the previous chapter. 

2.1 Theory on R&D performance measurement 

Performance measurement is well accepted and applied in various business areas nowadays. 

Quotes like "What gets measured gets done." and "You cannot manage what you cannot 

measure." are established statements in management literature. Historically performance was 

exclusively monitored with financial metrics. Uohnson and Kaplan, 1987) recommended 

changing these traditional systems by including non-financial metrics. They pointed out three 

shortfalls of systems that solely measure financial performance: first they do not focus on the 

most critica! areas, second they do not give accurate cost insight (because they are result 

oriented), and third they stimulate shortsighted management (focusing on today's profit and 

not on companies long term health). In addition Johnson and Kaplan claim that the resulting 

management information (of the traditional system) is outdated, too much aggregated and too 

much distorted to use it for decision-making. A mix of metrics (financial and non-financial) is 

used in various formats of PMS's like the Balanced Scorecard (Kaplan and Norton, 1996) and 

the Performance Pyramid (Lynch and Cross, 1995). The (Business) Balanced Scorecard (BBS) is 

probably the most well known format. lt helps managers to translate corporate vision and 

strategy into specific goals and metrics. The BBS will be treated in more detail in the next 

section of this chapter. 

The benefits of measuring organizations you want to control are almost as old as organization 

science itself. An extensive list of arguments for the implementation of performance 

measurement was presented by (Halachmi, 2005) and is depicted in appendix 6. Though 

performance measurement offers many benefits, one of the major drawbacks is that it is 

difficult to do performance measurement right. This is supported by the statement of 

(Halachmi, 2005) that: "mandating performance measurement is not a sure way to improve 

performance". In support of this statement (McNamara, 1999) asserts that: "Typical concerns 

expressed about performance management are that it seems extraordinarily difficult and often 

unreliable to measure phenomena as complex as performance. People point out that today's 

organizations are rapidly changing, thus results and measures quickly become obsolete. They 

add that translating human desires and interactions to measurements is impersonal and even 

heavy handed." These quotes indicate that performance measurement in itself is not the 

answer to all questions. The success of it strongly depends on : the set of metrics and 

measurement methods that is used, its ability to adjust to changing organizations and 

environments, and its ability to interact with the people working with it (management and 

staff). A quote of Dr. W. E. Deming refers to another issue of performance measurement: "lf 

management sets quantitative targets and makes people's jobs depend on them, they will 
meet the targets, even if they have to destroy the enterprise to do it". This quote again 

indicates that using wrong metrics may have counterproductive results. The best way to deal 

with these drawbacks is to consider these possible dysfunctions along with the promises of 

performance measurement. 
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Though performance measurement in R&D environment was considered to be inappropriate 

for a long time the acceptance of performance measurement in this area is now growing. This 

growing acceptance is facilitated by some transitions in R&D management shown by (Bolwijn 

and Kumpe, 1990; Kumpe and Bolwijn, 1994; Roussel et al., 1991). The R&D management 

strategy changed in the past years. lnitially the strategy was built on the belief that an isolated 

R&D function would deliver product and processes improvements if they are equipped with the 

right mix of: people, money and time . This strategy is headed to a strategy where R&D 

management is organizationally and strategically embedded. This means that the R&D 

department has to operate cross-functional, with other departments (like business un its and 

marketing departments). This also results in a more complex management of R&D. Top 

management's attention for R&D is growing because, driven by the innovation-orientated 

business models, company's profitability strongly depends on R&D activity. These trends 

increased the need for the R&D departments to show some return on investment and to 

operate : efficient, effective and accountable for company success. Simultaneously the 

operational level (R&D engineers) has, due to the growing complexity of many R&D 

organizations, difficulties see ing the connection between: day-to-day activities, business 

objectives, and company vision. Th is evanescence of the link between day-to-day work and 

company wide issues is encountered by senior management to which company vision and 

objectives are very vivid and urgent. This causes a gap between top management's objectives 

and R&D employees' activities . From (Neufeld et al. , 2001) one can derive that successful 

companies manage to overcome this gap. They identified ten attributes of the 'quality of 

management' considered to be important to the senior management of eight leading research 

organizations. One of the attributes is : "Employees share management's vision, values and 

goals" the next section will show that PMS's can play an important role in creating such a 

shared understanding. 

Companies that use a PMS for their R&D activities reported many benefits (Kerssens-van 

Drongelen, 1999). Examples of the reported benefits are : management's consistent overview 

of the diverse R&D activities , insight into success and failure character istics of projects, 

increase of R&D staffs effort to reach objectives within time and budget, increased employee 

responsibility for own performance, professional growth and career advancement, earlier 

signaling of problems, and improved prediction of projects time and money requirements. 

This indicates that the performance measurement's benefits that are valid in general also 

apply to R&D environments. 

Although the benefits of R&D performance measurement are apparent, some difficulties are 

also known. (Kerssens-van Drongelen, 1 999) comes to several aspects. The first aspect is that 

it is difficult to identify R&D's contribution to company performance because it is interwoven 

with other business activities that influence market success. Th is leads to the fact that 

objective determination of the R&D group's contribution is difficult and subjective assessment 

is more representative. The second is that it is difficult to match input (like money or man

hours) and activities with the final output or even outcome. This makes it difficult to: predict 

performance, or quantify performance afterwards. A third difficulty is the amount of time that 

passes between the R&D activities and the actual pay off in the market place. Controlling R&D 

activities based on afterward-determined outcome metrics is like driving a car on your 

rearview mirrors. The fourth difficulty is the determination of the right norms for the metrics 

in a PMS. Projects are difficult to compare, since large variations in project content occur. 

However a lot of similar aspects occur in all projects and build ing history of past performance 

enables : trend analysis, benchmarking and thus norm setting. The final problem is that the 

acceptance of performance measurement in R&D is low. Probably this sterns from bad 
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experiences of the implementation of inappropriate PMS's leading to bad decision-making 

(Kerssens-van Drongelen, 1999). The conclusion that can be drawn is the same as the 

conclusion for the general performance measurement: the best way to deal with these 

drawbacks is to consider these possible dysfunctions along with the promises of performance 

measurement. 

This section showed that performance measurement is well accepted and applied in various 

business areas nowadays. Performance measurement in R&D environments is relatively new. 

However, also in this area performance measurement has proven to be a useful concept and 

due to recent R&D trends it became an eminent one too. The main challenges of applying 

performance measurement in this area are: 

• The interwoven role R&D performance with other business activities. 

• The vague link between input/activities and output/outcome. 

• The large time gap between R&D activities and the market place pay off. 

• The complicated process of norm setting, and the low acceptation probability by the 

stakeholders. 

The next section will describe theoretica! analysis and design approaches to development a 

PMS while minimizing the described dysfunctions. 

2.2 Performance measurement approaches found in literature 

The previous section described the benefits and difficulties of performance measurement in 

R&D environments. The conclusion drawn from the previous section was that: one has to tread 

the promises of performance measurement in R&D environments with its possible 

dysfunctions. The Performance measurement system Systematic Design Approach (PSDA) 

developed in (Kerssens-van Drongelen, 1999) aims at guiding R&D measurement system 

developers to a measurement system that fulfils the stated purpose and better suits the 

contingencies. This means that the PSDA puts focus on the first steps of the design approach 

of a PMS. This in contrast to known frameworks (like the BBS, ProMES, Critica! Success Factor

approach, the Performance Pyramid or the horizontal approach) that all depart from the idea 

that the chosen framework is applicable for the function it has to serve. Those frameworks do 

not do a thorough problem and context analysis, or determine the functional specifications 

and system requirements. The PSDA was developed using literature study and several 

empirica! research activities. The PSDA describes design steps; from the reason to start the 

design process until the implementation of a measurement system. However, the final steps 

are only touched upon briefly and do not provide thorough support during the actual design 

of a PMS. This was acknowledges by Kerssens- van Drongelen in an e-mail conversation 

(Kerssens-van Drongelen, 2006). Also in her thesis she stated that other literature elaborates 

more profoundly on these phases. The PSDA framework is presented in appendix 7. The 

presented approach is divided into four phases: the problem definition, the conceptual design, 

the detailed design, and the implementation phase. This project will use concepts from the 

first three phases to support the analysis. Section 2.2.1 will start with the description and 

application of the concepts of the PSDA. This will result in the selection of an appropriate 

design approach that is described in section 2.2.2 . 

2.2.1 Aspects of the PSDA (analysis approach) 

Like the described above, the PSDA uses several aspects in its analysis to come to a suited PMS 

design in R&D environments. Relevant PSDA aspects will be described in this section. The first 

aspect answers the question: "What do we want the PMS system to do?" Based on a review of 

three related strands of the axiomatic systems theory (cybernetic systems, agency and the 

empowerment theories) taxonomy of measurement system functions is developed. The PMS 
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developer has to select the PMS functions that the target organization wants its PMS system to 

fulfill. These functions are presented in Table 2. To come to the assignment description 

presented in section 1.3, this project started with an orientation phase. During this phase 

interviews were held with : ASL's director overall/operations, the general manager and a group 

leader (amongst others). From those interviews and from the resulting agreed problem and 

assignment description ASL's preferred PMS function can be derived. The functions most 

important to ASL are marked in Table 2. This indicates that ASL wants its PMS to : "To provide 

insight into (expected) deviations from objectives/environmental factors to support the 

diagnosis by subordinates (FS) and manager (Fl) as to whether and if so which steering 

measures to apply." 

T. he functions of a PMS (sou 

,.:iosig 
~is'.by 

F6. Justification of existence, decisions and performance. 

F7. Motivating people through feedback . 

The second aspect determines the level in the organization at which the above selected 

functions have to be measured. This is done to reach a common understanding of the relevant 

measurement subjects . The taxonomy of the measurement subject distinguishes R&D 

functions and R&D departments. The taxonomy is presented in Figure 7. The subject of 

measurement has to be determined for each of the selected PMS functions (of Table 2). 

Functional view 1 Firm 1 Deoartmental view 

Proaram board R&D department 

Project team R&D site 

Sub- team Sub-deoartment 

1 Developer 1 

Figure 7: the measurement subjects' taxonomy (source p .203 (Kerssens- van Drongelen, 1999)) 

The third aspect encompasses characteristics of the target organization that influence the PMS 

design. These characteristics are called : contingency factors. The thesis gives taxonomies for 

five contingency factors (that are generally considered to be the most relevant in the design of 

R&D PMS's). The contingency factors are presented in Table 3. For each of these contingency 

factors taxonomy is developed, this taxonomy will be treated in more detail in chapter 4. 

Table 3: contingency factors for the design of a PMS 

(K D I 1999) erssens- van ronqe en, 

Cl) lnnovation strateav 

C2) Company/unit size 

C3) Strateaic R&D control model 

C4) Commercial and technica! uncertainty 

CS) Oraanization complexitv 

Based on the target organization's values of the above-described aspects (PMS functions, 

subject of measurement and contingency factors) PMS design guidel ines are derived. These 
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guidelines should assure that the PMS design is tailored to the target organization's 

characteristics. From the score on these aspects several guidelines for: metrics characteristics, 

measurement method characteristics and system requirements, can be derived. These 

guidelines should help the PMS designer in the design of a tailored PMS. However Kerssens

van Drongelen also indicates that an existing framework could be used for the actual design of 

the PMS system. She presents a preliminary attempt to match the PMS functions (of Table 2) 

with known PMS frameworks. This is done in Table 4; the columns of PMS function Fl and FS 

are encircled . 

The table shows that there is no 

approach that supports both 

functions. ASL currently uses a BBS 

that supports PMS function Fl and 

does not support PMS function F5. 

Like mention above this table is a 

preliminary attempt to match the 

PMS functions with the known 

design approaches. In (Bremser 

and Barsky, 2004) an overview is 

presented of: how a completely 

implemented BBS fits the seven 

PMS functions. They conclude that 

the BBS can be an important tool to 

Table 4: assumed fits between the system formats and the PMS 
functions (source(Kerssens-van Drongelen, 7 999)) -

Functions- t1, F2 F3 F4 /5' F6 F7 

Design approaches l 

Balanced Scorecard ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

CSF approach ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Vertical approach ✓ ✓ ✓ 

GQM approach 1 ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Performance Pyramid ✓ ✓ 1 
Horizontal approach ✓ ✓ 

System model approach ✓ ✓ 

Process model approach l j ✓ , ✓ 

ProMES \ I ✓ ✓ \✓) ✓ ✓ - -
incorporate the strategie fit into PMS's for R&D activities. And that integrated performance 

measurement is an essential element of the effectively measuring and managing R&D 

processes. The full overview of how the BBS support the PMS function is presented in appendix 

8. Table 5 indicates that a BBS can be a useful tool to support the PMS functions Fl and F5 

according to (Bremser and Barsky, 2004). This confirms the preliminary character of Table 4. 

Ta bi e 5: 'M unctJOns an P. s fi t e source: d h 885(. (8 remseran d 8 k 2004)) ars -v, 
PMS functions Usefulness of the BBS 

Fl) Provide insight into (expected) deviations from The BBS utilizes causa! sets of performance metrics 

objectives I envi ron men tal factors to support the to monitor results. Variance analysis of metrics 

diagnosis by manager as to whether and if so which provides insight into deviations from objectives. 

steerina measures to annlv. 

FS) Provide insight into (expected) deviations from The requirement to use causa! linkages throughout 

objectives I envi ron men tal factors to support the the BBS forces employee to analyze performance 

diagnosis by subordinates as to whether and if so deviations and to identify, assess and manage driver 

which steerina measures to aoolv. of outcomes and results . 

Another important argument for the use of a BBS is provided by the fact that ASL currently 

uses a BBS. This means that all the stakeholders are familiar with the approach. NXP uses the 

BBS approach company wide. This means that ASL also has to deliver metrics scores to fill the 

BBS's of higher hierarchical organization levels. This fact in combination with the BBS 

approach's expected support of PMS function Fl and F5 leads to a further examination of the 

application of the BBS as design approach. This is done in the next section . 

2.2.2 Cooperative design of a Balanced Scorecard (design approach) 

To come to a suited design approach this section describes (Business) Balanced Scorecard 

(BBS). lt starts with a genera! description of the BBS and its application in R&D environments. 

The previous section did not provide enough persuasive evidence that the BBS can be used in 
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this project. That is why its relevant weaknesses wi ll be compensated by applying a design 

approach that improves the BBS support of PMS function F5. This is cooperative design is 

addressed at the end of this section. 

The BBS is the most commonly used PMS. Robert Kaplan and David Norton developed the 

approach during the l 980's and presented the complete approach in 1992. In 1996 they 

published a book; 'The balanced scorecard : translating strategy into action' (Kaplan and 

Norton, 1996). Since then it is a popular framework, applied in many companies. (Silk, 1998) 

estimated that approximately sixty percent of the Fortune l 000 companies either used or 

were experimenting with a BBS. The BBS can be compared with the cockpit of an airplane. Like 

a pilot needs detailed information about many aspects (fuel, altitude etc.), a manager should 

be able to understand complex business information at a glance. At the same time it attempts 

to measure how employees are performing with respect to the corporate strategy. To do this a 

mix of strategie aspect are translated into measurable metrics. The BBS allocated performance 

metrics to four perspectives : the customer, the internal , the innovation and learning, and the 

financial perspect ive. lt brings an overview of these metrics together in a single management 

report. By using the four perspectives in one approach it prevents sub optimizing. lt shows 

that improvements in one area can be at the expenses of performance results in another area. 

The four perspectives give answer to accompanying questions that are discussed below. 

Kaplan and Norton also presented an approach to develop a BBS in practice. This is presented 

in appendix 8. 

• The customer perspective gives answer to the question: "how do customers see us?" The 

answers to this question fall into three classes of attributes. The classes are : product and 

service attributes, customer relationship, and image and reputation. To apply the BBS, 

compan ies should select specific objectives and metrics across these three classes. This 

enables them to deliver superior value propositions to their targeted customer segments . 

• The internal business perspective answers the question: "what must we excel at?" The 

metrics that result from goals on this perspective should cover the business processes 

that have the greatest impact on customer satisfaction. This defines what needs to be 

done internally to meet customers' expectations. lt also clarifies the core competencies of 

an organization. At NXP this perspective is cal led the processes perspective. 
• The innovation and learning perspective answers the question: "can we continue to 

improve and create value?" This deals with the organizations ability to adjust to changing 

environments and future competitiveness . Only by: improving, innovating and learning an 

organization keeps adding value. This in contrast to the previous two perspectives, those 

define the most important parameters for success at this moment. NXP defined this 

perspective as the competence perspective. 
• The financial perspective answers the question: "how do we look to shareholders?" lt 

indicates if the implemented and executed strategy resulted in bottom-line 

improvements. The shortfalls of financial measures have been discussed in section 2.1. 

The financial numbers will follow when the right operational improvements are made. 

However, if the applied strategy does not result in bottom-line financial improvements (on 

the long run) ; management should revert to their strategy and vision creation process. 

Because: "Even an excellent set of balanced scorecard measures does not guarantee a 

winning strategy." ((Kaplan and Norton, 1996), p. 138). 

An important strength of the BBS is that it combines the traditional financial metrics that 

measure past performance, with metrics that measure determinants of future performance. 

This is aften indicated as the combination of leading indicators that measure performance 

drivers, and lagging indicators that measure performance of past periods. Another important 
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strength is that the BBS links performance metrics with the strategy and vision of a company. 

This makes it a strategie management tool and therefore it helps managers to (Kaplan and 

Norton, 1996): clarify and update strategy for the management team, communicate strategy 

throughout the company translating it to concrete metrics, align unit and individual goals with 

the strategy, link strategie objectives to long-term targets and annual budgets , identify and 

align strategie initiatives, and conduct periodic performance reviews to learn about and 

improve strategy. The strategie character of the BBS makes it a popular tool amongst many 

management teams. lt helps to achieve consensus on the strategy within the team itself as 

wel! throughout the company as a whole. 

The widespread use of the BBS leads to the fact that it is empirically tested, with many 

examples of positive results (on efficiency and effectiveness), and that the weaknesses of the 

BBS are also uncovered. One of the most eminent weaknesses of the BBS is that the top-down 

approach of the BBS can lead to the rejection of the systems in lower organization levels. This 

could happen because people fee! threatened by it (or by performance measurement in 

genera!) or feel ignored when they are not consulted in the design process (Braam and Nijssen, 

2004). 

(Maltz et al., 2003) addressed another notable weakness of the BBS: its lack of focus on a 

company's human resource aspects. For instance Unilever added a fifth (people development) 

perspective after using the BBS for years. That was one of the reasons for the development a 

new performance measurement model that is partially based on the BBS. They developed a 

five-dimension model (depicted in appendix 6) called the Dynamic Multi-dimensional 

Performance Model (DMP). The most differentiating dimension in this model is the 'people 

development' dimension. Another perspective that could be added, to as well de DMP as the 

BBS, is a perspective or dimension that covers issues of a company's responsibilities to the 

society. (Ahaus et al., 1998) describe that this aspect is incorporated in the 'Model 

Nederlandse Kwal iteit' (MNK), which is the Dutch version of the EFQM-model (European 

Foundation for Quality Management). Though 'people development' and 'social responsibility' 

are not part of the initial four perspectives of the BBS, Kaplan and Norton have indicated that 

organization can add perspectives for their specific situation. A second solution (besides 

adding perspectives) could be adding 'people development' or 'social responsibility' metrics to 

the four presented perspectives. People development metrics could for instance be added to 

the 'innovation and learning' perspective. Social responsibility metrics could be added to the 

'customer perspective', provided that these elements are important to the target organization. 

Another shortfall of the BBS that is reported more aften (Gautreau and Kleiner, 2001; 

Papalexandris et al., 2004; Braam and Nijssen, 2004) is that the BBS has to be constantly 

updated. On the one hand this is good, because it assures alignment with strategies that 

change over time. On the other hand resources are needed to keep the BBS updated and 

effective. In statie environments this is no problem because not many strategie changes wil! be 

made; in dynamic environments this means extra effort. This is one element that contributes 

to the fact that the BBS is not an easy system to implement (McKenzie and Shilling, 1998). A 

typical scorecard may take five or six months to implement. An additional number of months 

may be needed to fine - tune the structure. The cause and effect relationships underlying the 

linkage of performance metrics with organization strategy and vision is often more difficult 

than expected (McKenzie and Sh illing, 1998). Because it is difficult to link the metrics with 

strategy and vision using few metrics, designers tend to develop toa many metrics. This is a 

thread that could make the BBS needlessly complicated (Sandstrom and Toivanen, 2002). 
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Literature provides some examples of the application of the 88S in R&D environments . Because 

of the widespread use of the BBS, this is probably one of the first frameworks one would want 

to try in new environments. (Lassenius et al., 1998) used the BBS to develop a goal-centered, 

participative approach for the development of R&D metrics that reflect the strategie goals of 

the company. They see the BBS as "a suitable framework for the development of R&D metrics" 

((Lassenius et al., 1998), p.143). (Kerssens-van Drongelen and Bilderbeek, 1999) showed that 

the BBS can be a useful framework to cluster R&D performance metrics. (Sandstrom and 

Toivanen, 2002) used the BBS to develop a PMS for product development engineers. Emphasis 

was put on helping those engineers to do their work more cost conscious and in line with the 

corporate strategy. When evaluating the application of the BBS they say its best qualities are: 

future orientation, clearness and the possibility to take many perspectives into the 

performance analysis. (Papalexandris et al., 2004) described the implementation of a BBS in a 

Greek software firm. They reported that the incorporation of employees' suggestions in the 

design process had a positive effect on employees' motivation and morale. However, the 

traditional BBS development is a top-down process. This leads to the further deepening of 

cooperative design of a BBS. 

The previous paragraphs showed that the BBS is a useful tool to complement the PSDA in the 

design of a PMS. Discussed weaknesses of the BBS are: the lack of focus on people 

development and social responsibility, the constant need for updating the system, the 

complexity of implementing a BBS, and the low acceptance of the system because of the top

down approach. Like discussed, the lack of focus on people development can be compensated 

by adding a perspective or by incorporating people development metrics in other perspectives. 

The constant need for updating is a weakness of PMS's in general and it was shown that this 

also has advantages. The complexity of the implementation of a BBS should be outweighed by 

the advantages the system has. 

The last mentioned weakness (low acceptation because of top-down approach) is an eminent 

weakness. This probably also is the reason why Table 4 indicated that the BBS does not 

support PMS function F5. A solution to this weakness can be found in the cooperative design 

of a BBS. Kerssens- van Drongelen acknowledged that it is important, for the acceptance of 

the PMS, that stakeholders are involved during the design process ((Kerssens-van Drongelen, 

1999), p.240). (Bremser and Barsky, 2004) integrated the Stage-Gate approach with the BBS. 

This framework shows how to link R&D activities with resource commitments and a firm's 

strategie objectives. They recommend a participative approach when cascading the BBS 

performance metrics down to all organization levels in R&D environments. (Sandstrom and 

Toivanen, 2002) reported that: when management practices are understandable to engineers 

they see them as support, and they experience involvement in the PMS design process as 

motivating. (Papalexandris et al., 2004) reported benefits that stemmed from the 

incorporation of employees' suggestions in the design process and in the drafting of strategie 

initiatives. The authors stated that it led to a reduced resistance to change and an increased 

ownership of the BBS project. The increased employee satisfaction score and decreased 

employee turnover showed that the project had a positive effect on employee's motivation and 

morale. (Lassenius et al., 1998) describe two fundamental different approaches to 

management: the control-oriented (top-down) approach and the involvement-oriented 

(bottom-up) approach. The bottom-up approach relies more on self-control and self

management of employees. Lassenius et al. believe that it is essential to use participative 

methods when developing R&D metrics. They stated that the best outcomes might be achieved 

by combing the two approaches. This last opinion is also supported by other literature. In 
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(Dorr, 2001) a description of a combined top- down, bottom-up approach for the development 

of performance metrics is given. 

The theoretica! background in this section showed that employee involvement in the PMS 

design process is recommended. One of the most important advantages of it is the higher 

likeliness of acceptance of the PMS. lt also leads to reduced resistance to change and an 

increased ownership of the BBS project. In addition a positive effect on employee's motivation 

and morale was reported. A fully bottom-up developed PMS with a high level of subordinate 

involvement is ProMES. ProMES (see appendix 6 for a description) produced positive results 

upon implementation . However there has been variability in the effectiveness of ProMES 

(Hernan, 2003). lt is a time consuming approach to unfold and maintain and is most suited for 

stable environment (unlike ASL's environment). This illustrates that a high level of employee 

involvement in the design process is rather time consuming. A combination of both 

approaches is expected lead to the best results, since this combines the advantages of the 

cooperative design and of a top-down approach. Such a combined approach is supported by 

academie literature (Lassenius et al., 1998; Dorr, 2001 ). 

2.3 Theory implications on the project 

The previous sections showed that performance measurement is well accepted and applied in 

various business areas nowadays. Performance measurement in R&D environments is relatively 

new, but also in this area performance measurement has proven to be a useful concept. 

However R&D performance measurement also entails a couple of discussed challenges. To 

address these challenges a solid design approach is needed. The previous sections showed 

that the PSDA is a suited framework to go through the first steps of designing a PMS in R&D 

environments. However, the design and implementation phases of the PSDA are not detailed 

enough to be supportive in this project. For these phases other frameworks can offer 

additional support. lt was shown that the BBS is a su ited framework to support these phases. 

The BBS is strong in linking performance metrics to a company's vision and strategy but also 

has its weaknesses. To face the low acceptance probability by stakeholders this project's 

methodology should include a cooperative element in the design approach. This is (amongst 

other benefits) because employee's involvement in the PMS design process helps to enlarge 

the acceptance by the stakeholders. This led to the conclusion that a combined top-down, 

bottom-up approach will probably result in the best PMS for ASL. 

(Kempen and Keizer, 2000) developed a model for academie advisory research. The model is 

based on the following sequentia! steps: orientation phase, analyses phase, design phase, and 

implementation phase. During the orientation phase internal and external factors of the 

subject of research are considered and: a problem definition, an assignment, and plan of 

approach is formulated. In the analysis phase an exploration of the causes of the problem is 

done. In the design phase a solution design is developed that will be implemented in the 

implementation phase. This model shows strong similarity with the phases that the PSDA 

distinguishes, depicted in appendix 7. The approach that is applied in this project uses the 

model of Kempen and Keizer to define the basic outline of the steps that will be taken. The 

analysis tools of PSDA will support the activities conducted in the orientation and analysis 

phase. The top-down, bottom-up BBS design approach supports the design and 

implementation phases Table 6 presents the approach applied in this project. 

The presented approach should face relevant challenges of R&D performance measurement 

and attentions point derived from described experiences with the BBS. This approach 

specifically faces the following aspects that were encountered in the literature : 
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• The vague link between input/activities and output / outcome 

• The low acceptance probabi li ty by stakeholders 

• The need fora strong and clear link between the PMS and the strategy of an organization . 

The first aspect is addressed by the mapping of ASL's genera! flow and pr imary processes with 

deliverables. This clarifies the link between input/ activities and output/outcome. This 

mapping process also touches upon the clarification of another challenge of R&D performance 

measurement; 'the interwoven role of R&D performance with other business act ivities.' The 

second aspect: 'the low acceptation probability by the stakeholders' is a challenge of R&D 

performance measurement and a weakness of the BBS. This is faced by the bottom-up 

development of metrics and stakeholders' involvement during the whole project. The third 

aspect: 'the need for a link between the measuring system and an organization's strategy' is 

faced by the mapping of ASL's mission and vision, and the top-down development of metrics 

and success factors. 

Ta e 6: t e project aooroac o oe ormance measurement at NXP s ASL bi h h f m 
Phase 

Orientation phase 

Observation and 

analysis phase 

Design phase 

Validation and 

lmplementation phase 
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Activity 

Company orientation 

Problem and assignment 

definition 

Theoretica! backqround 

Approach determination 

Describe ASL initial BBS 

Describe the use of the initial 

BBS 

Describe ASL decision 

makinq and control 

Describe views on the initial 

BBS 

Analysis on the initial system 

with PSDA tools 

Mappinq ASL general flow 

Mapping ASL's primary 

processes with deliverables 

Mapping ASL's mission and 

vision 

Bottom-up metrics 

develooment 

Alignment of success factors 

with bottom-up metrics 

Design new BBS 

Validate the system 

Give implementation plan 
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Chapter Method 

1 Desk research and interviews 

1 Interviews 

2 Literature research 

2 
Literature research , expert consultation 

(Kerssens- Drongelen), and interviews 

3 
Data research and interviews (employees and 

management) 

3 Attendance at BBS meeting 

3 Desk research and interviews 

3 Interviews with management and employees 

4 Desk research and interview with management 

5 Interviews with management team 

Meetings with employees, management and 

5 presentation at management team off-site 

meetinq 

Desk research, interviews with management 

5 and input from management team off-site 

meeting 

5 Workshops with employees 

5 Meetings with management 

Use the bottom-up metrics to measure the 

5 success factors and fill the gaps with top-

down developed metrics 

5 
Feedback meeting on the design with the 

manaqement team 

6 Literature research 
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3 Performance measurement point of departure 
This chapter describes observations on ASL's performance measurement system at project 

start. lt addresses the way the system is used and presents management and staff views on 

the initia! system. The foundation of this point of departure is ASL's BBS at project start. Like 

section 1.3 described the initia! BBS was developed by adjusting the design that resulted from 

a project conducted in Southampton. This initia! system is described in section 3.1 and the 

use of the system is described in section 3.2 . One of the basic thoughts behind performance 

measurement is that measurement enables management. That is why ASL's decision-making 

and control will be addressed in section 3.3. Section 3.4 shows results from interviews with 

employees and staff about ASL's initia! BBS. 

3.1 ASL's Balanced Scorecard 

At project start ASL used a BBS that originated from (Zeng, 2005) and a history of BBS usage 

within NXP (described in section 1.3). The overview of ASL's BBS at project start can be found 

in appendix 4. This section will discuss the metrics that were used (or intended to use) at 

project start. Table 7 gives the metric title and the definition that was used. The third column 

indicated how often the value in the BBS is updated. The final column indicates the hierarchy 

of metrics that are reported to higher hierarchical levels within NXP. ASL is obligated to report 

these metrics. 

Ta bi e 7: exp anation o t e metrics t at are used in the current 885 fh h 

Metric title Metric definition 
Report Report 

Freouencv hierarchv 

CO4a) No. of invention Count (YTD7) the submitted number of 
Monthly 

ASL➔STA➔ 

disclosures invention disclosure with ASL lead at IP&S8 CTO➔NXP 

CO4b) No. of 
Count (YTD) the number of publications* Monthly ASL➔STA 

oublications 

CO6) No. of influenced Count (YTD) the number of demo sessions to 
Monthly ASL 

customers NXP customers 

CO?) No. of 
Count (YTD) the total number of demo sessions Monthly ASL 

demonstrations 

XXX) Performance to 
3-month average of the finished projects: time 

schedule 
slip/ total project execution time= ('R gate'- Monthly ASL➔STA** 

'planned R qate')/('R qate'-'Planned S qate') 

RRR) Gates/milestones (Monthly average of the missed BCaM gates or 
Monthly ASL 

passed and missed milestones per week) x (no. of weeks delav) 

ZZZ) Website visits*** Count no. of visits (oer 1000) Monthlv ASL 
CO9) Customer Average survey score (of the last quarter) at NXP 

Quarterly 
ASL➔STA➔ 

satisfaction survey*** internal customers* CTO➔NXP 

101) Proportion of 
Percentage of the hours booked at BD&I 

funding used (BD&I 
projects compared to the planned hours. 

Quarterly ASL 
projects) 

Actual spending compared to Rolling Financial 
ASL➔STA➔ 

YYY) Performance to RFF Forecast (adjusted quarterly) supplied by CTO, Monthly 
CTO➔NXP 

F&A9 department. 

102) Decision Monthly average of finished projects': (time 
Monthly ASL 

time / overall project time period till execution)/(total oroiect duration) 

7 YTD: Year-to-date. 
8 IP&S: lntellectual Property and Standards is responsible for managing NXP's intellectual property on NXP 

corporate level. 
9 F&A: Finance and Administration 
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103) Allocation Monthly average of finished projects': (time 

duration / overall project period for resource allocation) / (total project Monthly ASL 

time duration) 

Official assessment defined by CTO quality 
Monthly 

ASL➔STA➔ 
PPP) BCaM compliance 

deoartment* CTO➔ NXP 

QQQ) CMMi Official assessment defined by CTO quality 
Quarterly 

ASL➔STA➔ 

compliance*** department* CTO➔NXP 

104) Engaged time / overall 

legal time 
Needs to be redefined* 

IOS) Frequency of Number of meetings with 6 key-account 
Monthly ASL 

customer contacts customers* (YTD) 

107) Performance to 
Needs to be redefined* 

deliverables 

D02) Completion of 
Percentage of trainings (agreed in personal 

personal development 
development plan) executed (YTD)* 

Monthly ASL 

olan 

Percentage of totally budgeted training hours 

D03) Training time (41 .6 hours per person per year) booked Monthly ASL 

(YTD) 

D04) Employee turnover 
(Number of employees that left in the past 3 

months/average number of employees in Monthly ASL 
rate 

oast 3 months) x 4 

DOS) Employee survey Average of survey scores from Eindhoven 2 times a 
ASL➔CTO➔NXP 

(enqaqement index) and Southampton* year 

* See appendix 9 for detail 

** 

*** 

ASL internal unless the project is defined as a topl 2 project for STA or top l O for CTO. 

Metrics measured on STA level not on ASL level 

The first aspect that stands out during the observation of ASL's BBS is that the subject of 

measurement is not always on ASL level. Metrics marked with *** measure on STA level. Metric 

C09 (customers satisfaction survey) is not only measured on STA level but also deals with two 

types of surveys: the portfolio and the development survey. This results in the fact that the 

score on this metric cannot directly be used to apply steering measures, because it is not clear 

what caused that score. Another remark is that two metrics (104 and 107) need to be redefined 

because the current definition is not correct or the measurement method is not clear. These 

metrics are in the BBS because they are adopted from (Zeng, 2005). Metrics dealing with 

customers also need extra attention because the word 'customer' is used in multiple ways; 

'The no. of influenced customers' counts demos to all NXP customers, the 'customer 

satisfaction survey' deals with internal customers (internal NXP partners), and 'The frequency 

of customer contacts' only takes the six key NXP customers into account. This means that the 

term 'customer' is used with different definitions. 

3.2 The use of ASL's Balanced Scorecard 
(Zeng, 2005) proposed a new BBS design that was presented in September 2005. After that 

advice ASL's management team, together with group leaders, did a voting on the proposed 

metrics. In this process some metrics (XXX, RRR, ZZZ, YYY, PPP, and QQQ of Table 7) were 

added because: they were available (ZZZ), and/or were required to report to higher 

hierarchical levels (the other four). This resulted in the list of metrics that would be used, 

presented in Table 7. lt was complete around December 2005. At that point in time, the 

involved persons (ASL's management and group leaders) had the idea that the designed 

system was not sufficient enough to covers ASL's performance (a reason to initiate this 
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project). When this project started (September 2006) the implementation of the designed BBS 

was stopped in anticipation of this project's results . So the initial BBS was under 

implementation fora couple of months when this project started. 

The above described voting and design process of the metrics took: the measurability, 

relevance, and the effort required to generate the metrics into account. Most (nineteen) of the 

applied metrics are measurable (the scores for the first months of 2006 were generated), two 

needed more definition (like indicated in Table 7) and therefore were not measured. Out of the 

nineteen measured metrics: eight (C04A, ZZZ, C09, 101, YYY, PPP, QQQ, and DOS) were 

tracked by STA and only had to be copied into ASL's BBS, five (C06, CO?, 105, D03 and D04) 

were derived from existing data sources in ASL and then were copied into ASL's BBS, the 

remaining six (C04B, XXX, RRR, 102, 103, and D02) required some extra data gathering effort 

(roughly two to three hours/month for all six of the metrics). Summarizing the initial BBS took 

little effort to fill. The intention was to discuss the results of the metric scores twice per 

quarter, if the system was implemented. One of those review meeting was attended, the 

observations are described below. 

The BBS review meeting is cal led the 'managerial review meeting'. Required attendees to this 

meeting are : the management team, the group leaders, the project leader and the lead 

architect. The meeting is held every six weeks. The planned duration of the meeting was two 

hours. Because the BBS at project start was still in the implementation phase (like described 

above) the attended meeting discussed the BBS for the first time, as a kind of experiment. 

According to ASL's management, the fully implemented BBS should be discussed regularly in 

this meeting. During the short period of active BBS use (a quarter), the metric owners were 

reminded to update their metrics monthly (like depicted in appendix 4, all metrics have metric 

owners assigned to them). In an introductory e-mail the metrics owners were asked to prepare 

sheets to discuss issues and suggestions for resolutions around their non-compliant metrics 

(non-compliant means that the metrics differ from their target values). lf no targets are set, 

the owners were asked to prepare a target proposal. The excel file that is used to capture the 

BBS is on a common drive that is available to all stakeholders. One person (a group leader) 

sent the e-mail to announce the meeting (and agenda) and another group leader was 

responsible for coordinating that all data was available before the meeting. Attendees could 

also file metrics if they thought important metrics were missing in the BBS. Nobody filed a 

missing metric. 

The meeting was led by the director overall/operations. During the meeting all metrics were 

discussed one by one; not only the metrics that were non-compliant with the target. Because 

the definition of the metrics was not clear to all attendees, this was explained again by the 

metrics owner when his metric was discussed. To support the data interpretation, a chart of 

the score of each metric (with historica! data) was depicted in a presentation. Only for some 

non-compliant metrics actions were defined because, for the other non- compliant metrics 

(when compared with historica! data) the conclusion was drawn that this score would catch up 

later in the year. Defined actions encompassed to make the non-compliant metric an agenda 

point for a specific meeting; dealing with the topic in question (see next section). For some 

metrics, targets were discussed. Either because the target was not set yet, or because, not all 

attendees agreed with the defined target. More historica! data was needed to determine a 

good target for some metrics . At the end of the meeting the chairmen evaluated the current 

BBS with the participants. A point was raised about the number of metrics; the attendees 

agreed that the number of metrics (2 l) is too much to deal with in one meeting. At the same 

time the attendees also agreed that, if only exceptions were discussed, the number would not 
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be an issue. The attendees expressed that too much focus was put on the status quo and not 

on improvement because no metrics track progress on ASL's strategie issues. Metrics that 

were reported missing, at the end of the meeting, are metrics measuring: customer 

perception, ASL's program development process, ASL's front-end act ivities (the translation of 

t rends into implications for the NXP vision and ASL program items), and metrics that can be 

communicated to all staff. The attendees also decided to stop improvement steps on ASL's 

current BBS in expectation of th is project's results. This also means that this was the first and, 

until now, last 'managerial review meeting' that discussed the BBS. 

From these observations (on the system that was recently implemented) the conclusion is 

drawn that the stakeholders experience troubles with clarity about the definition of the 

metrics that are used. They are able to define corrective actions based on the information the 

system provides, however they are not able to assess the performance of ASL as a whole. 

There is a shared belief that these metrics do cover ASL's integral pe rformance. Though the 

system does not take a lot of effort to use and maintain, the necessity of discussing all the 

metrics leads to the fact that the amount of effort needed to discuss the current system 

bothers the stakeholders. 

3.3 ASL's decision-making and control 

This section addresses ASL's decision-making and control. The BBS is not the only vehicle that 

facilitates ASL's decision-making and control process. This is also done in all kinds of other 

ways ; from informal conversations on the hallway, to formal meetings. Decisions are aften 

taken and communicated in face-to-face meetings. For instance decisions on: which 

deliverable of a project will be met at project end (when the time is fixed and a choice between 

deliverables has to be made), are taken on the job in dialogue with the responsible engineers 

or other staff members. In addition management does part of the control process by keeping 

an open dialogue with ASL's staff. Because, next to the BBS, formal meetings are the most 

tangible parts of ASL's decision-making and control; appendix l O gives an overview of the 

meeting types that are held. At each described meeting the decision scope and the desired 

attendees are indicated. This is not an exhaustive list because (for instance) project progress 

meetings and group work meetings (site specific) are not addressed. The presented meetings 

are the most relevant ones for decision-making and control. Table 8 shows which BBS metrics 

are discussed at which meeting. Since all metrics are discussed du ring the managerial meeting 

(described in the previous section) this will not be specifically mentioned in Table 8. The two 

metrics of Table 7 that were not defined are omitted in this table. The third column of Table 8 

also shows which metrics are presented to all employees during the communication meeting 

(described in appendix l 0). 

The overview of appendix l O shows fourteen frequent or less frequent meeting types that are 

relevant to ASL's decision-making and control process (next to meetings with another 

purpose). During an interview, ASL's general manager mentioned that this might be too much 

for an organization like ASL. The director overall/operations is the problem owner of this 

project. He is a required attendee at all of the fourteen summed up meetings. Table 8 presents 

the nineteen metrics of ALS's initial BBS (nineteen since two of the 21 metrics are omitted due 

to mentioned reasons). Nine of them are also discussed at another meeting than the 

managerial review meeting, ten of them are not discussed at a specific other meeting. Four of 

them are presented to all employees during ASL's communication meeting. 
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Ta bie 8: meetinqs that discuss metrics except managerial review meeting 

Metric title Meetinq 2nd meetinq 

Performance to RFF F&A meetinq 

Employee turnover rate Group leaders meetinq Communication meetinq 

Completion of personal development plan Group leaders meetinq Communication meetinq 

Traininq time Group leaders meetinq Communication meetinq 

Employee survey (enqaqement index) Group leaders meetinq 

No. of invention disclosures lnvention disclosure meetinq 

Customer satisfaction survey Manaqement team meetinq 

No. of publications No specific other meetinq 

No. of influenced customers No specific other meeting 

No. of demonstrations No specific other meeting 

Website visits No specific other meeting 

Proportion of funding used (BD&I projects) No specific other meeting 

Decision time / overall project time No specific other meeting 

Allocation duration / overall project time No specific other meeting 

BCaM comoliance No specific other meetinq 

CMMi compliance No specific other meeting 

Freauencv of customer contacts No specific other meetinq 

Performance to schedule Project Review Board meetinq Communication meetinq 

Gates / milestones oassed and missed Project Review Board meetinq 

3.4 Views of management and staff 

In the orjentation phase of this project orientating interviews were held with members of the 

management team and part ASL's staff. The goal of these interviews was find out: who is 

familiar with the BBS, what the opinion is about the content of the BBS, and what the possible 

points of improvement and thus expectations of this project were? This section will describe 

qualitative results from those interviews. Relevant opinions and remarks from the interviews 

will be discusses for management and employees. 

Members of the management team discuss the BBS at a regular basis (like described in section 

3.2) and were notified about the results of (Zeng, 2005). After that internship they also 

selected the metrics that would be in the BBS design. Therefore the management team is 

familiar with the BBS. The view about the BBS is that it does not cover the integral performance 

of ASL. lt measures aspects because they can be measured and not because they are relevant 

from a decision-making and control point of view. Because the BBS does not succeed in 

measuring the integral performance, it also does not show the added value of ASL to NXP. lt 

also puts emphasis on doing the projects while almost ignoring the aspect of doing the right 

projects. Like mentioned in section 3.2 the system puts a lot of attention on the status quo 

and less on improvement. Metrics that are possibly missing are metrics measuring : customer 

perception, customer engagement, ASL's vision, ASL's program development, and ASL's front

end work. The BBS that will be developed in th is project should be : advanced (measure 

relevant performance aspects), easy to experience and communicate, and designed around 

ASL (be of added value to ASL). A foreseen difficulty in achieving this is that the measurement 

of innovative processes appears to be intangible. 

Besides ASL's management team, ten staff members were asked about their opinion on ASL's 

BBS at project start. Except the group leaders (that play a role in filling ASL's BBS), none of the 

employees had seen the BBS as a whole before. Some metrics did ring a bell because they were 
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presented at communication meetings (see section 3.3). During the interview with staff 

members the BBS was showed to them and their opinion about it was asked. 

The general staff member view on the BBS was that it did not cover ASL's integral performance 

and that the real performance of ASL was difficult to express in metrics. A common heard 

remark was that: only project tim ing aspects were measured and that solely measuring these 

aspects does not represent the performance of ASL. A remark was made that these timing 

aspect were partially corrupted by filed change requests. When these requests are filed and 

approved these could result in a perfectly timed delivery of a project compared to the plan. 

However when they are compared to the baseline at project start they could have a dramatic 

delay. Of course this does not apply to projects that have a fixed deadline, because they have 

to deliver to a demonstration at a tradeshow (like described in section 1.2). Another relevant 

remark is that ASL's BBS at project start emphasizes ASL project management skills. The view 

is that this not the real added value of ASL. Performance areas that were supposed to be 

missing are : ASL's front-end work on vision translation into projects, the quality of the work 

of ASL, the innovativeness of ASL's work, customer opinion, and the transfer to the NXP's 

businesses. One interviewee mentioned that a bad performance on the current metrics did not 

result in steering measures from the management team. 

Expectations about the system to be designed in this project were that: it will be considered as 

another bureaucratie tool by the employees unless it could show the real added value and 

performance on content of ASL, it should offer grip on the organization without limiting the 

creativity of the work, it could support communication about each others performance within 

ASL, and it would be good if it gave you conformation if you did your job well. The point that it 

would support communication about each other's performance within ASL was mentioned 

more often because the engineers often criticize the work of ASL's S&T team. Probably this is 

due the fact that the results of S&T work are rather intangible, which leads to 

misunderstanding between both groups within ASL. This was reported by half of the 

interviewed staff. 
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4 Analysis of ASL's performance measurement 
The analysis method that is used in this chapter is derived from the tools of the PSDA 

described in chapter 2. This chapter uses these tools (of chapter 2) to derive theoretically 

expected characteristics of ASL's BBS. These expected characteristics are then compared to the 

observations of the previous chapter and aspects of this project's context described in chapter 

1. Section 4.1 determines these characteristics with methods applied in the PSDA. Section 0 

compares the theoretically expected characteristics with ASL's initia! BBS and draws 

conclusions based on this analysis . 

4.1 Applying the PSDA theory to ASL 

This section starts with the determination of relevant aspect that should be taken into account 

when designing a PMS for ASL. These aspects were addressed in section 2.2.1. The three 

aspects considered to influence a PMS system design are: the PMS functions , the subject of 

measurement, and the contingency factors . For the first aspect (the PMS functions the target 

organization wants its PMS to fulfill) ASL selected PMS functions Fl and FS as most relevant. 

Section 2.2 .1 described that these functions are : 'To provide insight into (expected) deviations 

from objectives/ environmental factors to support the diagnosis by subordinates (FS) and 

manager (Fl) as to whether and if so which steering measures to apply". 

The second aspect that is considered to influence the system design is the subject of 

measurement for each of the selected PMS functions. A distinction is made between the R&D 

function and the R&D department, because a company can outsource (part of) the R&D 

function but not the R&D department. Figure 7 summarized the taxonomy of R&D 

measurement subject. For both PMS functions the subject of measurement is on sub

department level. On the one hand this is because ASL is a sub-department of NXP (like 

depicted in appendix 2). On the other hand this is because projects that are conducted in 

cooperation with people outside ASL (like projects with NXP BL's, research, or with 

engagement partners) are fo rmulated as separate subprojects for ASL. So projects that cross, 

functional borders are defined at department level. 

The third aspect that is considered to influence the system des ign is contingency factors. 

Although more factors could be of influence Kerssens- van Drongelen chooses a limited set of 

five contingency factors (presented in Table 3) because these are generally considered most 

relevant. The values of the presented contingency factors can be determined with taxonomy. 

An overview of the contingency factor taxonomy is depicted on the next page in Table 9. For 

each contingency factor (printed bold) the ASL value is determined. The cells of the ASL values 

are marked grey. The argumentation behind the selection of these values for ASL can be found 

in appendix 7. At the contingency factor 'company /unit size (C2)' a distinction is made 

between NXP (large) and the target organization, ASL (small). In the taxonomy of 'commercial 

and technica! uncertainty (C4)' distinction is made between ASL's activities in the different 

generation described in section 1.2. 
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Table 9: taxonom of the con tin ency_ factors (source (Kerssens-van Dron elen, 1999)) for ASL. 
Cl) lnnovation 
strategy 

Prospector 

' ;· 

Defender 

Analyser 

Reactor 

C2) Company 
/unit size 

,Cl. 

C3) Strategie R&D control Type of R&D work 
model 

Professional control 

Hierarchical control 

central co-ordination of 
synergy 

Market control 

Market control with small 
corporale budget 

Market control with small 
budget for 'free research' 

C4) Commercial and technica! uncertainty 

Basic research 

support 

R&D internal 
services 

lmprovement or 
revision of existing 
product 

Product 
repositioning 

Cost reduction 

Engineer / 
development-to
order 

Low-tech 

CS) Complexity 

Low project 

From the values on the three aspects that are considered to influence a PMS system design 

described above Kerssens- van Drongelen derived theoretica! requirement to PMS's. From the 

first aspect (ASL's PMS functions Fl and FS) requirements to the PMS are derived. These 

requirements are depicted in Table 10. 

h Tab/e 7 O: requirements to t e PMS ase on unction Fl an b d fi FS source: Kerssens-van Dronae en, d ( 79 9 

Measurement system functions 
Fl FS 

Reauirements 

Rl) Focus on the causal chain leading or expected to lead to the achievement of objectives ✓ ✓ 

R2) Timelv sianalina when obiectives are (not) met or will probablv (not) be met ✓ ✓ 

R3) Minimal information analysis effort for the user ✓ 

R4) Minimal information process ing effort for the staff ✓ 

RS) Focus on the most important strategie issues ✓ 

R6) Cover all performance aspects which are important for the achievement of company 
✓ 

obiectives 

R7) Procedure must be considered 'instructive' by the subject of measurement ✓ 

The first two requirements Rl and R2 cover both functions (Fl and F2). The third and the 

fourth requirement R3 and R4 are complementary. One can say the information is desired to 

be easy to analyze and to process. From the RS and R6 on can conclude that a balance has to 

be found between the key strategie metrics and the coverage of all performance metrics 

important for the achievement of company objectives. Also from the third aspect, ASL's 

contingency factor values, requirements to the PMS are derived. The requirement 

corresponding with the contingency factor values depicted in Table 9 are summarized in Table 

11. Since a distinction was made between ASL activities in different generations, they are 

presented in the last column. 
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a e T. bi 11 : reaUJrements to t e enve rom se ecte h PMS d . d fi I d continaencv actor va ues 

Based on 
Requirement Generation 

contingency 

R8) Reflect the responsibilities and goals assigned to ASL as 
Departmental line 

derived from the objectives of the business function(s) in 
of command 

which ASL is involved and from company goals. 

R9) Focus on effectiveness and future growth through 
Prospector 

innovativeness. 

RIO) Rely on the self- management capabilities of the staff. 
innovation strategy 

Rl 1) The formality and sophistication of the PMS should be 

inversely proportional to the degree of direct surveyability. 
Firm and unit size All 

Rl 2) Company-wide arrangements should prevail over fit with 

small unit size . 

Rl 3) Comply with the bureaucratie management style and with 
Hierarchical control 

with centra! 
dual reporting structure. 

coordination of 
Rl4) Provide insight into cost keeping performance 

svnerqy 

Rl 5) The formality and sophistication of the PMS should be 
Medium 

proportional to the degree of coordination complexity. 
organization 
complexitv 

Rl6) Provide insight into semi-objectively determined 'fitness Commercial and G+2 and 
for future action' . technological G+3 

Rl 7) Provide objective insights into efficiency. uncertainty of R&D 

Rl 8) PMS should be used to determine appropriate course of work. G+ l 

action. 

Up till now the derived requirements applied to the PMS as a whole. However the ASL values on 

the three aspects, that are considered to influence a PMS system design, are also used to 

derive theoretically expected characteristics of specific metrics and measurement methods. 

The two tables presented below (Table 12 and Table 13) will derive characteristics for metrics 

and measurement methods based on the selected PMS functions. The taxonomy of these 

metrics and measurement method is described in appendix 7. 

Ta bi e 12: PMS esign gui e ines ort e metrics (source (Kerssens-van Dronge en, d n h 1999)) 

Derived metric characteristics Function For what 

CHl) Primarily recent past input/infrastructure and activity metrics 

CH2) Near future input, activity and output metrics Fl and FS Generally applicable 

CH3) Far future outcome metrics 

CH4) Recent oast outout or outcome metrics Fl and FS Continuous processes 

Table 13: PMS design guidelines for the measurement methods (source (Kerssens- van Drongelen, 1999)) 

Derived measurement methods characteristics 
CHS) Quantitative-objective methods, but when they are not very accurate, subjective 

methods are preferred. 

CH6) Least time-consuming measurement methods chosen (in term of both date gathering 

and data orocessinq to be oerformed bv the staff). 

CH7) Methods using customers' measurements 
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4.2 Literature implications compared to observations 

This section compares the theoretica! implications described in the previous section with the 

observations described in chapter 3 and with the analysis of the project context of chapter l. 

First the theoretically derived requirements on the PMS as a whole are compared subsequently 

this will be done for the metric and measurement method requirements. The theoretica! 

requirements to the PMS as a whole, described in previous section, will be addressed. To give 

more insight in the main areas of attention these requirements are clustered into topics that 

are related to each other. Beneath each cluster of requirements the compliance of ASL's initial 

BBS to them will be addressed. 

Strategie tool, information analysis and casual chain 

R l) Focus on the causa! chain leading or expected to lead to the achievement of objectives. 

RS) Focus on the most important strategie issues. 

R9) Focus on effectiveness and future growth through innovativeness. 

R 16) Provide insight into semi-objectively determined 'fitness for future action'. 

R l 8) PMS should be used to determine appropriate course of action. 

R3) Minimal information analysis effort for the user. 

R l 5) The formality and sophistication of the PMS should be proportional to the degree of coordination 
complexity. 

The BBS at project start is depicted in appendix 4. The first column indicates the perspectives 

that are defined (in this case the: customer, internal process and development perspective). 

The second and third columns indicate the performance areas in wh ich the metrics are 

defined. Based on the content of these columns one can state that the BBS defined a casual 

chain; (Rl) is met. However from the interviews with the management (section 3.4) one can 

derive that there is no common belief that these are the right performance areas and metrics 

to measure them. That is also why the focus on the most important strategie issues is weak 

(RS). The only metric that could have a link with innovativeness is the 'no. of invention 

disclosures'. lnvention disclosures, however, are secondary output for ASL. Metrics that 

measure innovativeness of primary outputs of ASL are not in ASL's BBS. That is why the 'focus 

on effectiveness and future growth through innovativeness' is also weak (R9). Part of the 

'customer satisfaction survey' (the portfolio survey) gives insight into NXP's intern.al 

customer's opinion about 'fitness for future action' the portfolio survey is not presented as a 

separate indicator however. So the compliance to this requirement (Rl 6) is weak. Judging from 

the attended managerial review meeting, the current PMS is not used to determine the 

appropriate course of action (Rl 8) si nee not much steering actions were defined during the 

meeting. The information analysis effort is quite large (since a discussion for each metric was 

needed). The BBS did not give an overview of ASL's performance at a glance like it is meant to 

do; (R3) is not met. The BBS's compliance to the last requirement (Rl 5) is difficult to 

determine. ASL has medium coordination complexity (derived from contingency factor C5, 

Table 9) this means that the BBS should have a medium formality and sophistication. To 

determine this ASL BBS has to be compared with other PMS's. This is not part of this project so 

the fulfillment to this requirement cannot be determined. 

Time related requirements 

R2) Timely signaling when objectives are (not) met or will probably (not) be met. 
R l 7) Provide objective insights into efficiency. 

The previous paragraph showed that the initial BBS is weak in the formulation of strategie 

objectives. This also makes it difficult to determine if the BBS at project start timely signals if 

objective are met. Though the BBS contains four metrics that measure aspects related to 
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timeliness they do not clearly indicate which objectives are, or will be met; (R2) is not met. The 

BBS at project start contains two metrics measuring projects efficiency: 'decision time 

efficiency' and 'allocation time efficiency' of appendix 4. So, one can state that the BBS at 

project start does provide objective insight into efficiency; (Rl 7) is met. 

The bottom-up component 

R4) Minimal information processing effort for the staff. 

R6) Cover all performance aspects that are important for the achievement of company objectives. 

R7) Procedure must be considered 'instructive' by the subject of measurement. 
R 10) Rely on the self- management capabilities of the staff. 

Section 3.4 described that most of the interviewed staff members had not seen the BBS before. 

This means that BBS at project start was not used for communication and information 

providing towards employees. Some of the metrics that were measured at project start are 

presented during the communication meeting (like depicted in Table 8). Interviews with 

employees covered the topic of: employee's influence on the metrics scores. Some of them 

said that their activities were not in the BBS, other said that they were not in the position to 

influence the metrics presented during the communication meeting. The fact that the BBS at 

project start is not used for communication towards staff signals that the first requirement 

(R4) is not met. Since employees indicated that their activities were not in the BBS, the second 

requirement (R6) is also not met. Because employees indicate that they were not in the 

position to influence the metrics, the third requirement (R7) is also not met. lf the information 

flow to the employees via the BBS is low, then ASL's BBS does rely on the self-management 

capabilities of the staff. That is the reason why the last requirement (Rl 0) is probably met. 

This does not say that the information flow to ASL's employees in general is low. 

Position within NXP 

R8) Reflect the responsibilities and goals assigned to ASL as derived from the objectives of the 

business function(s) in which ASL is involved and from company goals. 

R 11) The formality and sophistication of the PMS should be inversely proportional to the degree of 

direct surveyability. 

R 12) Company-wide arrangements should prevail over fit with small unit size. 

R 13) Comply with the bureaucratie management style and with dual reporting structure. 
R 14) Provide insight into cost keeping performance. 

To be able to judge about the first requirement of this cluster it is best to check ASL's BBS at 

project start against ASL's mission, because ASL's mission should state the responsibilities 

and goals assigned to ASL. Like described in section 1.2 ASL's mission is : "to prototype 

advanced applications, one or two Moore's law10 generations ahead, using Nexperia 

platforms", and "to gain insight on future requirements, identifying disruptive market and 

technology trends." None of the elements in this mission returns in the metrics that are in 

ASL's BBS. This means the requirement (R8) is not met. The cause of this could either be in the 

fact that ASL's mission is not correctly formulated or in the fact that the metrics do not 

measure the right aspects. Like requirement (Rl 5), which was described in the first 

requirement cluster of this section, also the second requirement of this group (Rl 1) is difficult 

to determine. Since ASL is relatively small (derived from contingency factor C2 of Table 9) the 

direct surveyability is high, this means that the BBS should not be very formal and 

sophisticated. To determine this, ASL's BBS has to be compared with other PMS's. This is not 

part of this project so the fulfillment to this requirement cannot be determined. The final three 

10 Moore's law is the linear trend towards increasing bandwidth and storage capacity and decreasing size 

of IC's. 
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requirements (Rl 2, Rl 3 and Rl 4) are met. These requirements are fulfilled because NXP 

specified the metrics that ASL has to report to higher hierarchical levels. This obligation 

includes giving insight into ASL's cost keeping performance. 

Next to the theoretically derived requirements to the PMS as whole, that were compared with 

the observations above, the previous section also resulted in requirements to the metrics and 

measurement methods. Below ASL's BBS at project start will be checked against those 

requirements. To be able to do this the taxonomy of metrics and measurement methods 

described in appendix 7 was also applied to ASL's BBS at project start. The result of this 

taxonomy is depicted in appendix ll. ASL's initia! BBS consists of 21 metrics. Two metrics are 

not taken into account because they need to be redefined, like described in section 3.1. One 

Tab/e 14: PMS metric ana!ysis 

Metric categories No. of metrics in 

BBS 

metrics 'customer 

satisfaction survey' has 

two 'time span' values in 

the taxonomy (because it 

encompasses two 

different surveys). This 

leads to an evaluation of: 

21-2+1=20 metrics, in 

total. 
Distant past input, activity and outcome metrics 6 

Table 12 of section 4.1 stated the metric characteristics (CH 1 to CH4); these are repeated in 

Table 14. The first characteristic (CHl) of Table 12 contains the word 'primarily'. An e-mail 

conversation with Kerssens- van Drongelen clarified that no exact percentage of metrics that 

should meet this requirement could be attached to that statement (Kerssens-van Drongelen, 

2006). Table 14 indicates that one metric focuses on the 'far future outcome' and no metrics 

focus on the 'near future input, activity and output metrics'. At the same time many (six of 

twenty) metrics focus on the 'distant past'. Based on this analysis the conclusion is drawn that 

the BBS at project start meets the theoretically expectations on 'recent past' metrics. lt does 

not meet the expectations with respect to 'future metrics'. Also many metrics measure a 

'distant past' time span, which is not expected, based on the consulted literature. 

In Table 15 the metrics are counted that fall within a 

specific category of 'closeness to organization goals' 

(see appendix 7 for explanation). Sixteen out of twenty 

metrics focus on input and activity measurement. Little 

emphasis is put on output and outcome (four out of 

twenty). lt is evident that the focus is on performance 

drivers (input and activity) rather than on performance 

result indicators. 

Tab/e 1 5: c!oseness to organization 
goals 

Focus No. of metrics in BBS 

Input 4 

Activity 12 

Output 3 

Outcome l 

What is done for the metric characteristics, can also be done for the applied measurement 

methods. The derived characteristics for measurement methods are presented in Table l 3 

(CH7 to CH9). Appendix 11 shows that ASL applies a many 'objective quantitative' 

measurement methods (sixteen out of twenty). The consulted literature expected a use of 

'objective quantitative measurement methods'. So this is in line with the theoretica! 

expectations. Table 13 also indicates that: 'when these are not very accurate subjective 

measurement methods are preferred.' The PMS redesign will have to show if subjective 

measurements result in a more accurate view of ASL's performance, or if the 'objective 

quantities' measurement methods will keep the upper hand. 
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Based on the analysis done in this chapter conclusions can be drawn on performance 

measurement within ASL. The first conclusion is that the strategie link of ASL's BBS is weak 

(like described at the start of this section). This is an important remark since section 2.2.2 

showed that a BBS could be used as a strong strategie management tool and section 1.3 

showed that ASL would l ike to use it as a strategie management tool. The interviews with 

employees and the check against the requirements based on the bottom - up component 

showed that ASL's BBS at project start is not instructive to staff. This is also caused by the fact 

that not all ASL's activities (integral performance) are covered . Since section 1.3 signals that 

ASL wants its PMS to be ins ightful to employees this also is an important shortcoming of the 

current BBS. The previous paragraphs compared the metric and measurement system 

requirements, derived from literature, with the observations. The conclusion was drawn that 

ASL's BBS puts emphasis on 'recent past' metrics like expected. However, the theoretica! 

requirements also expected future oriented metrics. ASL's initia! BBS is not compliant with this 

requirement. In addition many metrics measure 'd istant past' aspects, which were not 

expected based on literature. Finally the focus is on performance drivers (input and activity) 

rather than on output and outcome. At the same time the measurement methods that are used 

are mainly 'objective quantitative' and harshly any subjective measurement methods are used. 

When a closer look was taken at the metrics of the initial BBS (in section 3.1) other remarks 

were made. In short the points of attention were that : the subject of measurement is not 

always on ASL level but also on STA level, the 'customer satisfaction survey' is not only 

measured at STA level but also deals with two types of surveys, two metrics need to be 

redefined, and the term 'customer' is used with different definitions. 

The analysis conclusions, summarized in the previous two paragraphs, will have to be 

addressed during the redesign of ASL's PMS. To carne to a suited PMS for ASL the 

methodology that was described in chapter 2 will be applied in the redesign process. The way 

to the redesign, and the redesign itself will be described in the next chapter. 
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5 Development and presentation of BBS design 
This chapter addresses the redesign process and the spin-off results that this process 

provided. This led to a redesign of ASL's BBS. The redesign is also presented and validated in 

this chapter. Section 5.1 starts with the clarification of design conditions and describes the 

design steps that had to be taken. The resulting BBS design will be presented in section 5.2. 

To check if this design solves the major aspects that were identified during the analysis 

described in the previous chapter; the system is validated in section 0. 

5. 1 BBS development steps 

To develop a BBS design that fulfills the assignment description, clarification steps had to be 

taken. Because the BBS redesign has to cover ASL's integral performance, ASL's primary 

activities had to be made clear in the first place. At the same time, to be able to use the BBS as 

a strategie management tool, aspects of ASL's mission and vis ion had to be made explicit. 

Both activities are needed to do the two-way (bottom-up and top-down) development of the 

metrics described in chapter 2. The first step taken was the determination of ASL's general 

flow (described in section 5.1 .1 ). This made the focus on activities and deliverables possible, 

which led to the development of a model for ASL's primary processes and deliverables. The 

determination of the general flow also enabled the focus on outcome factors. These outcome 

factors served as a starting point for the development of top-down derived success factors. To 

determine these success factors, ASL's mission and vision needed a redefinition step. This is 

described in section 5.1 .2. With ASL's primary process model the bottom-up development of 

metrics could start. Here the top-down and bottom-up paths run across one another. The 

alignment of those paths results in the selection of key success factors that cover ASL's 

integral performance. This will be described in section 5.1.3. These steps resulted in the BBS 

design that will be presented in the next section of this chapter (section 5.2). 

5.1. l Mapping ASL's general flow and primary process model 

To get an overview of ASL's total flow, a framework used by Kerssens- van Drongelen to 

determine the 'closeness to organizational goals' will be used. Like the methodology, 

presented in section 2.3, indicated this was done by interviews with all members of the 

management team. They were asked to complete the model of ASL's: input, activities, output, 

receiving systems and outcome. This resulted in an overall model of the flow through ASL that 

is presented in Figure 8. 

This overview shows that the input for ASL's activities is used in the vision process to explore 

opportunities and in the alignment process to al ign ASL's program with the NXP businesses. 

With those inputs ASL conducts various activities that results in the G+ 1, 2 and 3 deliverables 

that are defined in the right column of Table 1 in section 1.2. The specific relations between 

the activities and the resulting deliverables are depicted in Figure 9 which will be discussed 

later in this section. The deliverables resulting from ASL's activities are transferred to a variety 

of receiving organizations from within and outside NXP. In the end this transfer to the 

receiving organizations should lead to the outcome aspects presented in the final circle of 

Figure 8. The outcome factors will be used in the next section as a starting point for the 

definition of ASL's mission and vision. The dashed lines in the picture indicate feedback loops. 

The first feedback loop points out that the deliverables of ASL's vision creation process have 

influence on NXP's vision . The second and third feedback loops indicate that ASL also uses its 

own deliverables and the outcome of its activities to determine the activities ASL will conduct 

in the future. 
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During the orientation phase, at the start of this project, an exploration was done on the 

activities of ASL. This led to the description of ASL in section 1.2 of this report. During the 

orientation phase there was no model (or process picture) available that could explain ASL's 

processes. ASL's quality manual did describe ASL's processes but this manual was not known 

to all ASL staff and did not give a graphical representation. To fulfill the goal of this project a 

detailed understanding of ASL's primary processes and deliverables is needed, otherwise it 

would be impossible to measure the real performance of ASL. This was developed with the 

input of about twenty people across ASL. The progress on the development was continually 

discussed with ASL's director overall/operations. 

At the beginning of October 2006 ASL's new management team (the genera! manager was 

recently replaced at that moment) held an off-site meeting. The process model was presenred 

there by the director overall/operations. With the feedback of that meeting a simplified model 

was iteratively developed with : the employees from across ASL, and the management. This led 

to the model that is depicted in Figure 9. During the development of this model it became 

apparent that, because of ASL's relative young age (ASL was kicked off in March 2003), ASL's 

processes were still under development and were not fixed. Hence, the development of the 

model also led to a discussion, within ASL, on how to shape ASL's activities from a more ad 

hoc character to a genera! process that is followed repeatedly. This means that with the 

development of the model a logica! sequence in the activities of ASL was created. 

At the left side of Figure 9 ASL's front-end (part of the G+3) activities is depicted. In this 

explorative process the trend watching and technology tracking result in the selection of 

themes that are interesting for ASL. On these themes more analysis needs to be done to 

determine their value for ASL and NXP. The reports that describe these analyses are called 

'White Papers'. With the knowledge bui Id in these activities, documents are written that 

describe expectations of NXP's future and ASL's role in this future (the so called vision 

documents). The front-end process also leads to use-case options and technological system 

concepts (at an explorative level). 

The analysis done in the White Papers is used to define specific topics that could be part of 

ASL's program; the so-called program lines. These are used in the program development 

process. With the developed program lines, a time phased plan is made that describes; which 

program line ASL will address at which point in time. Not all program lines are new ones, they 

also come from G+2 and G+ l . Hence, the newly developed program lines of G+3 have to be 

combined in the program with the existing G+2 and G+ l program lines. The intention is that 

a G+3 program line (if strong enough to survive the continuous selection of the most 

attractive program lines) cascades to a G+2 and finally to a G+ l program line. When the 

program lines of all generations have been fitted into a plan for this year an expected plan for 

next year, ASL's program pipeline is known. Within the defined program lines Project lnitiation 

Forms (PIF's) can be written to determine which specific projects will be executed. Because ASL 

prototypes its demonstrators on existing platforms (chips) and devices (hardware around the 

chip) it is necessary that the program of ASL is aligned with what the BU's and BL's of NXP are 

doing at the moment. This alignment leads toa platform and device roadmap for ASL. 

The PIF's that result from the program development process are used in the BCaM tool that is 

described in section 1.2. The PIF's initiate the execution of projects. Currently the 

development of White Papers and vision documents (described in the previous paragraph) are 

not managed with the project management tool (BCaM). The development of this model, led to 

the insight that it would be useful to do this. The model shows that the projects can be 
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divided into the three known generations. The projects conducted in G+3 are technica! 

feasibility checks, leading to a feasibility statement and sometimes to a proof of concept use

case demonstrator. In G+2 projects the attractiveness of use-case options and system 

concepts (developed in G+3) are validated with NXP external parties. To get this validation 

process going, the engagement process is defined. 

ASL's engagement process aims at starting projects that can be conducted in cooperation with 

engagement partners. First the right partners are selected in dialogue with NXP customer 

teams. When the contact is made, both parties share knowledge on their vision of the future 

via meetings. The next step is to come to a project that can be conducted in cooperation with 

the engagement partner. In the end ASL's goal is to collect feedback on attractive 

technological -and market topics from all external partners that they get in touch with. This 

leads to the transfer of feedback reports and validated use-cases to NXP. 

The attractive use-cases and system concepts of G+2 are productized (de-risked) in G+ 1 

(using Independent Software Vendor Software; ISV-SW). These pre-development projects are 

conducted in close cooperation with the development departments of the BL's of NXP. Not all 

projects that ASL conducts in G+ 1 are cascaded from G+3 to G+2 to G+ 1. ASL also 

cooperates in projects that are initiated by the development departments of NXP. After and 

du ring G+ 1 projects the pre-development work of ASL has to be transferred to the 

development departments of NXP. This knowledge that is also built during G+2 and G+3 

projects is transferred in the 'BU/BL transfer process'. This can be done by means of feedback 

reports or by less formal consultation activities like: face-to-face meetings, phone calls or via 

e-mail conversations. 

5.1.2 Mapping ASL's mission and vision 

Like described in the previous section the outcome factors of Figure 8 are the starting point of 

the process to come to ASL's success factors that can be used in the BBS design. ASL mission, 

vision and strategie elements at project start are described in section 1.2. To determine if 

these descriptions could be used for the definition of the BBS redesign success factors, 

internal ASL communication on mission, vision and strategy was consulted. These internal 

documents did not all state the same strategie element of importance. That is why the 

management team was consulted to determine the right mission and vision for ASL. This was 

done during the off-site meeting of the management team that was also addressed in the 

previous section. 

In dialogue with ASL's director overall/operations a presentation for the management team 

off-site meeting was prepared. This presentation (appendix 12) also described the ASL 

documents that were consulted. To be able to deal with this topic, within the time available 

during the management team off-site meeting, preparations were done beforehand. Appendix 

12 shows that the presentation contains a proposed formulation of ASL's mission. Also a 

summary of collected strategie elements (clustered in the four BBS perspectives) was 

presented. To come to suited success factors for the BBS the management team was advised 

to define more visionary success factors. The end of the presentation suggested developing 

metrics on the key success factors that were defined during the meeting. Since the time for 

management was too short to come to the development of metrics ; this was done afterwards 

in individual meetings. Before ASL's mission and vision could be redefined, the definition of 

both had to be made clear. The definitions that are used in this project are that of (Ahaus et 

al., 1998): 
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• Mission: the primary function of an organization. A mission is a relative statie entity that 

barely changes over time. 

• Vision: an ambitious shared image of ASL's future described with: success factors, 

objective, norms and values. 

In the definition of the vision the last three elements need more explanation: 

• Success factors: factors or policy accents that are continuity determinative tor an 

organization. 

• Objectives: specified and measurable desired results to be reached at a given point in time 

in order to execute ASL strategy. 

• Norms and Values: commandments and prohibitions (norms) and open proclamations 

about how ASL expects everyone to behave (values). 

With the help of the presentation in appendix 12 and the stated defir:1itions11, the ASL 

management team carne to the following missi __ on .definition during the off-site meeting: 

Sihce NXP Semiconductors targets to be the leader in vibrant media technologies that help engineers and 

designers develop products that deliver better sensory experiences 

• ASL mission is to validate and help develop, engaged with market shapers and internal partners, the 

NXP Semiconductors vision and to interest and motivate selected strategie customers for Nexperia 

products and show the innovative character of NXP. 

In order to do so 

• ASL builds demonstrators showing use-cases up to three generations ahead of market, using current 

Nexperia products with hardware and software extensions. 

• ASL shows these demonstrators on trade events, congresses and in the ASL demo-rooms to 

customers and other engaged market shapers. 

• ASL receives feedback and is so able from these market and customer insights to develop the NXP 
vision and to give technological input to the NXP product development to shape future NXP products. 

To describe ASL's success factors the management team decided (during the meeting) to 

define the areas that they wanted to have impact on as an organization . This led to the 

definition of the following areas. ASL wants to have impact on: 

• NXP innovative image: by demos and publications 

• NXP early customer relations : by customer engagement programs 

• NXP market insights : by engagement with Market Shapers 

• NXP product feature roadmaps: by internal demos and prototyping on existing platforms 

• Adoption of new technologies by NXP BL's : ldentifying new technologies (e.g. from Research) and 

integrating them in our prototypes 

• Opening new product and/or market opportunities: by customer engagement programs 

• NXP vision 
• Nexperia architectural choices 

Related to the above determined impact factors are the following strategie accents that ASL 

puts on their activities. One can say that these strategie accents lay one level deeper than the 

above defined impact factors. They also focus on a shorter time interval. ASL's strategie 

accents are: 

11 Related to this topic is strategy: differentiating activities an organization pursues to gain "competitive" 

advantage. This is the way to reach the vision. In the definition used this project success factors contain 

strategie elements. 
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• To rapidly build second and third generations demonstrators ASL uses Open source software. 

• To give NXP product development departments a head start ASL uses ISV software in the next 

generation's demonstrators. 

• ASL has to develop and maintain an innovative environment of competent, engaged and empowered 

people, based on a culture of trust, respect and professionalism. 

• ASL distinguishes itself within NXP by focusing on cross platform (cross BU) communication 

demonstrators . ASL selects network technology areas and communication standards like Digital 

Living Network Alliance (DLNA) compliant. 

• lnvention Disclosures (ID's) are important ASL spin off. 

• The demonstrators showing uses-cases have to be: compelling, innovative and strong in product 

performance. 

• ASL links to NXP business through the Business Relevance Steering Board (BRSB) and the Technica! 
Proqram Advisorv Board (TPAB). 

With the introduction of the new NXP brand (which happened during this project in September 

2006) NXP defined its norms and values. Since this is not the kind of aspect that should be 

different in individual departments of NXP, the ASL management team decided to adopt NXP's 

norms and values for ASL. The NXP norms and values (and thus the ASL norms and values) are : 

• lnsightful: we are driven by deep insights into what the customer and their end-users want to 

experience from our technology. 

• lnventive: we create meaningful innovations in vibrant audio, video, communication and 

identification technology. 

• Engaging: we are committed to support the growth and ambitions of our people and customers. 

• Excellence: we have a passion to deliver excellence in everything we do, our work, financial 
performance and customer service. 

With the definitions stated above ASL's mission and vision have been redefined. One element 

that is missing in these definitions is ASL's objectives. ASL's management team wants to 

clarify its objectives by setting targets on the BBS metrics that wil! be developed in this project. 

Through the key success factors these objectives are linked with ASL's mission and vision. The 

next section wil! address the development and aligning of top-down and bottom-up metrics 

and success factors. 

5.1.3 Bottom - up metric development and selection of key success factors 

To come to a suited BBS design for ASL section 2.3 described the approach that is followed. An 

important element is this approach is the bottom-up development of metrics starting from the 

ASL's primary processes. Section 5.1.1 described the fixation of ASL primary processes and its 

deliverables. These wil! be used as a starting point for the 'metric development workshops' 

that were held with the ASL staff. At the same time the top-down approach (starting with the 

ASL mission and vision) results in success factors and top-town development of metrics. First 

the bottom-up component wil! be described in this section, later in this section the alignment 

of the top-down and bottom-up aspects wil! be addressed. 

The bottom-up development of metrics was done in workshops with employees. In appendix 

13 an overview of the workshop design is presented. Separate workshops were held with 

employees of the S&T team (involved in the vision process and in the program development 

process depicted in Figure 9) and employees involved in the advanced development (this is the 

execution of the G+ 1,2 and 3 projects depicted in the midsection of Figure 9). With the 

employees of the S&T team two workshops were held; one on the vision and program 

development process, and one more focusing on the development of White Papers and the 

S&T input in the feasibility check projects of the G+3. These G+3 projects were covered in the 

workshops of both groups (S&T and advanced development) since these kind of project are 
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done with combined effort. This does not cover all of the in Figure 9 specified processes. 

Metric development on the 'BU/BL alignment- and transfer' processes and on the 'engagement 

process' of Figure 9 was done in individual meetings with people involved for those areas. 

This was necessary because within ASL no specific group is responsible for these areas Uust 

individual employees every now and then). In addition the described workshops that were held 

on the : vision process, program development, and advanced development, also resulted in 

metrics proposals for the 'engagement and the BU/BL transfer and alignment process'. 

The goal of the workshops was to develop metrics related to the primary processes of ASL. 

The workshop design in appendix 13 shows that the participants were introduced to 

performance measurement, and to the methodology that is applied in this project. The 

methodology applied in the workshop was mainly derived from the approach that (Ahaus et 

al., 1998) described. The first step of the workshop (in line with (Ahaus et al., 1998)) was to 

fix the process steps of the participants' processes. The second step was to do a brainstorm 

on metrics that could measure the performance of the process that was under evaluation. At 

the start of the brainstorm the participants were notified of the performance aspects that 

Kerssens- van Drongelen used in her metrics taxonomy (described in appendix 7) to 

determine the 'performance aspects' (innovativeness, timeliness, costs and quantity). The 

metric that were developed in the brainstorm were checked against the SMART principle (Dorr, 

2001) since metrics should be : 

• Specific; the metric must be clear what is measured in which process 

• Measurable; the metric must be easy to measure. 

• Achievable ; it must be possible to influence and improve the metric. 

• Relevant; the metric value must be important to you and the process. 

• Timed ; the metric must be measured over a certain time period. 

This led to a selection process that deleted the metrics that had a low score on the SMART 

compliance. In line with (Ahaus et al., 1998) the selected metrics were allocated over a matrix 

that identifies process steps and performance aspects (see appendix 13). This was done to 

determine if specific areas were unintentionally not measured. Finally for each of the metrics a 

'metric fact sheet' (Table 16) based on a design of (Bourne and Bourne, 2000) was filled out as 

far as possible. When this was not possible at the moment of the workshop, due to time 

constraints, it was done afterwards. 

Table 16: metric fact sheet based on a desi n of (Bourne and Bourne, 2000) 

Metric title 

Definition of what is measured 

Unity of measurement 

Report period 

Report Frequency 

Responsible person for data collection and reportin 

Source of data 

Target (indication) 

Person to take action when off target 

Action to take 

Remarks 

The scheduled time for a workshop was three hours. This was also needed to go through the 

described steps. At the beginning of a workshop, it usually took some time to get the 
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participants into the concept of performance measurement. At first the participants started to 

explain why performance measurement was not applicable to ASL. To dispute this, an 

explanation was given on the benefits of performance measurement and its application in 

comparable organizations. Usually it was also necessary to explain what ASL's BBS measured 

at the moment. This led to the reaction that the initial BBS did not reflect ASL's real 

performance. At this point, the question was asked : "what would measure ASL's real 

performance?" Now people started to cooperate with the workshop. At the end of the 

workshops the participants mentioned that the developed metrics would give a better image 

of ASL's performance, but that the real performance is still intangible (or can not be measured 

by a SMART metric). 

To align these bottom-up developed metrics with ASL's mission and vision (defined in section 

5.1.2), the key success factors of ASL's BBS design had to be determined. The mapping of 

ASL's mission and vision resulted in impact factors. These impact factors will be used as the 

starting point of the development of the BBS key success factors. However, the determined 

impact factors do not cover ASL's integral performance. Since the impact factors do not state 

anything about, for instance: the performance of ASL's primary processes, ASL's financial 

situation, or the way ASL wants to manage the competences of its employees. That is why the 

impact factors were divided over the four balanced scorecard perspectives to see where key 

success factors might be missing. Also the bottom-up developed metrics were allocated of the 

four perspectives. Now an iterative process was followed to determine which metrics could 

cover the defined impact factor. 

Discussions with ASL's director overall/operations and program manager were held on a 

regular basis to match the impact factors with the bottom-up metrics. lf a lot of metrics were 

developed on topics missing in the impact factor list; the necessity of adding a key success 

factor to the BBS design was discussed. At the same time top-down metrics were developed if 

impact factors were not covered by the bottom-up metrics . This process led to the definition 

of some new success factors and also to the top-down formulation of metrics. An important 

remark is that, if bottom-up developed metrics were not al igned with the success factors (and 

they also did not give a reason to acid a success factor) they were deleted from the BBS design. 

This was done in dialogue with members of ASL's management team. 

In the end a BBS is a strategie management tool. The from literature derived system 

requirements pointed out that the design has to find a balance between using the key 

strategie metrics and the application of performance metrics that "cover all aspect which are 

important for the achievement of company objectives". That is why the impact factors are 

leading in the metric selection process and they are complemented by bottom-up developed 

metrics. Like (Dorr, 2001) described, this is a two way process. Looking from the impact 

factors to determine if they find support in the processes and looking from the process if they 

are linked to the success factors of the organization . Dorr also stated that bottom-up 

developed metrics that do not find connection with a success factor could be deleted but 

should be discussed before that because they could also indicate a missing success factor. All 

deleted metrics were collected in a list to be able to revert to them if discussions led to new 

insights. 

The key success factors, allocated over the BBS framework, are depicted in Table 17. They 

represent the performance areas of strategically importance to ASL. Like explained in section 

2.2.2, NXP uses a somewhat different terminology for the BBS perspectives. To keep the BBS 

design in line with the corporate policy, these names are copied. The success factors that are 
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derived from the defined impact factors are marked. In the 'processes perspective' two more 

success factors are added that are derived from the bottom-up developed metrics and thus 

from ASL's primary processes, depicted in Figure 9. Compared to the impact factors, more 

success factors are added in the 'financial' and 'competence perspective', they are derived 

from the previous BBS and were important enough to keep in the redesign (for instance 

because they were obligated to report to other NXP departments). Striking is the fact that the 

'customer perspectives' is divided into two sections. The first deals with success factors that 

have the scope of NXP's external customers, the second one focuses on ASL's success factors 

that target the NXP internal parties . This is done to make a clear distinction between the 

different 'customer' types. The analysis of chapter 4 showed that this was a weak point in the 

initial BBS. 

Impact on NXP innovative image by external demo's* 

Early engagement opening new NXP product / market 

Impact on product feature roadmaps* 

Impact on Nexperia architectural choices* 

lnsightful program development 

Stay within agreed contracts 

Stay within agreed budget 

Impact on NXP's innovative power by: patents, 

publications and invention disclosures* 

Excellent project management 

* Derived from the impact factors defined during the management team off-site meeting 

Figure l O (on the next page) shows the influence diagram of the selected key success factors. 

This picture shows how the success factors of the BBS design are related. lt indicates that the 

performance on one area influences the performance in the other area. This diagram shows 

that not only success factors within a perspective are related, but also relationships between 

perspectives exist. Since ASL has no heavy financial targets (like profit maximization), the 

financial perspective is only linked to the others with lines that could be characterized as : 

having a correct cost control system (excellent project management). The figure shows that a 

lot of factors from the 'competence perspective' influence the 'process perspective' factors . 

Finally it indicates that the ASL success factors that are related to external customers are 

limited. ASL mainly uses these contacts to satisfy its internal customers. 

The above defined key success factors were discussed with ASL's management team in 

individual meetings. Th is led to an agreement on ASL's performance areas and to the fixation 

of the key success factors. To validate the BBS redesign as a whole, and not only the key 

success factors, a 'BBS design review meeting' was held with ASL's management team. The 

introductory presentation of that meeting is depicted in appendix 14. Appendix 15 depicts the 

BBS design that was proposed to ASL's management team at the start of the meeting. The 
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review meeting started with 34 metric proposals. Seven of the proposed metrics were deleted 

during the meeting and three were added. This means that at the end of the meeting the BBS 

was constituted of the thirty metrics. Two of the seven were deleted because the management 

could not agree on the relevance of the metrics (Cu4 and Cu9 of appendix 15), three (Cul 2, 

Prl and Pr2 of appendix l 5) were linked to a success factor that still required definition from 

outside ASL (this will be explained in the next section), and two (Cul O and Pr9 of appendix 15) 

were deleted because they did not provide sufficient new information (compared to other 

metrics) to keep them as a separate metric. The three added metrics will be discussed in the 

next section were the BBS design after the review meeting will be presented. 

The above described validation step with ASL's management team led to the acceptance of the 

BBS design. ASL's management team took the decision to implement the system that was 

validated during the meeting. This is an important step of the BBS implementation path since 

management's agreement on the key success factors and the used metrics is essential to a 

successful implementation of a BBS. The next section will describe the validated system design 

that ASL will implement. 

lnfluence 

Figure 7 O: the influence diagram of the ASL success factors per 885 perspective 
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5.2 BBS design 

The previous section described the bottom-up and top- down development of metrics and the 

fixation of ASL's key success factors. lt ended with a description of the validation of the BBS 

design by ASL's management team. This section describes the resulting BBS design and the 

developed BBS tool. Since a BBS can only be used with a proper reporting format and with a 

further definition of the metric fact sheet (depicted in Table 16). The tool was developed in 

Microsoft Excel. The developed tool also contains the filled out metric fact sheet for the 

applied metrics. 

The validated BBS design, includ ing success factors and metrics, is presented in Table 18. The 

first column states the key success factors, the second column gives a code for all the metrics ; 

this simplifies the communication about the metrics. The third column shows the metric titles. 

The fourth column indicates why these metrics are applied to measure the key success factors . 

More detailed information on the selected metrics (like definition, report frequencies etc.) wil! 

be addressed later in th is section. Like the table indicates two key success factors are not 

covered by any metrics. Append ix l 5 pointed out that before the validation meeting with the 

management team; metric proposals were done to measure these key success factors. 

However, the management took the decision during the validation meeting to keep these two 

success factors open. The first 'impact on Nexperia architectural choices' was kept open 

because this is a success factor that should be on the ASL radar screen but only happens, 

approximately, once every ten years. In addition this is an unsolved point of discussion with in 

more NXP departments. The management team thinks it is too ambitious of ASL to think they 

can solve th is issue. The second success factor 'impact on NXP vision' is waiting for input from 

another NXP department. A manager outside ASL is constructing a format on, how to shape 

the formulation of NXP's vision and how to fit ASL's contribution to it in this format. When his 

work is done, ASL wil! evaluate how its contribution can be made measurable. To facilitate this 

process of making the success factor measurable, ASL can fall back on metrics that were 

deleted from the BBS design during the design process. These deleted metrics are presented in 

appendix 16. The previous section also pointed out that three metrics were added to the BBS 

design proposal during the validation meeting with ASL's management team. The first metric 

that was added (Cu7 of Table 18) was a redefinition of a metric proposal. ASL's management 

team recognized the importance of measuring 'the level of new technology input into ASL'. 

However the proposed metric to measure this (count the number of projects with NXP research 

or universities) was not accepted. The management team could not define a more suitable 

metric. This led to the decision to keep the metric in the BBS without a definition. The second 

added metric (Pr8 of Table 18) was a new definition that was an idea of a management team 

member, developed during the meeting. The third one (Co3 of Table 18) was a metric that was 

developed bottom-up before the meeting and returned in the BBS design because its relevance 

became eminent during the review meeting. 

The BBS design contains 29 metrics. ASL's initia! BBS used 21 metrics. In the 'managerial 

review meeting' (described in section 3.2) the attendees agreed upon the fact that discussing 

21 metrics requires too much effort. lf only exceptions would be discussed the total number 

would be less important (as long as it does not exceed unrealistic margins). During the 

validation of the BBS design management tried to omit as much metrics as possible to keep 

the total number down. However they agreed upon the fact that these 29 metrics are needed 

to cover the success factors. lf only exceptions are discussed the total number of 29 metrics 

should not be problematic. 
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Table 7 8: ASL 885 design, success factors with metrics and explanation 

Stay within agreed contracts 

Stay within budget 

1 mpact on NXP innovative 
image by extemal demo's 

Early engagement opening 
new NXP product/marl<et 
opportunities 

NXP intemal ,, 

Impact of marl<et and 
technolog insights 

Impact on NXP product 
feature roadmaps 

1 mpact on new technology 
adoption by NXP BL's 

1 mpact on Nexperia 
architectural choices 

Impact on NXP vision 

Excellent advanced 
development 

1 nsightful program 
development 

Competence management 

Employee engagement 

Fi1 

Fi2 

Cu7 

Extemal contract hours agreed 
compared to hours realized 

Performance to RFF 

Project performance to effort 
[P1] 

ASL wants to know if it delivers the hours they agreed on with intemal partners. 

To determine if ASL financial situation is healthy this metric compares ASL total 
costs with the agreed budget. 

This evaluates the financial performance of projects; if the booked hours were 
within the budget. lt is the first (out of three) element of project performance. 

Nr. of demo sessions to NXP To determine the impact breadth of demonstrations this metric counts the nr. of 
extemal visitors demo sessions to external parties. 

Demo appeal to external visitors . . . . 
(rating) Metnc to determine the impact depth and the quahty of demos. 

Nr. of projects with engagement The goal of every engagement initiatives is to execute a joined project. This 
partners metrics determines if a healthy number of joint initiatives is maintained. 

Fraction of G+3 use cases 
transferred to G+2 

Nr. of demo sessions to NXP 
internal parties 

Fraction of G+2 use cases 
transferred to G+1 

Nr. of projects with input 
organizations 

Evidence of transfer to BU/BL 

Provided feedback to BL's 

The developed insights should be translated into worl<ed out use-case scenario's. 
This fraction keeps track of transferred new scenario's. 

ldentical to "Cu1" but for demo's to internal parties. 

Since use-cases deal with product features this metric determines the fraction of 
G+2 use cases transferred to G+1 (G+1 use-cases ended up in the NXP product 
development process ). 

Remains open: this metric should cover the amount of technological knowledge 
gathered at the ASL front-end. This could be an interesting metric, the proposed 
option did not led to a satisfying definition however. 

To determine how much of the results are transferred to the BL's this metric 
keeps track of the documented evidence of transferred results. 

To determine the effort ASL puts in the transfer of knowledge to BL's this metric 
measures the amount of booked 'consulting hours'. 

According to AS L's management, this success factor should be on ASL's radar screen. Thai is why it is mentioned in the 
BBS. However a good time related metric is not available because it does not happen on a regular basis. 

This success factor will be covered with metrics when another NXP department has clarified this process within NXP. this 
will also clari ASL's measurable contribution to this rocess within NXP. 

Pr1 

Pr2 

Pr3 

Pr5 

P"3 

Pr7 

CTO (partner) Satisfaction Score Evaluates the project performance (see 'CO9' of appendix 9) at NXP internal 
(development) arties can onl be done for part of the G+1 projects). 

ASL gatekeeper Satisfaction 
Score (development) 

Team member project opinion 

Does the same as 'Pr1' but is filled out by ASL gatekeeper to_cover all projects. 

Determines the team member opinion on project's content and management. 

(Project) performance to Quantifies how much of the pre-defined deliverables of projects are met. This is 
deliverables [P2] the second element of ro·ect rformance. 

CTO (partner) Satisfaction Score Evaluates the ASL program with NXP internal stakeholders (see 'C09' of appendi 
(portfolio) 9), 

Level of support advisory boards Evaluates the support of ASL's program at the advisory boards. 

X-BU distribution of program 
lines 
Nr. of program lines that are not 
translated into PIPs 

Completion of training 
agreements 

Check if ASL's fulfills it strategie goal to wor1< across the NXP BU's. 

Check if all program line items end up in projects, because without translation in 
projects, program lines would be worthless. 

Determine if the competence building trainings of employees are conducted. 

Co2 Employee tumover rate Determines if a healthy number of employee competences is attracted to ASL. 

Contribution to NXP's 
Co3 Technology Competence 

Framewor1< 

Determines if ASL has enough competence to contribute to NXP wide knowledge 
sharing communities (TCPs) 

Employee engagement index Evaluates the worl<ing environment of ASL (should measure values) 
(surve ) 

Impact on NXP innovative "c._o._5._+-N'-r"-. oa.f"'i""nv""e"'n""t""io"'n-'d"'isa.c"'lo""s"'u""r-'-es-'--_-+-M'-e"'a""s"'u'"re"'s'-A=S-"L-''s-'c"'o.;.n.;.tn""·b"'u.;.ti"'o'-n-'to-'-""N'-X""P_'s'--""in'-n-'o-v-'-at"'"iv-'e'-"-oa.w.;.ea.r _________ -1 
power by: patents, publication 
and ID's Co5 

Col 

Excellent project management 
Co9 

Measures ASL's contribution to events that could be determinative for the NXP 
Nr. of ASL external publications image 

BCaM com liance 

(Project) performance to 
schedule [P3] 

lndicates ifthe ro·ect mana ement tool is sufficientl de lo ed 

The timeliness of project execution compared to the plan. The third element of 
project performance. 

The pre-execution duration is relevant to project management because, 'Co8' 
Pre-execution duration (BCaM) measures the timeliness of the execution phase but long concept sketch phases 

can shift the risk from the execution to the pre-execution. 

Co10 PCP maturity score 
Determines how mature the organization of the software development process of 
ASL is. 
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Also the time required to collect the data and implement the design was kept in mind during 

the validation of the system. Though the implementation of the design will have to show the 

real effort needed, an estimation of the required effort will be given. The further development 

of the metrics will require no extra effort for half of the metrics. The other half will require one 

to two hours per metric. Th is means that it will take a maximum of one man-week to work out 

the metrics before they can be used (if it is done by some one that is familiar with the BBS and 

ASL). Of course the deployment of the system (getting people acquainted with it) will take 

more time. When the system is implemented, about three quarter of the metrics scores can be 

collected by a copy action from an existing data source once per month. The final quarter of 

the metrics requires continuous data collection because they deal with non-automated surveys 

or have to be tracked continuously (like the 'performance to deliverables'). Summed up the 

copy actions will take about two hours and the updating of the final quarter will take a 

maximum of a day (total effort needed to collect the data per month). These are educated 

guesses and should give an indication of the effort needed to update the system. Like 

mentioned before, the implementation of the system has to show the real effort that is 

required. 

Table 18 provides insight into the metrics that were selected to measure the key success 

factors. To do a successful implementation of a BBS, just this table with the metric titles does 

not provide enough support. That is why each of the presented metric titles has a definition 

and attributes. These attributes were described in the metric fact sheet presented in Table 16. 

To keep track of the scores on the defined metrics and of the attributes of all the metrics 

(aspects like: targets, data sources, metrics owners etc.) a tool was develop in Microsoft Excel. 

The content and possibilities of this tool will be explained in the next paragraph. 

The BBS tool contains three sheets; the content of the sheets is depicted in appendix 16. The 

first sheet shows the format that will be used to present the metric scores to the management 

team; it shows the success factors with their coded metrics. Behind those metrics are the cells 

where the metric scores have to be filled out. When a score is within the target range the cell 

of that score is green. When the filled out score is outside the target range the corresponding 

cell gives a red color. During a meeting that discusses the BBS, only the 'red-lights' have to be 

treated. This kind of reporting is also called traffic light reporting. By using the hyperlink that 

is behind the metric code, one links to the corresponding metric line in the second sheet (the 

second table of appendix 16). This sheet states the: metric defin ition, unity of measurement, 

report period, report frequency, target values, data source, data owner, action owner and the 

action to take when of target. lf the first sheet does not provide enough information, one can 

find more details about the metrics by linking to the second sheets. The first sheet's red-light 

report uses the target values of the second sheet. So when management wants to redefine the 

targets on the metrics they can give them in, in the second sheet. Summarizing; the first sheet 

presents : the success factors, the metric titles, and the traffic-light report on the metric 

scores. The second sheet contains all relevant facts about the metrics. 

An example will be used to illustrate the application of the tool. In January 2007 ASL's 

management evaluates the BBS. They see a lot of green lights in the first sheet and a couple of 

red ones. Based on that overview the management wants to know, how the performance is of 

ASL's impact on NXP's product feature roadmaps, because one of those metrics reported a red 

light. They find the corresponding success factor and see that Cu5 and Cu6 measure that 

performance aspect. Cu6 (fraction of G+2 use-cases transferred to G+ 1) indicated a red light. 

The score of January 2007 is forty percent (apparently below the target they set, because the 

cell is red). To find out more about this they click on the hyperlink of the metric code Cu6 on 
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the first sheet. Automatically they are linked to the row of Cu6 in the second sheet. Here they 

find : the definition of the metric, the unity of measurement (% of G+2 use-case description), 

the report period (one month), the report frequency (once per month), the lower and upper 

target (fifty and hundred), the source of the data (a hyperlink to another excel file on ASL's 

common drive), the data owner (person responsible for the excel file on the common drive), 

the action owner (management team member that should take the action when metric is off 

target), the action to take (discuss in PPRB), and some additional remarks on the metrics (none 

in this case). Now they know why the cell was red (forty is below the lower target of fifty) and 

they know that the program manager has to discuss this score in the PPRB to improve it. 

A third sheet is coupled to the BBS tool (third table of appendix 16). This sheet serves a 

development purpose, since it is not relevant for the normal application of the BBS. lt gives a 

summary of all the metrics that either were in the initial BBS or were developed during the 

design process and did not make it to the final BBS design. This sheet could be used during an 

evaluation of the BBS (which has to take place after the implementation of the current design). 

lf the evaluation shows that the deployed metrics do not provide the information or help they 

were intended (and at this point in time thought) to do, they could be replaced by a metric 

that did not make it to the final design. This third sheet defines 59 deleted metrics. 

Another feature of the tool was used during the development of this BBS. Next to the 

mentioned facts about all the metrics, the second sheet (table two of appendix 16) also states 

more attributes. The extra attributes that are distinguished are: 

• developed bottom-up, top-down, or both (BU, TD, or BU/TD), 

• leading or lagging metrics, 

• management, or management and employees can directly influence the metric (M or EM), 

• the obligation to report them to NXP internal parties (Yes or 'blank'). 

With the 'auto filter' function of excel (applied to the first row of the second sheet) one can 

sort the metrics that have certain attributes to find out the balance of the metrics that are 

used in the BBS. Th is shows that the BBS design found a balance between : pure bottom-up 

developed metric (six), top-down developed metrics (twelve), and top-down and bottom-up 

supported metrics (eleven); leading metrics (ten, measuring performance drivers) and lagging 

metrics (nineteen, measuring past performance); and metrics that can be directly influenced 

by management only (eighteen) or by management and employees (eleven). The reporting 

obligation attribute will be used in the creation of separate presentation models that will be 

addressed in the next paragraph. 

The assignment description pointed out that the BBS design should not only be used to 

provide insight to ASL's management. lt also has to be suited to use as a communication tool 

to other stakeholders. The target groups that need a separate presentation model of the BBS 

are the following : ASL's management team, other NXP departments, and the employees. Since 

the developed BBS is coupled to the ASL aspects of strategie importance (through the success 

factors) all BBS metrics presented in the first table of appendix 16 will be used to provide 

information the ASL management team. The second target group is the NXP departments 

around ASL. The original BBS already had metrics that were obligated to report to higher 

hierarchical levels . This obligation did not change during the design process so that is why 

these metrics are still in the BBS design. The attribute (assigned in the second table of 

appendix 16) which determined the obligation to report the metric to NXP internal parties can 

be used. Selecting the metrics (again with Excel's 'auto filter' function) that have the value 

'yes' on that attribute, enables ASL to create a presentation model for other NXP departments. 

For the third target group, employees, another selection has to be applied to the metrics. To 
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determine which metrics would be used to provide information to the employees, the 

following conditions (developed in dialogue with ASL's director overall/operations) had to be 

met: the number of metrics presented to employees is limited (about five), employees have to 

be able to influence the metric (the influence attribute value should be 'EM'), and the metric 

has to be relevant to employees' work (development attribute should be 'BU' or 'TD/BU'). 

Applying these conditions to set of metrics led to the selection of six metrics (Pr2, Pr3, Pr4, 

Co5, Co6, and Co8). These can be filtered out of the total set by applying the 'auto filter' 

function to the 'remarks' column of the second sheet and select the metrics that are marked 

with 'employee presentation model'. When (in the future) ASL's management thinks it is also 

useful to show other performance aspect to employees (or to other departments) of course 

this can be done by assigning the attributes 'yes' or 'employee presentation model' to other 

metrics. 

5.3 Literature implications compared to design 

Chapter 4 analyzed the initia! BBS and section O compared the implications from literature with 

the observations on ASL's BBS described in chapter 3. First the theoretica! requ irements on the 

PMS as a whole were compared with the initia! BBS; subsequently this was done for the metrics 

and measurement methods. This section repeats those actions for the BBS design. The 

requirements derived from literature will be addressed. As far as at this moment possible, the 

compliance of ASL's BBS system with the requirements will be checked . 

Strategie tool, information analysis and casual chain 

R 1) Focus on the causal chain leading or expected to lead to the achievement of objectives. 

RS) Focus on the most important strategie issues. 

R9) Focus on effectiveness and future growth through innovativeness. 

R 16) Provide insight into semi-objectively determined 'fitness for future action'. 

R 18) PMS should be used to determine appropriate course of action. 

R3) Minimal information analysis effort for the user. 

R 1 5) The formality and sophistication of the PMS should be proportional to the degree of coordination 
complexity. 

The success factors of ASL are defined clearly in the BBS redesign. Metrics are defined that 

measure these success factors. Due to newly developed metrics, not all of the targets can be 

set at this moment (though appendix 16 gives a target indication for many of them). The 

further setting of targets is a step to take by ASL. The metrics linked to the objectives (with 

the right targets) should give enough support to get insight in the realization of those 

objectives. So the BBS redesign is compliant with (Rl) . From the activities deployed on the 

definition of ASL's mission and vision (and the application of the activities in the redesign) the 

conclusion is drawn that the BBS redesign focuses on the most important strategie issues (RS). 

The 'focus on effectiveness and future growth through innovativeness' was weak in the initia! 

BBS. Since the metrics that caused the initia! weak compliance (in a positive way) are preserved 

and more metrics that focus on the innovativeness are added (i.e. Cu2, Pr3) this requirement 

(R9) is now met. Also 'fitness for future action' was weak. In the redesign more metrics that 

determine the fitness are added (especially the ones linked to the 'excellent program 

development' success factor). This leads to the conclusion that this requirement (Rl 6) is also 

met. The ASL management team evaluated the metrics of the BBS design during the 'BBS 

review meeting' (described in the previous section). Before this meeting the points of attention 

were highlighted during a presentation (see appendix 14) one point was that the "metrics 

should be relevant for decision-making and control". Trusting on managements capabilities of 

selecting metrics that are relevant to 'determine the appropriate course of action' requirement 

(Rl 8) is met. ASL's management also paid attention to the information analysis effort needed 
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when reviewing the proposed BBS. Some proposed metrics led to a discussion within ASL's 

management that could not be solved during the meeting, therefore they were deleted. This is 

an indication that ASL's management reviewed the BBS on this requirement. This means this 

requirement (R3) is now met. For the same reasons mentioned in section O the compliance to 

requirement (Rl 5) can still not be determined. 

Time related requirements 

R2) Timely signaling when objectives are (not) met or will probably (not) be met. 
R 1 7) Provide objective insights into efficiency. 

The main reason why the first requirement was not met by the initia! BBS was that the BBS did 

not clearly define objectives. The previous paragraph showed that the BBS design has clearly 

defined objectives. The design also has metrics that timely signa! if objectives are met. The 

most evident examples of that are: Fi 1, Fi3, Pr4, Co5 and Co6. Cos and Co6 are metrics that 

were also defined the initia! BBS but, then the objective was not as clear as in the BBS redesign. 

So this means that the first requirement (R2) is met. The initia! BBS contained two metrics 

measuring projects efficiency (and therefore was compliant to Rl 7), both of them are omitted 

in the BBS redesign. One, the 'allocation time efficiency', was deleted because it was not 

unambiguous since it had a project pipeline in it (this means more efficient was not always 

better because this could also mean a small project pipeline). The second, 'decision time 

efficiency', was redefined in the 'pre-execution duration' (metric 'Co9'). Table 18 indicates 

that: Fi3, Pr4 and Co8 together show the three elements of project performance comparable to 

Figure 4. Together these metrics give insight into project's efficiency. lt tells what percentage 

of the deliverables is reached, and if that is done within the planned man-hours and time. This 

leads to the fact that the requirement (Rl 7) is still met. 

The bottom-up component 

R4) Minimal information processing effort for the staff. 

R6) Cover all performance aspects that are important for the achievement of company objectives. 

R7) Procedure must be considered 'instructive' by the subject of measurement. 
R 1 0) Rely on the self-management capabilities of the staff. 

An important aspect of the BBS design encompassed the bottom-up development of metrics. 

This led to the definition of metrics that were developed in cooperation with employees (staff). 

Under the assumption that metrics that employees developed are understandable to them, one 

can say that employees see those metrics as relevant and insightful. Of course some metrics 

were also defined top-down, but a selection of the metric will be used to provide insight to 

the employees. Of course the real information processing effort that is asked of staff can be 

analyzed after the implementation of the system. Based on these facts the first requirement 

(R4) will probably be met, but this can only be determined in practice. During the BBS design 

process an extensive mapping of the ASL primary activities and deliverables was done (next to 

the mapping of mission and vision). The results of these activities were incorporated in the 

BBS design. That is the reason why the second requirement (R6) is met. The same 

argumentation as the first requirement (R4) goes for the third requirement (R7). The 

requirement (R7) will probably be met due the cooperative design process this can only be 

definitely checked when the BBS is operational. By showing employees the performance 

aspects that are relevant to them the BBS design gives the employees insight into ASL's 

performance. The metrics do not provide such detailed performance information that 

employees know directly which corrective action should be taken to increase the metric score. 

They should have ideas on how to increase the score but their own effort and insight is 

needed to lead to the right corrective action. In that sense the BBS design still relies on the 

'self-management capabilities' of the staff, so (Rl 0) is also met. 
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Position within NXP 
R8) Reflect the responsibilities and goals assigned to ASL as derived from the objectives of the 
business function(s) in which ASL is involved and from company goals. 
R 11) The formality and sophistication of the PMS should be inversely proportional to the degree of 
direct surveyability. 
R 12) Company-wide arrangements should prevail over fit with small unit size. 
R 13) Comply with the bureaucratie management style and with dual reporting structure. 
R 14) Provide insight into cost keeping performance. 

The formulation of ASL's mission and vision are directly related to ASL's position within NXP, 

since the strategie link in the BBS design is evident the conclusion can be drawn that the BBS 

design meets requirement (R8). For the same reasons mentioned in section O the compliance 

to requirement (Rl l) can still not be determined. The final three requirements (Rl 2, Rl 3 and 

Rl 4) are still met. Nothing changed in ASL's obl igation to report certain metrics to other levels 

and they still provide insight into ASL's cost keeping performance. 

Some aspects catch the eye when a comparison 

is made between : the analysis done on the initia! 

BBS, and the one done in this section on the BBS 

redesign. Table 19 shows that the BBS redesign 

is more compliant to the theoretically derived 

requirements than the initia! BBS. Two 

requirements can still not be determined (for the 

same reasons as in section 0), and two are 

probably met; but the implementation of the 

system has to be done before a conclusion can 

be drawn. 

Table 19: requirements compliancy of the design · 

and the initia/ 885 

Table 20: PMS metrics anal 'Sis (desi n) 

Metric categories 

Reauirements 

Met 

Weakly met 

Not met 

Not determinable 

Probablv met 

No. of metrics in initia! 
BBS (out of 20) 

lnitial BBS BBS desian 

6 14 

3 0 

7 0 

2 2 

0 2 

No. of metrics in BBS 
design (out of 29) 

Section O compared the theoretica! characteristics of requirements to the metrics and 

measurement methods with ASL's BBS at project start. The taxonomy that was applied to the 

BBS at project start is also applied to the BBS design (this is done in appendix 17). Again, the 

results of this taxonomy are compared with the derived requirements. Table 20 indicates that 

the focus of the redesign is still on the 'recent past'. Still one metric focuses on the 'far future 

outcome'. Now, three metrics are defined around 'near future input, activity and output 

metrics' and four metrics focus on the 'distant past'. 

Based on this analysis the conclusion can be drawn that the designed BBS still meets the 

expectations from literature with its focus on the 'recent past' metrics. Maybe there are not as 

many 'future' metrics as the literature expected (though section O showed that no specific 

amount of metrics could be attached to the word 'primarily' of 'CHl ') since four out of 29 is 

not much. This can be explained by the origin of requirement 'CHl ' . According to (Kerssens

van Drongelen, 1999) this characteristic sterns from the fact that managers, in these kinds of 
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organizations, also want information about expected performance to determine the 

appropriate course of action. This expected performance can be : whether or not the team 

members think they will reach the milestones or budget, the predicted market opportunities of 

products, or the estimated risk (of failure) of a project. However, ASL takes these kinds of 

decisions in the program development process and during the review of project progress. lt is 

not ASL's intention to use the BBS in these decision processes. That is why not a lot of metrics 

dealing with future aspect are encountered in the design (opposed to what was expected 

based on the PSDA). Another striking difference with the literature is the number of metrics 

that focus on 'distant past'; still four out of 29. When taking a closer look at these metrics one 

can see that two of them are 'distant past' because the measurements can only be done for a 

limited number of times per year (the employee engagement survey, Co4, and the PCP 

maturity, Col 0). The other two deal with concepts that can only be tracked on a larger time 

scale but are important to ASL (the fraction of use- cases transferred to the next generation, 

Cu4 and Cu6). 

In section 0 the metrics were counted 

that fall within a specific category of 

'closeness to organizational goals' 

(see appendix 7 for an explanation of 

the taxonomy). lt is evident that the 

balance shifted from a primarily focus 

on performance drivers (input and 

activity) to a more balanced situation 

with performance result indicators 

(output and outcome). 

Tab/e 21 : closeness to organization goals for bath 

svstems 

Focus No. of metrics in No. of metrics in BBS 

initia! BBS (out of 20) design (out of 29) 

Input 4 3 

Activity 12 14 

Output 3 10 

Outcome l 2 

Like the initial BBS, also the redesign's measurement methods are checked against the 

theoretica! expected characteristics. Section 0 showed that ASL used many 'objective 

quantitative' measurement methods (sixteen out of twenty). The consulted literature expected 

a use of 'objective quantitative measurement methods' but 'when these are not very accurate 

subjective measurement methods are preferred'. The BBS design uses 21 (out of 29) 'objective 

quantitative' measurement methods and eight 'semi-objective, semi-quantitative' methods. 

So the number of 'subjective' measurement methods increased with the total number of 

metrics. The design still shows a preference for 'objective quantitative' methods but 

(especially for metrics measuring quality aspects) more 'subjective' methods are applied . 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 
This chapter presents the conclusion that can be drawn based on this project and addresses 

the recommendation to ASL. The discussion of section 6.1 reflects on the fulfillment of the 

assignment that was defined for this project. The project used academie literature on R&D 

performance measurement. That is why section 6.2 presents conclusions on the applied 

methodological concepts and on R&D performance management. Finally section 6.3 describes 

the recommendation to ASL and discusses ASL's next steps to take . 

6.1 Discussion 

This section addresses the fulfillment of the project's assignment. To facilitate the reading the 

relevant points of the assignment description are presented in the textbox be low. 

The assignment description of this project was to: "Design and define a performance 

measurement system, which measures the integral performance of ASL and gives 

management and employees adequate help to deliver excellent results." The following 

research questions needed to be answered to be able to fulfill the assignment: 

• Is the currently used BBS framework the most su itable framework to measure ASL's 

performance and what are the alternatives? 

• What are the performance areas of relevance to ASL and how should they be measured? 

• What improvements or changes (if any) could be made to the current performance 

measuring system that would give employees and management adequate help to 

del iver excellent results? 

Next to the assignment description and the research questions, section 1.3 also defined 

the deliverables of this project: 

• Report on the analysis of the current performance measuring system. 

• Report on the selection of a suitable performance-measuring framework for ASL, in 

view of its organizational position within NXP. 

• Report on the analysis of the performance areas of relevance to ASL. 

• Design and validation of a performance measuring system containing: metrics, 

measurement method(s), norms (targets), frequency/timing indications of 
measurements, and a reporting format. 

First the deliverables will be addressed. This report presented an analysis of the initia! BBS in 

chapter 4. The theoretica! background of chapter 2 showed a suitable performance-measuring 

framework and approach for ASL. Chapter 5 described the development of the most relevant 

performance areas. This indicates that the first three deliverables of this project are met. The 

final deliverable is also met since this project led toa BBS design that was translated into a BBS 

tool. This tool contains all of the, at the final deliverable defined, attributes. Second the 

research questions are discussed. Next to the suitability of the applied performance

measuring framework, chapter 2 also showed the alternatives. So the first question is 

answered. The second question is answered by the fixation of ASL's key success factors 

(described in section 5.1 .3) representing ASL's relevant performance areas. The BBS redesign 

showed how these areas should be measured. The third question is answered by the analysis 

done in chapter 4. This analysis showed the improvement areas of ASL's initia! BBS. The 

required improvements, needed to fulfill the assignment, were pointed out. Since this report 

faced all deliverables and research questions, finally this project's assignment will be treated. 

To fulfill the assignment completely ASL's 'integral performance' has to be measured and the 

system should be of 'adequate help' to management and employees. The solutions to these 

two issues can be found in the two-way development of the measuring system. Metrics were 

developed top-down and bottom-up to cover ASL's integral performance. This two-way 
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approach also ensured that the BBS redesign gives adequate help to employees and not only to 

the management (like most other BBS designs do). The adequate help to management was 

proven by the acceptation of the system by ASL's management team and their decision to 

continue the implementation of it. This section showed that this project fulfilled its 

assignment. The next section will address this project's value for the theory and practice of 

performance measurement in R&D environments. 

6.2 Theoretica! and practical conclusions 

This section addresses the theoretica! and practical conclusions, based on this project on 

performance measurement in R&D environments. The first two conclusions are related to the 

theoretica! concepts that were used in this project. The final two conclusions apply to 

managers of comparable organizations that want to deploy performance measurement within 

their organization . 

The applied approach is helpful to face the R&D performance measurement challenges 

Chapter 2 addressed challenges of performance measurement in R&D environments. All of 

those challenges were also identified in this project. The, in this project applied, approach 

faced some of the identified challenges in particular. The three challenges of R&D performance 

measurement that the applied approach tried to face are : 

• The vague link between input/activities and output / outcome 

• The low acceptance probability by stakeholder 

• The need for a strong and clear link between the PMS and the strategy of an organization. 

The applied combination of analysis and design methodologies showed to be a useful addition 

to academie literature to face the above mentioned challenges. The first challenge was 

addressed by putting a lot of effort in clarifying the primary processes of the target 

organization. The second was faced by applying a cooperative design method. Clarifying and 

sharpening the mission and vision, and translating them into the performance areas took the 

third hurdle. 

The PSDA is a helpful tool but still requires empirica! fine-tuning 

To see whether or not the PSDA leads to satisfying PMS's in R&D environments Kerssens- van 

Drongelen noted that it needs to be tested in practice. She stated that the evaluation and 

possible further development of the PSDA is an important next step to take . This project 

applied the tools of the initial steps of the PSDA. Judging from the acceptance of the system by 

the problem owner, the approach led to a satisfying solution. The application of the PSDA 

offered good support during the initial (orientation and analysis) steps of the design process. 

However the actual design of the system would have been impossible without the help of 

other frameworks. 

The PSDA is constituted from scientific valuable concepts. Most of the taxonomies approaches 

and guidelines are developed based upon a literature review; however the PSDA as a whole has 

not been tested yet. The previous chapter showed that the designed system did not 

completely meet the theoretica! expectations, though the compliance of the design is higher 

than that of the initial BBS. lf more practical examples show deviations from expectations, this 

would be a cause to review the PSDA. Another insight concerning the PSDA is that, when the 

organization under investigation already has a PMS, it is useful to compare the characteristics 

of this PMS with the characteristics and requirements derived from the PSDA. This could lead 

to useful insights for the design phase of the project and enables the developer to check 

whether or not the designed system led to improvements on the compliance to the theoretica! 

requirements . 
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R&D performance measurement should go with the fundaments of the target organization 

Management of R&D organizations in general can also benefit from the results of this project. 

The first aspect that became evident, in this area, is that the implementation of a PMS (that 

should provide insight on organizational performance to the management) can only be done 

with a thorough understanding and clear definition of the organization's : primary processes, 

deliverables, mission, and vision. This leads to the conclusion that performance measurement, 

especially in R&D environments, should start from a shared understanding of the fundaments 

of the target organization. An implementation of a system that measures 'useful metrics', but 

does not have a clear relation with the : key processes, mission and vision leads to an 

unsatisfying solution. 

A bottom-up design component is desired in R&D environments 

A second important insight, to management of R&D organizations, gained in this project is 

that; when a PMS also has to be insightful to staff members, their opinion should be taken into 

account during the development of metrics. This does not only increase the likelihood of 

acceptance but can also serve as and important source of useful metrics. This project showed 

how a step by step approach can be used to incorporate the implications of these experiences 

in a PMS design approach. 

6.3 Recommendations to ASL 

The previous sections addressed this project's assignment fulfillment and the theoretica! and 

practical conclusions that can be drawn. This section gives recommendations to the problem 

owners; ASL's management team. These recommendations include the 'steps to be taken' for 

the implementation of the designed system. 

lmplement the designed BBS according to the presented plan 

The first advice to ASL's management team is to continue the implementation of the designed 

system. For some of the metrics this means that tools need to be developed (especially for the 

ones using ratings of stakeholders). At the same the first measurement of other metrics can 

start right away. To ensure that the implementation of the system continues it is important to 

make someone responsible for the BBS. For the first steps this wil! be the direct supervisor of 

this project (ASL's director overall/operations). To do a right implementation of the BBS, the 

following steps are advised to take: 

1. Develop additional tools needed for the metrics (December 2006) 

2. Do a zero measurement of the directly measurable metrics (December 2006) 

3. To ensure the correct interpretation of metrics and to stress the relevance of the system; 

organize a workshop for all stakeholders in the BBS project (data owners and action 

owners of the developed system). This workshop could be held in the form of a fictive BBS 

review meeting were the designed system is filled with manually generated data. This 

prepares the stakeholders for the 'real life' use of the system and at the same time verifies 

the applied : metric definitions, targets, and 'actions to take when off-target' . 

4. Start monthly measurement and updates of all metric scores Uanuary 2007) 

5. Complete the targets that are not set yet and sharpen the target indications of the others. 

This can be done based on the first measurements and past experiences (February 2007) 

6. Review the measurements of the first three months and apply steering measures 

according to the PDCA-cycle (Plan, Do, Check, Act); Check (review the BBS), Act (determine 

cause of metrics that are off target), Plan (consult the defined steering action of the 

accompanying metric, or determine the steering measure ad hoc), Do (execute the 
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steering measures). This is also a good point to present the first BBS results to the 

employees. This can be introduced by a presentation during a communication meeting 

followed by a quarterly update of the BBS metric scores with posters on the ASL 

announcements boards (march 2007) 

7. Do a BBS review again and apply the PDCA cycle again Uune and September 2007) 

8. Do a review and evaluate the BBS as a whole, evaluate the applied metrics and check if the 

success factors need an update (December 2007). 

Review and maintain the designed system 
To prevent the system from becoming obsolete the review of the BBS results should take place 

on a regular basis. The smallest report period that is used is a month; the largest is about half 

a year. However, most of the metrics are reported monthly or quarterly. The report frequency 

(update interval of the metric scores) of all the metrics is fixed at once per month. That is why 

the person that is responsible for the BBS should ask the metric owners to update their metrics 

monthly. Currently the BBS is reviewed in the managerial review meeting (every six weeks). 

This meeting is also attended by senior staff members. This is good because the data 

providers of the metrics are not always the management team members themselves. So the 

advice is to continue to review the BBS results every managerial review meeting. This interval 

of six weeks could be impractical (because of the monthly update of the BBS), practice has to 

show if it is better to do this meeting monthly of every two months. 

(Kaplan and Norton, 1996) also pointed out that a BBS is never finished. There are two major 

causes that should lead to a change in the BBS: changing strategy (since the success factors 

are derived from that), and new insights on the relevance of the metrics that are used. That is 

why ASL should maintain its BBS. The first major BBS maintenance action corresponds with 

point eight in the plan presented above. The advice is to do a review of the BBS success 

factors, and relevance of the metrics, every year and with a change of ASL's strategy. Since the 

system should also be insightful to employees, these reviews should include employee's 

opinion on the system. Management's attention for such systems is essential to prevent the 

system from becoming obsolete. 
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Personal reflection 
The previous chapter showed the results of this project. This final section describes some 

concluding personal thoughts on the project. Looking back on the project as a whole I am 

satisfied with the resu lts. Like the quote at the start of this report indicated; a performance 

measurement system containing just objective measurements will never be capable of 

measuring the 'real' performance of a department like ASL. lt can be a very helpful tool for 

management and employees however. The use of the system has to prove the real value of the 

system. A performance measurement system is also not the 'holy grail' with the answers to all 

the questions and problems. Tough I admit, at project start, 1 hoped to develop a system that 

would fulfill that promise. 

The intention of this project was to implement the designed system . Though I think I made the 

most of the nine month that were avai lable, 1 did not manage to do this within that time. The 

difficulties of designing such a system, and the time needed to do this right, were known to 

me beforehand. Thinking , 1 could do this in less time, apparently was a bit too ambitious. 

During the project I learned that some aspects can slow your ambitious schedule down; 

because not all can be foreseen at project start. The most important aspect encountered was 

that some fundamental elements of an organization (processes, deliverables, mission and 

vision) must be known before tools like a Balanced Scorecard can be applied. When this is not 

the case , it takes time and a lot of discussions to define them. Nevertheless, the effort spent 

on these activities led to other valuable insights and spin-offs. ASL's management team also 

recognized this improvement on organizational maturity. During the mapping of the 

fundamental elements a change process was unleashed within ASL. At project start this 

mapping process looked like gathering the right information and arranging it. In reality people 

started to change ASL in a more mature organization and used my project as a motive to start 

this process. And, change processes take time. 

lt was also difficult to get people in the organization involved in the project. This was partially 

caused by the fact that some people had the idea that the designed system would be useless 

because they had bad experiences with it in the past. Starting with a clean sheet would 

facilitate people's involvement because they are not prejud iced . Then again starting from 

scrap would have disadvantages for to the deployment of the design; because everything is 

new then (for instance there would be no owners defined or review meetings planned then). 

Spending nine months is an organization like ASL makes you realize the dynamics of such an 

organization. Some examples of this dynamic character will be described. Around the time of 

the start of this project ASL's influence on the formulation of NXP's (or at that point in time 

Philips Semiconductors') vision became more important. This meant a change in the activities 

of part of ASL's staff. Roughly halfway this project Philips Semiconductors changed into NXP, 

this had impact in ASL's role within the new organization. Some time after that the ASL general 

manager (the initiator of this project) changed and a group leader (one of the direct 

supervisors of th is project) left to another department. Some recent changes that were 

announced during the finalization of this report again indicate the dynamics. Announcements 

were done that: BD&I will stop to exist and people from that organization will join ASL, ASL's 

organ ization structure will change , a department from Leuven joins ASL and will report to 

ASL's genera! manager, and finally the advisory and steering boards of ASL get a different role. 
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Luckily this will not have any effect on the design presented this project. This also proves the 

design's durability to change. The semiconductor business is quite volatile and being on the 

crossroads of: NXP's ambition, the market, research initiatives, and business development 

activities lead to a constant balancing act of ASL's staff. ASL is learning to play this balancing 

act every day. Of course these dynamics influence a project like this. That was a difficult but 

educational experience. 

Though I had to back down on the implementation part of this project and the design was not 

the cherished 'holy grail', 1 am proud of the results of this project. lt was not always easy but 1 

found my way trough and kept the goal in sight. 1 started with the challenge of understanding 

the (for me) unknown world of prototyping on IC platforms and the volatile semiconductor 

market. Other important challenges were: to get people involved in the project (especially the 

ASL staff); keeping management's attention; and mapping ASL's integral performance areas. 

Of course the final challenge was to design a measurement system that provides information 

to management and employees. Judging from the feedback so far, this led to a satisfying 

solution. 
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Appendix 1 : facts about NXP (Philips) Semiconductors 

Tab Ie A l : ranking of semiconductor companies (Dataquest, April 2006) 

2005 Final rankings - Top 25 Worldwide 
Total semiconductors (millions of US$) 

Company 
lntel 
Samsun Electronics 
Texas lnstruments 
Toshiba 
STMicroelectronics 

Micron Technolo 
Son 
Advanced Micro Devices 
Matsushita 
Shar 
QUALCOMM 
Rohm 
IBM Microelectronics 
Broadcom 
Fuïtsu 
Analo Devices 
NVIDIA 
San o Electric 
Spansion 
sub-total 

h 

• In 2004 Philips SemiconductOIS, in 2005 reported as Philips Electronics = Philips SemiconductOIS and Lumileds 

Source: Dataquest, April 2006 

Comparable sales growth in %1l 

■ 2001 ■ 2002 ■ 2003 ■ 2004 ■ 2005 

Table A 2: the semiconductors market (source: Philips 
Annua/ Report 2005) 

(10%) 

(20%) 

(30%) 

18" 1~ 

(40%) '--------------------
Medical Systems 
Domestic Aooliances 
and Personal' Care 
Consumer Electronics 
Lighting 

Semiconductors Other Activities 

1) The grouping in the graph is based on similarity of volatility 

Figure A 7: safes growth figures 2007 to 2005 Philips 

segments (Royal Philips E!ectronics, 2005) 
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A ppen IX 2 orgamzat1on C h arts 

1 
CEO 

1 Fren.s van Hooten 
CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER 

René Penning de Vries 

SECRETARIA T 
Gonni9 Verstraeten 

CORE PROCESSES BUSINESS ES SUPPORT ...... ••••• 

·····••' 

················•'·······-· 
CORE PROCESSES TEOlNOLOGY FUNCTIONS 

H 
._ 

~ 

y 

SALES & M68~EII NG H 6!.! MUL.Il ~H~EI SEMI H··-········ t:lBM Maria Marced Hein van der Zeeuw , • Peter KJe1j" ... ....... 
IMQ (MA!~:H.!EACI!.!Bl~G l SCMl '-- ..... Ji!;;:~:n ._ El~~CE II & E!..!BC~SING 

A;it Manocha Peter van Bommel ..... 
-· .. E!W A!..!IQMQID!'.E & 1NNOVAJ10N & TECHNO LOGY ,- !QEt:HIElCAIION ~ 

PBE /QUALITY / NA REG ION 
René Penning de Váe:s 

Marc de Jong 
Hein van der Zeeuw 

- 6!.! MQE!lLE & EEBSQN8L ~ LEGAL 
GertJanKaat Guido Dierick 

SIBAIEGX & E!PS QE:i ~ 
EMERGING SEMICONDUCTORS 

BUSINESSES Th9o Cla&s9n 
Hans Streng 

ADVANCED SYSTEMS LAB ········ ····-··-·-··--·-·-

CORE PROCESSES 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
John Smeets 

STRATEGY & TECHNOLOGY 
Robin Sharpe 

Carolrifl Vries 

OPERATIONS 

ASL OPERATIONS 
&sm van den Berge 

SECRETARIAT 
MiriamSmits 

··-···· 

Figure A 2: NXP organization charts down to ASL level 
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Appendix 3: NXP's project management tool BCaM 

Project Portfolio Review Bo 
' ' 

◊ Gate Review QMilestone 

~ Declslon Maklng • Phases 

¾ 

:···· ............................................ . 

'·-·r··-----------------_------------------
Pipeline & Resource Mgt Operational Team {PRMOT) 1 .· ... ·, , .... ·· ...... / .................................................................................. ·· · ... · 

Figure A 3: the BCaM process (source ASL intranet) 

lf a PIF is approved the project passes the project start (PS) milestone (milestones mark the 

progress of a project). Now a project concept sketch (PCS) will be made. An architect (or two) 

and a project manager are typically involved in this six-week (maximum) study, the PCS phase. 

They have to deliver two documents: a charter (describes the projects commercial viability and 

potential for success) and an outline project plan (OP, describes the basic planning outline of 

the project). Then the project concept approval (PCA) gate (gates, are official checks where 

'go-no-go' decisions are made) can be passed. To pass the PCA gate the strategy and 

technology (S&T, see appendix 2) team has to approve the PCS in its weekly meeting. lf this 

gate is passed the S&T team will advice the project portfolio review board (PPRB) to continue 

the project. The PPRB will rank the projects with a priority setting in its meeting (every other 

week). Then the project execution approval (PEA) gate can be passed. This means that the 

pipeline and resource management operational team (PRMOT) can schedule the project in the 

pipeline of projects to be executed. The PRMOT reports when the project execution can start 

depending on the available resources. When the project execution start (PES) milestone is 

passed, the project enters the execution phase. 

From now on the project review board (PRB) monitors the project. The first gate to pass is the 

specification gate; at this gate two documents have to be submitted. The FRS document 

describes in detail 'what' will be done. The project management plan (PMP) describes 'how' it 

will be done ; in more detail than the OPP. At the next gate, the available gate, all the 

components of the project are developed and available for integration. After that the 

components are verified and validated . This is a check to validate that the project matches 

specifications and requirements are met. The gate that closes this phase is the verification 

gate where verification and validation documents have to be submitted. Now the preparations 

for the release of the product of the project are done. This phase is closed with a release gate 

where the project results are released to the customer and release notes have to be submitted. 

The last phase is the project closure phase where the project debrief document are submitted, 

it's concluded when the project goes by the project close milestone. 
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Appendix 4: ASL's BBS at project start 

Tab/e A 3· ASL 's 885 at project start (ASL common drive March 2006) 
.:mru."'"'iillo 

1, 
Report Code ,.,, 

Customer 
Impact 

lnternal Process 

Development 

TU/e 

Short term measure 

Funding 

Process efficiency 

Customer impression 

Competency development 

Positive working 
environment 
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lnfluence reputation 
C04A 
C04B 

cos 
Impact breadth 

C07 

Delivery on 
XXX 

commitments 
RRR 

Customer responses 
zzz 
C09 

Funding control 101 

Cost control yyy 
Decision process 102 
Resource utilization 103 

ppp 

Overall process QQQ 

104 

Customer cooperation 105 

Expectation match 107 

D02 

D03 

D04 

D05 

Indicator 

No. of invention disclosures 
No. of publications 

No. of influenced customers 

No. of demonstrations 

Performance to schedule (3 months) 

Gates/milestones passed and missed 

Website visits 
Customer satisfaction survey 
Proportion of funding used (overall balance) 
(need to define BD+I) 
Performance to RFF 
Decision time/overall project time 
Allocation duration/overall project time 
BCaM compliance 

CMMi compliance 

Enaaaed time/overall lecial time 

Frequency of customer contacts (JS definition?) 

Performance to deliverables 

Completion of personal development plan 

Training time (from SPARC) 

Employee turnover rate [%] on year basis (3 
month averaae) 
Employee survey (engagement index) 

IV 

- Deflnltlon Taraet Owner frequency 
formula How 2006 

JK Mo Official ASL IDs from IP&S /ASL lead onlv) lytd 25 
JK Mo Presentations and papers - see definition sheet lytd 20 

JS Qu 
Add up the number of customers that have seen the 

ytd 
Connected Consumer demo 
Add up demonstrations at demo calendar 2004 and 

JS Qu 
2005 data is available 

ytd 

(ActualR - PlannedR) / (PlannedR - ActualS) 
RH Mo 

averaaed oer last 3 months 
Mo 

RH Mo 
#Passed GIM per month, Average #missed GIM in 

Mo 15 
bucket 

JK Mo htto://oww.cto.sc.ohilios/com/sta Mo 
JS Qu See CTO website /same as 2005) ASL-onlv? Qu 

BvdB Mo (a2+B) hours delivered/funded hours agreed Qu 

BvdB Mo used definition formulated by PD (F&A) Mo 5 
RH Mo Divide duration PS-PES bv duration PS-PC. Mo 
RH Mo Divide duration PEA-PES by duration PS-PC. Mo 
JK Qu Official CTO definition Qu 

Official CTO definition #Passed GIM per month, 
JK Qu 

Average #missed GIM 
Qu 

RH Qu ? Qu 

JS Qu 
CTO customer intimacy KPI (same as 2005) 2004 

Qu 
data is available 
? (requires full insight in planned/achieved project 

RH Mo 
deliverables) 

Mo 

training agreements tracked on monthly base .. . 
PJvB Qu Target= 80% over 1 year period [Executed / Agreed Qu 80% 

trainincisl 

PJvB Qu 
info gathering from SPaRC. Budget= target [Hours 

Qu 100% 
spent] 
employees lelt in the quarter/average number of 

BvdB Mo 
employees in the auarter 

Mo 10.0 

PJvB Ye Definition according to EES survev auestionnaire Ye 3.42 
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Appendix 5: proposed BBS by (Zeng, 2005) 

Table A 4: proposed 885 by pervious internship (Zeng, 200S) 

Perspectives 1 Objectives 

Long-term Market 

measure Influence 

in a rolling Business 

Customer five-year Reputation 

Impact Short-term Depth 

measure Impact Breadth 

in a rolling 

one-year Impact efficiency 

Customer responses 

Funding Funding control 

Process Decision process 

efficiency Resource utilization 

Internal Overall process 

Process Customer cooperation 

Customer 

impression Expectation match 

Competency development 

Development 

TU/e 
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Measures 

COl: No. of use cases transferred to application 

C02: Average time for transfer 

C03: lncrease of sold chips 

C04: No. of patents and publications 

COS: Amount of technology transfer 

C06: No. of influenced customers 

C07: No. of demonstrations 

C08: Contribution value/funding 

C09: Customer satisfaction survey 

101: Proportion of funding used 

102: Decision time/overall project time 

103: Allocation duration/overall project time 

104: Engaged time/overall legal time 

IOS: Frequency of customer contacts 

106: Customer interaction survey 

I07: Performance To Deliverables (PTD) 

108: Manager survey 

DOl: Progress in personal development plan 

D02: Completion of the personal development plan 

D03: Training time 

D04: Employee turnover rate 

D05: Employee survey 
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Appendix 6: performance measurement in genera! 

Benefits of performance measurement 

• if you can not measure it you do not understand it; 

• if you can not understand it you can not control it ; 

• if you can not control it you can not improve it; 

• if they know you intend to measure it, they will get it done; 

• if you do not measure results, you can not tel1 success from failure; 

• if you can not see success, you can not reward it; 

• if you can not reward success, you are probably rewarding failure; 

• if you will not recognize success you may not be able to sustain it; 

• if you can not see success/failure, you can not learn from it; 

• if you cannot recognize failure, you will repeat old mistakes and keep wasting resources; 

• if you cannot relate results to consumed resources you do not know what is the real 

cost; 

• if you do not know the actual cost you can not tel1 whether or not you should do it or 

outsource it; 

• if you cannot tel1 the full/real cost you cannot get the best value for money when 

contracting out; 

• if you can not demonstrate results, you may undermine your ability to communicate with 

important stakeholders to mobilized necessary support because you provide value for 

money; 

• if you can not document that the business process, mate rial or people you use are the 

most suitable for achieving the sought after results your performance will be 

questioned; 

• if you can not show that in comparison to the past or to another provider you are at par 

or doing even better there may be questions about your accountability; 

And 

• if you do not have the data about who is happy/unhappy with your performance and 

why, you may change when you should not or, even worse, stay a course that on its face 
seems to be right but in fact is wrong . 

Figure A 4: arguments for the implementation of performance measurement (source: (Ha/achmi, 2005)) 
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DMP model 

Research 
Streams 

Corpo.rate 
Entreprcncurship 

1-·~ 
Process 
• NPD 
• TQM 

1--· 
Economics / 
Finance 

1 

1 

Measu.res 

The Dynamic Multi-dimensional 
Performance Model -

DMP 

The Five Performance 
Dimensions: 

• Financial Performance 

• Market/ Customer 

• Process 

• People Development 

• Future 

Figure A S: the DMP and its preceding research streams (Maltz et al., 2003). 

ProMES 
Chapter l of (Pritchard et al., 2002) describes: 'The measurement and improvement of 

organizational productivity: an overview of ProMES, the Productivity Measurement and 

Enhancement System.' ProMES was designed to be a practical method of measuring 

organizational productivity in such a way that everyone benefited, including the people doing 

the work. The conceptual foundation behind ProMES is the theory of work behavior addressed 

in (Naylor et al., 1980). This theory is sometimes referred to as NPI Theory. In the NPI theory 

motivation is seen as a resource allocation process where the resource is a person's time and 

energy. This time and energy is allocated across possible actions or tasks. Basics of the NPI 

motivational process are shown below. 

Motivational 
Force 

Act ♦ Products Evaluations f.- Outcomes Need 
(behavior) I' l 

(Results of t ♦ (Performance) • (lntrinsic and ' ~ Satisfaction 

Behavior) extrinsic) 

Act-To- Product-To- Evaluation- Outcome-To-
Product Evaluation To-Outcome Need sat. 

Contingencies Contingencies Contingencies Contingencies 

Figure A 6: NPI Theory; the Basics and Contingencies (source (Pritchard et al., 2002)) 

An 'act' is an activity such as writing, running or talking. An act is characterizes by amplitude 

and direction. Amplitude is the amount of personal resource in the form of time and cognitive 

or physical energy the person devotes to the act. 'Products' are the results of acts (i.e. a 

report). When products are observed and evaluated, this result in 'evaluations' where an 
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evaluator places the measured product on a good to bad evaluative continuum . After 

evaluations are made 'outcomes' occur. These are intrinsic such as a feeling of 

accomplishment or extrinsic such as forms or recognition, pay raises etc. Outcomes get their 

motivation power because of their ties to 'need satisfaction'. Positive affect occurs when needs 

are satisfied and negative affect occurs when needs are not satisfied. As the person makes 

choices of how much effort to devote to various tasks, the goal is maximizing the total 

anticipated need satisfaction. 

Acts, products, evaluations, outcomes and need satisfaction are combined into 'motivational 

force' which is defined as: the degree to which a person believes that changes in the amount 

of personal resources in the form of time and energy (effort) devoted tot different acts over 

time will result in a change in anticipated need satisfaction. 

Between each of the boxes in the figure are arrows that symbolize relationships called 

'contingencies'. Act-to-product contingencies describe the person's perceived relationship 

between the amount of effort devoted to that act and the size of the product that is expected 

to result. Similar other contingencies define the perceived relationship between the blocks in 

the figure. All these blocks and contingencies have implications for the maximization of 

motivation. The NPI theory views motivation as a process. This means that each stage of the 

process must function correct for the outcome of the process (motivation) to be high. 

ProMES is a forma! step-by-step process that identifies organizational objectives, develops a 

measurement system to assess how well the unit is meeting those objectives, and develops a 

feedback system, which gives unit personnel and managers information on how well the unit 

is performing. 
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Appendix 7: the PSDA 

Reason to start the design 
process 

I 

Problem definition phase: 

• Problem analysis and 

decomposition 

• Analysis of organ isational 

conditions 

• Analysis of contingency factors 

• Formulation of requirements 

Function / subject 

◄··· ............. combination(s) + description 

of context + list of 
requirements 

Conceptual design phase: 

• Systematic variation of working 

····► principles for each function / subject 

combination and for the overall 

concept 
... • Evaluation of alternatives against 

requirements and selection of most 
satisfactory solution principle 

......... .. .... 
Selected solution 

·· ··► Detail design phase: 

r·· • 
Determination of the final format of .... 

each measurement system procedure 

◄· · 
Performance measurement ................ 

svstem desian 

........ ......................... 1 ............ ...... , 
◄· · ·· · · ···········\ lmplementation phase 

I 
I 

I 
I 

\ 

I 
I 

I 

I • 

I • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 

Proposed (R&D) performance measurement 
system design 'tools' and guidelines 

(R&D) organisational problem diagnosis tools 

Reference list of root causes of control problems 

Measurement system functions taxonomy 

Overview of assumed links between root causes of 

control problems and measurement system functions 

Preliminary R&D measurement subjects taxonomy 

Checklist to assess conditions for measurement system 

design processes 

Checklist to identify possible contingency factors for 

R&D measurement system design 

\ 

(Preliminary) taxonomies for innovation strategy, 

organisation/group size, strateg ie R&D control model 

and R&D work type 
\ . 

\ 
Provisional guidelines for developing a list of functional 
requirements and contextual constraints \ 

\ 

, , 

• Preliminary metrics taxonomy 

• Preliminary measurement methods taxonomy 

• Provisional guidelines for developing solution principles 

that can fulfil a certain measurement system function 

• Provisional guidelines to match solution principles with 

measurement subject and context characteristics 

• Examples of satisfying solutions 

• Suggestions for application of formats proposed in 
current measurement system design approaches 

,' • Current measurement system design approaches 

suitable for detail design 

• Preliminary catalogue of R&D metrics 

• Preliminary catalogue of R&D measurement methods 

• Examples of measurement procedures 
',, • Hand-out with layout and metric record sheets 

'L-------------------- ----~ 

Figure A 7- outline of the Performance measurement system Systematic Design Approach (PSDA) and 

associated (R&D) measurement system design 'tools ' and guidelines (source p.224 (Kerssens-van 

Drongelen, 1999)) 
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The contingency factor values 

lnnovation strategy - Cl 

For this contingency factor the taxonomy of innovation strategies of Miles and Snow (Miles et 

al., 1978) and Macintosh (Macintosh, 1994). The following four strategies are distinguished: 

• Prospector: aiming at being first with new products, markets, and technologies. Respond 

rapidly to early signals concerning areas of opportunity. 

• Analyzer: seldom first to market, but frequently a fast follower by carefully monitoring the 

actions of major competitors. Aiming to excel bringing a more cost-effective or innovative 

product into the market very rapidly. 

• Defender: attempt to and maintain a secure niche in a relatively stable product or service 

area. Aiming to protect the market position by offering higher quality, superior service or 

lower prices. lgnore industry changes that have no direct influence on current operations. 

• Reactor: not as aggressive in maintaining established products and markets as 

competitors. Respond only when forced to by strong environmental pressure . 

To select a strategy from the above-described categories, which applies to NXP and the lower 

levels in the hierarchy of NXP, the 2006 aspirations for these levels are summarized below. 

The vision of all of these organizations is: "A world where everyone can always connect to 

information, entertainment and services thanks to good semiconductor solutions". The 

aspirations are copied from the NXP intranet where the so-called One Page Strategies of each 

department can be found. Though ASL is structured under STA responsibility its aspirations 

cross some functional organization boundaries. 

Ta bi eA S: h h Il ierarc ica ry summarize d NXP aspirations 

Oraanization Asoirations 

• Achieve leading market shares in connected consumer applications in 

NXP 
automotive, home and mobile, and in MMS. 

• Deliver 5-1 5 % profit 
Semiconductors 

• Grow sales to€ 8 bi Il ion 

• Attract the best talent 

• Enable continuity and growth by the right (innovative) solutions and services . 
CTO 

• Best in class technoloav as oerceived bv our customers . 

• Develop and deploy the System Technology and Architecture foundation upon 

STA 
which NXP effectively builds its system level products. 

• Create an agile responsive organization that is recognized within NXP and by 

our strateaic partners as a leader in our kev technoloav domains. 

• To prototype advanced applications, one or two Moore's Law generations 

ASL 
ahead, using Nexperia Platforms. 

• To gain insight on future requirements, identifying disruptive market and 

technoloav trends. 

NXP expresses the ambition to be a market leader in a number of selected segments. CTO, 

STA and ASL cherish the thought to be perceived technological best in class. ASL wants to 

have insight in disruptive and technologica! trends. When these ambitions are combined with 

the volatile semiconductors market, the 'prospector' innovation strategy is selected. Where 

ASL wants to gain insight and have a positive impact on future market trends to be first to 

market. 

Company size - C2 

Although Kerssens- van Drongelen identifies size as an important contingency factor, 

influencing especially the organization design and the budgeting process, no precise 

crossover between small and large size is indicated. A rough indication consists of the 

following description: small size (non-divisionalized, single industry organizations where 
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centralized decision making is still possible), and large size (multi-industry) organizations 

where decentralized decision making is required due to limits on the information processing 

capabilit ies of central management). Based on this description ASL can be characterized as 

small size and NXP as a large sized organization . 

Strategie R&D control model - C3 

Based on a literature and empirica! study Kerssens- van Drongelen comes to a taxonomy of 

seven different R&D control styles that can be placed on a grid with : 'degree of 

decentralization in controlling the content of the R&D portfolio' and 'degree of market 

mechanism applied' on the axes (see Table A 6). 60% of ASL's budget is provide by CTO and is 

fixed. Although 40% of ASL budget is provided by BD&I the amount is agreed upon on CTO 

level so the budget could be considered completely secured. ASL discusses the project 

portfolio content with the two boards (BRSB and TPAB). Board members are stakeholders from 

different levels of the organization including the CTO (Chief Technology Officer). The portfol io 

is also determined by the G+ 1 projects that are done for BD&I. This is why the portfolio is 

considered to be mainly under centralized control. Th is results in a 'Hierarchical control with 

central co-ordination of synergy.' 

Table A 6: taxonomy of strate ic R&D con trol mode/s (source (Kerssens- van Dron eten, 7 999)) 

BU control Hierarchical control Market control 

Hierarchical control Market control with Market control with 
Degree of de- Mainly BU with centrally small budget for 'free small corporate budget 
centralisation in control determ ined research' 

controlling the 

content of the R&D Mainly :-. 
portfolio centralized -~ .. 

control 

î 
Centralized Professional control 

control 

R&D budget R&D budget partly R&D budget dependent 

completely secured secured upon (internal) 

Degree of market mechanism app/ied customer orders 

Commercial and technica! uncertainty (type of R&D work) - C4 

The last two contingencies are both part of the contingency cluster: 'type of R&D work' . For 

this contingency factor (C4) three taxonomies are used that, together give a technica! and 

commercial uncertainty impression of the R&D task. Commercial and technica! uncertainty 

seems to be a major factor determining the work-contingent performance measurement 

system ((Macintosh, 1994), p.148). The first taxonomy that is used is that of ((Omta, 1995), 

p20-23)) : 

Basic (fundamental) research : original investigation undertaken in order to gain new scientific 

and/or technica! knowledge and understanding, 

Applied research: original investigation undertaken in order to gain new scientific and/or 

technica! knowledge and understanding directed towards a specific practical aim or objective, 

Experimental development: the use of existing scientific and technica! knowledge to produce 

new or substantially improved materials, devices, systems or services. 

Based on empirica! study Kerssens- van Drongelen added two categories to this taxonomy: 

technica! support: 'troubleshooting', requests for help from other departments, and 

R&D internal services: well defined research assignments for other R&D sub-departments. 
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The second taxonomy is a framework derived from (Booz Allen and Hamilton, 1982) depicted 

in Table A 7. They distinguish different project types according to the 'newness to the market' 

and 'newness to the firm' level of projects. lt focuses on the commercial uncertainty of 

projects. 

Tab/e A 7: 80oz, Allen and Hamilton 

New-to- the-company products 

Al low company to enter an 

high established market for the first 

time 

medium 

Newness to 
the firm 

Product with similar performance 

low as existing one but at lower costs 

low 

Product repositioning 

Existing product 

targeted to new market 

(se ment) 

medium 
Newness to the market 

high 

The third taxonomy focuses on the technica! uncertainty of projects and is developed and 

empirically validated by (Shenhar and Dvir, 1996). lt distinguishes four categories of projects : 

low-tech: no new technology adaptations involved, 

Medium-tech: based on adaptation of familiar technologies and sometimes a limited amount 

of new technologies, 

High-tech: most of the technologies are new but already existing as they have been developed 

prior to the project initiation, and 

Super high-tech: based on new and non-existing technologies which have to be developed 

during the project. 

Unlike the other contingencies the 'commercial and technica! uncertainty' varies between 

projects of the different generations identified in section 1.2, G+ 1 projects support the 

development that is done at BU and BL level and therefore are grouped at 'development' of the 

first taxonomy of contingency factor C4. Because G+2 and G+3 projects concern more new 

technological knowledge and are use-case driven therefore these are grouped at 'applied 

research' . The commercial uncertainty is also different for the different generations. G+ 1 

projects are averagely new to the market and the firm and therefore are additions to existing 

product lines (see Table A 7). G+3 project are highly new to the market and the firm and thus 

are 'new-to-the-world products'. G+2 project are more new to the market than G+ 1 project 

but are averagely new to the firm . This puts them somewhere between both other generations. 

Although all projects concern technolog ies that exist since they have been picked up 

somewhere (i.e. from Philips research), it are new technologies. That is why all projects are 

high-tech projects. 

Complexity (type of R&D work) - es 
(Shenhar and Dvir, 1996) also developed the taxonomy of project organization complexity 

(CS). This is the second contingency factor that is related to the cluster 'type of R&D work'. 

They distinguish three categories of project organization complexity (project scope) : 
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Low: 'assemblies'; projects aimed at the development of a component, assembly or product 

which has to perform on well-defined function, 

Medium: 'systems'; a complex collection of interactive elements and subsystems jointly 

performing a wide range of interdependent functions to meet a specific customer mission or 

need), and 

High: 'arrays'; a dispersed collection of different systems that function together to achieve a 

common purpose. 

Since all projects are done based on a specific customer need (a use-case, described in section 

1.2) and they form a complex system due the different kinds of elements that have to 

communicate with each other, the R&D project organ izational complexity is labeled medium. 

Metric and measurement method taxonomy 
This section describes the 

taxonomy of metrics. In 

accordance with Kerssens- van 

Drongelen the taxonomy that 

is used for the metrics is a 

classification of described in 

(Landy and Farr, 1983) that is 

based on Smith (Smith P.C., 

1976). lt is a cubic model 

presented in Figure A 8. lt 

classifies the metrics along 

three dimensions: closeness to 

organizational goals, time 

span covered and performance 

aspects. The 'time span covered' 

genera! 

Î 
quali ty 

innovativeness 

timeliness 
f---+--+--+-----1' 

Performance cost 

aspects quantity 
dis n recen near ar 

past future 
+-- Time span covered ~ 

/ 
Closeness to 
organisational 
goals 

Figure A 8: taxonomy of R&D metrics (source (Kerssens-van 
Drongelen, 1999)) 

dimension will be explained, the other aspects are presumed to speak for themselves. R&D 

work does not always generate a flow of output on a regular basis. That is why some output 

information might be more useful when an average score of for instance several months is 

presented in stead of a fluctuating monthly score. This is the difference between: 'recent past' 

(i.e. the number of hours spent last month) and 'distant past' (i.e. average hours spent per 

month over the last six months). This however only covers aspects in retrospect. However a 

project leader could be more interested in the estimation of his team members of the time till 

completion when managing R&D projects. The estimation of the Net Present Value is another 

example. These prospective (future) metric can again be divided into long term or short term 

coverage. 

A taxonomy can is also applied to the measurement methods that are used. That taxonomy 

classifies the methods using the degree of quantification and the degree of objectivity they 

apply in their measurement. Table A 8 shows the taxonomy that will be used to classify the 

measurement methods. 
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Table A 8: taxonom of the measurement methods (source (Kerssens-van Dron elen, 1999) 

Degree of quantification ⇒ 

De ree of ob·ectivi U 
Subjective 

Semi-objective customers' 

measurement 

Semi-objective non-involved 

persons' measurement 

Objective 
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Assessment 

Assessment 

Assessment 

Semi-quantitative Quantitative 

Sim Ie ratin Financial estimation 

Ratings with Non - financi al estimation 

Financial estimation 

Non- financial estimation 

Financial estimation 

Non-financial estimation 
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Appendix 8: the Balanced Scorecard (BBS) 

The BBS perspectives 

How do customers 
see us? 

Financial Perspect ive 

Goals Metrics 

How do we look to 
shareholder? 

What must we 
excel at? 

Customer Perspective lnternal Business 
Pers pective 

Goals Metrics 

lnnovation and Learning 
Perspective 

Goals Metrics 

Goals 

Can we continue to 

improve and create 
value? 

Metrics 

Figure A 9: the Ba/anced Scorecard links performance metrics (source:(Kaplan and Norton, 1996)) 

Advised BBS design steps 

The design of a successful Balanced Scorecard can be divided in several steps. In short the 

steps to be taken according to (Kaplan and Norton, 1996) are: 

Define the measurement architecture 
l) Select the appropriate organizational unit. 

2) ldentify the organizational unit's, SBU/corporate linkages. 

Build consensus around strategie objectives 
3) Conduct the first round of interviews with senior management supported by BBS 

background, vision, mission, and strategy material. 

4) Synthesis session with the design team. This results in a listing and ranking of 

objectives in the four perspectives. 

5) Executive workshop: first round. This results in three to four strategie objectives for 

each perspective, a detailed descriptive statement for each objective, and a list of 

potential metrics for each perspective . 

Select and design metrics 
6) Subgroup meetings. For each perspective these meetings should result in: a list of the 

objectives for the perspective (with a detailed description), a description of metrics for 

each objective, an illustration of how each metric can be quantified and displayed, and a 

graphic model of how the metrics are linked within the perspective and to metrics in 

other perspectives. 

7) Executive workshop: second round . At the end of this workshop the senior management 

should be able to sketch out a brochure to communicate the scorecard intentions and 

contents to all employees. 
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Build the implementation plan 

8) Develop the implementation plan containing how to: link the metrics to information 

systems, communicate the BBS throughout the organization, and encourage and 

facilitate the development of second level metrics in decentralized units. 

9) Executive workshop: third round. This should results in consensus over the products of 

the steps taken up till now so the deployment can take place. 

PMS functions supported by BBS 
Ta bi fi d h (. e A 9: PMS unctions an t e 885 source: Bremser an (. d Bars -v, 2004 k )) 

PMS functions (Kerssens-van Drongelen, 1999) 

Fl) Provide insight into (expected) deviations from 

objectives / environmental factors to support the 

diagnosis by manager as to whether and if so 

wh ich steerinq measures to apply. 

F2) Fuelling learning to improve the predictive model. 

F3) Alignment and communication of objectives. 

F4) Supporting decision-making on performance 

based rewards. 

FS) Provide insight into (expected) deviations from 

objectives / environmental factors to support the 

diagnosis by subordinates as to whether and if so 

which steerinq measures to aoolv. 

F6) Justification of existence, decisions and 

performance. 

F7) Motivating people through feedback. 
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Usefulness of the BBS (Kaplan and Norton, 2001) 

The BBS utilizes causa! sets of performance metrics to 

monitor results . Variance analysis of metrics provides 

insight into deviations from objectives. 

The primary purpose of the BBS is to highlight strategy 

and its impact on operating decisions . Utilizing the 

BBS over multiple periods provides the basis for 

feedback and planninq. 

The BBS provides a common framework and reference 

point for employees across levels and functions . The 

cascading process provides opportunities for 

aliqnment. 

Most BBS organizations link objectives to personal 

rewards to quide employee decision-makinq . 

The requirement to use causa! linkages throughout the 

BBS forces employee to analyze performance 

deviations and to identify, assess and manage driver 

of outcomes and results. 

BBS objectives guides employee decision-making and 

provide a common framework to evaluate decision 

alternatives. 

The BBS requires frequent monitoring and routine 

feedback of operating measures to employees across 

organization levels. Target setting and budget goals 

are intended to provide motivation for employee 

actions. 
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Appendix 9: background information on ASL's BBS metrics 

C04B: No. of publications (definition) 

lncluded: 

• A paper or set of slides presented at an open conference, symposium or trade show, 

whether accompanied by a demonstration or not. 

• An ASL member participating in a formal panel discussion at a conference or symposium 

pre-arranged as part of the event agenda. 

• An article for an open technica! journal distributed to audiences outside NXP. 

• A presentation including a written paper and/or slide presentation at one of the following 

NXP's internal conferences: Software, DSP, WWTC. Not smaller internal events. 

• A thesis or lecture at a university or similar institution, provided content is significant 

including a set of slides and/or written material. 

Not included: 

• A paper, presentation or article within industry groups we are working with on a long

term basis, such as collaborative projects (although presentations from those groups to a 

wider audience could be included). 

• A demonstration at a trade show, unless a specific presentation is also given with slides 

and/or significant written material is available in an event publication. 

• An article fora journal distributed only within NXP. 

• A private presentation, demonstration or article fora specific customer. 

• A presentation or paper to an internal NXP event with restricted audience. 

C09: Customer satisfaction survey (detailed information) 

Development survey: conducted after a project for an internal customer is done (answers are 

on five point scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree). 

l. The quality of the project initiation process including provision of the formal project agreement (PIF) 

was satisfactory 

2. The quality and timeliness of the requirements specification met expectations 

13. The project met the cost targets 

4. The project status and progress were very well communicated 

5. The product or service performance was to specification 

6. The overall ease of use of the product or service met expectations 

7. The technica! competence displayed by the team was entirely satisfactory 

8. The performance to schedule (timeliness of project deliverables), was satisfactory 

9. The elapsed development time was to specification 

10. The customer focus during project execution was entirely satisfactory 

11. The responsiveness to your questions during the development was timely and satisfactory 

12. The competence level of our customer support was entirely satisfactory 

13. The availability and usefulness of related information met expectations 
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Portfolio survey: conducted once a year under NXP stakeholders and NXP internal partners to 

measure business creation (answers are on five point scale from 'strongly disagree' to 

'strongly agree'). 

1. We support you to meet your time to market 

2. Our lnnovation Programs of Products and Services are aligned with your innovation programs 

3. Our Technology Framework (Councils and Program Boards) is effective 

4. Our technology Portfol io is easy to use 

5. The content of our product and service Portfolio meets your needs 

6. Our products and service Portfolio is competitive 

7. Our support is friendly and responsive 

8. Customer Relations Management and Product Management address your problems adequately 

9. The Competence and Skills are adequate for your requirements 

10. The response toa crisis situation is rapid and appropriate 

11 . The information required is easily available and accessible 

12. The roadmaps are useful and accurate for your purposes 

13. The Product and Services information are useful and accurate 

Scoring: the score is calculated by the percentage of: 'agree' and 'strongly agree' answers on 

the total amount of questions asked. For instance 7 times an 'agree' or 'strongly agree' in a 

development survey of l 3 questions is a score of (7 / l 3)* l 00% = 54% 

PPP: BCaM compliance 

This metric actually checks the SPaRC (Schedule, Process and Resource Core) compliance. 

SPaRC is a tool within BCaM that is used for project management. SPaRC Compliancy Report 

checks the following aspects for SPaRC entries : 

l. SPaRC compliance - correct set up to facilitate: 

• Project management for development entries 

• Resource management fort all other entries 

2. SPEED compliance - correct set up to facilitate the link to SPEED financial application 

3. PBS compliance - correct set up of the project breakdown structure 

• Work packages are linked to only one (sub- )project 

• Sub-projects are linked to only one project only 

• Projects are linked to only one program 

On all of these points it scores the percentage of correct entries in the system. In the end this 

results in a percentage of overall SPaRC compliance. 

QQQ: CMMi compliance 

This metric measures the maturity and deployment of the development process. lt is a 

questionnaire based on the CMMi and PCP maturity levels described in (Humphrey, 2002). 

Every site starts with a NULL measurement in either a self-assessment or guided self

assessment. From that point on every site reports quarterly the maturity level based on a delta 

assessment from the previous assessment. Every site score is validated on BU level at least 

every other year. 
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104: Engaged time/overall legal time 

This is measured by the monthly average of the: ((PS- PCA)*a+(PCA-PES)*b+(PES-PC)*c) / (PS

PC), BCaM mi lestones and gates of finished projects. Where variables 'a','b' and 'c' are the 

involvement factors of engineers in respectively the : PCS; resource allocation and 

prioritization; and the project execution phase. Currently these factors are estimated on: O, 

0.5, and 1 respectively. ASL considers this measuring method not useful. 

105: Frequency of customer contacts 

The 6 key account customers are : HP, Nokia, Philips CE, Samsung, Siemens, and Sony Ericsson 

Mobile Communications. The meetings are ranked strategie or operational but this is not 

reported in the BBS. 

107: Performance to deliverables 

This is currently measured by calculating the percentage of project that is within 10% slip (see 

metric 'XXX') per month. The intended method however, is to measure the percentage of 

deliverables of a project that are met. 

D02: Completion of personal development plan 

Employees agree upon a personal development plan in October of every year. The plan 

consists of a number of trainings the employees should complete from now until the end of 

the next calendar year. The (YTD) tracking stops in October next year. The target is that by 

October the number of completed trainings is 80% of the training agreements made. 

DOS: Employee survey (engagement index) 

The questions asked at this survey are listed below (answers are on five point scale from 

strongly disagree to strongly agree). The Employee Engagement Index is the average of the 

outcome of the three questions. The scoring is based on the average of the five-point scale (1 

is strongly disagree, 5 is strongly agree). In the end Eindhoven and Southampton are averaged 

again . 

Questions: 
1. Overall, 1 am extremely satisfied with NXP as a place to work. 

2. 1 would gladly refer a good friend or family member to NXP for employment. 

3. 1 rarely think about looking fora new job with another company. 
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Appendix 1 0: ASL's meeting overview 
Relevant for decision-making and control 

References are made to the BCaM tool described in appendix 3. 

ASL internal meetings (frequently, two weeks or less} 

General operations 

• Management Team Meeting : the management team of ASL consists of four people: 

general manager, director overall / operations, director Strategy and Technology and 

the Program Manager. They meet every two weeks. 

• Group Leaders Meeting: every two weeks the : group leaders, director 

overall/operations, director strategy and technology and two human resource 

managers (Eindhoven and Southampton) meet. 

Projects 

• Project Portfolio Review Board meeting: this board is responsible for final checks that 

projects are conform to strategy objectives and approve projects to go to the Project 

Concept Sketch Phase. lt also prioritizes the projects before they are staffed and 

executed. This board meets every two weeks and consists of: the Management Team 

and the lead architect. 

• Project Review Board meeting: this meeting monitors the project parameter (e .g. risk 

and slip) and related actions of each project on a regular basis. lt is a weekly meeting 

that is attended by: the director overall / operations, the program manager, two group 

leaders and the project leader. 

• Strategy and Technology meeting : this is a meeting of the strategy and technology 

team (consisting of ten people) to review the technica! directions of ASL. They advice 

the PPRB on the continuation of projects. The management team and two group 

leaders also attend the meeting. The meeting is weekly. 

Resources 

• Pipeline and Resource Management Operations Team meeting: this is a meeting of the 

team that is responsible for allocating resources to projects and arranging relevant 

training for project skill requirements. After a project is approved for execution they 

have to allocate the resources before the execution can start. The meeting is every 

two weeks and is attended by: the director overall operations and the four group 

leaders. 

ASL internal meetings (less frequently, more than two weeks} 

General operations 

• Quality meeting : meeting on ASL quality issues every six weeks. This meeting is 

attended by: three group leaders, the project leader, the director overall operations 

and the program manager. 

• Managerial review meeting: this is the meeting where the BBS is reviewed and 

discussed. lt is attended by: the management team, the group leaders, the project 

leader and the lead architect. The meeting is held every six weeks. 

• lnvention disclosure meeting: this is a quarterly meeting on invention disclosures that. 

The attendees are: the director overall / operations, a group leader, the lead architect 

and an IP&S representative. 

• Engineering Reviews: this is a two monthly meeting for all ASL employees. The goal of 

the meeting is to share information and knowledge between all employees on: 

invention disclosures and patents, hot topics, projects, and S&T topics. 
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• Communication meetings: this is a quarterly meeting for all ASL employees. The goal 

is to inform employees on organizational aspects like : bonus goals, employees and 

vacancies, results and product division developments. 

Projects 
• Project Approval Committee meeting: this committee assesses the proposed ideas and 

filters the ideas to enter the BCaM process. The committee consists of three people: 

director overall/operations, director Strategy and Technology manager and the 

Program Manager. There is no fixed meeting schedule. 

Meetings with external stakeholders 
• Business Relevance Steering Board meeting: this board is discussed in section 1.2. lt is 

a quarterly meeting with the following ASL attendees: the management team and the 

lead architect and invited externals. 

• Technica! Program Advisory Board meeting: this board is discussed in section 1.2. lt is 

a quarterly meeting with the management team and invited externals. 

• F&A meeting: meeting of the director overall/operations with a representative of NXP's 

finance and administration department where the financial situation of ASL is 

discussed. 
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Appendix 11 : taxonomy of ASL's initial BBS metrics and measurement methods 

T. bi A 10 h a e : t e taxonomv o t e current fh 885 metncs an d - . ~{:::}\~ j,C Code Metric tltle 
"' ~ .;: . . ,·-c .• ., 

C04A No. of invention disclosures 

C04B No. of publications 

C06 No. of influenced customers 

CO? No. of demonstrations 

XXX Performance to schedule 

RRR Gates / milestones passed and missed 

zzz Website visits 

C09 Customer satisfaction survey 

101 Proportion of funding used (G+ 1 projects) 
yyy Performance to RFF 

102 Decision time / overall project time 

103 Allocation duration / overall project time 
ppp BCaM compliance 

QQQ CMMi compliance 

104 Engaged t ime / overall legal time 

105 Frequency of customer contacts 

107 Performance to deliverables 

D02 Completion of personal development plan 

D03 Training time 

D04 Employee turnover rate 

DOS Employee survey (engagement index) 
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'-::-;,,;:;;, , ... ,;::, ,, /·-:; .. · . ·,- Taxonomyof metrlcs .100!~ 

.·;, Taxonomy of m~tliods 

Time span • ~ ·"· Closeness to goals Aspect .. · Objectivity Quantificatlon 
recent past Output lnnovativeness Objective quantitative 

recent past Output lnnovativeness Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities Quantity Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities Quantity Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities Timeliness Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities Timeliness Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities General Objective quantitative 

distant past / far future output/ outcomes Quality semi - objective semi-quantitative 

recent past Activities Cost Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities Cost Objective quantitative 

distant past Activities Timeliness Objective quantitative 

distant past Activities Timeliness Objective quantitative 

recent past Activities Quality Objective quantitative 

distant past Activities Quality semi-objective semi-quantitative 

- - - - -
recent past Activities General Objective quantitative 

- - - - -

recent past Input Quality Objective quantitative 

recent past Input Quality Objective quantitative 

distant past Input Quantity Objective quantitative 

distant past Input Quality Semi-objective semi-quantitative 
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Appendix 12: mapping ASL's mission and vision 
Presentation for the management team off-site meeting 

Advanced Systems Lab 
ASL visionary Critica! Success Factors and 
metrics 
v0.1 

CTO System Technology and Architecture 
September 21, 2006 

Step 1: document review 
Reviewed documents 

- ASL OPS 2005 
- ASL rasults (October 2005) 
- ASL introduction ( January 2006) 
- NXP vision (September 2006) 

Documents are in appendix 1, summary will follow 

CONfDENTJl.l. 3 
w,;,.;w.---,--._,.....,il.,..,,, 

Step 1: document review 
Summary (2) 

SUceess factors (a) 
$t1<:w PS str~hs in ·cor.»cted ConSl.lfflQlf" througl PfOlctype deinon..-ators, built on Ne,q»fia 

► Oevcilop mar1<.ol undert.toodingtlvough str!Xaglc customet •~nttogettl«wilh Buslnaos OUller, oncl 
Ma,kaüng and Sales, 

The program olASLbrlOgHt»tw.wn ResNl"ch and PrcdJct OovelcJ>,n.-its. 

The program lnciucSM panntraflfps wilh cusroows. cooklnt and service providar&. 

Tlwprogrem prOYldet ~pt.ltsloth• PO, BU'sand BL's todi,vlllofl Nilll"Pfl!"iab4Hd solutionstorlheCooned.ed 
CoMumor. 

~ ASL L.iiks to bu~s with l>Oll"dS BRSB ond TPAB 

► ASL has .ri lnncwallve prog1om 

ASL Jocus.11s 01'1 tld"lnk:AI kla9obi1ifyof ♦Ktenslons lor"~ MXI gtl"MH"1tloo(s) prodi..cts 

ASL bulds ~ term a1,at..gic ,_tlonahlp with ke)' panners to: 
- L.iam whaf" s hOI 
- Spe~ ttw partnor!I' bu$1n9SS longu3ge 
- AocG66 pnrtn...is u~ cas61S and roadmaps Md p1<;,talyp,,.s 
- Push N.;,;plffl,l solutions .:W porlr"lllfs Ina w.,ry wriy slage 

CONFDENTl'L IS 
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Objective and approach 

I

The objective of this exercise is to map the ASL mission and vision with its;I 
success factors and to determine metrics that measure these success 

factors 

Steps: 

1. Document review 

2. Mission, vision and success factors 

3. Allocation to BBS perspectives and 
develop SMART melrics 

Step 1 : document review 
Summary (1) 

Vision (NXP vision) 

CONFllE.NTl'.I. 2 
~-.-44YJ'f'I 

A world where everyone can always connect to each other, to information, entertainment and 
services thanks to good sem iconductor solutions. 

Mission 

To prototype advanced applications, one or two Moore's Law generations ahead, using 
Nexperia platforms. 

To gain insighl on futura requirements, ktentifyilg disruptîve mark.et and technology trends. 

CQNF[)[NTW. ... 

~o..-.-.-4d.m) 

Step 1: document review 
Summary (2) 

Success factors (b} 

ASL ValdMff andsel8ctslhemostcompellng u• Cllll81l. 89Ctll.lSeUHC!ISKar"Oma-e IYld m«•1JWCS10: 
- d1 ive lhe 1~"'1'1Qflt9 fa- ~--ldarciJ:llfÎOII dis.eusslons 
- pn:,Wet irnovatia!S. 

ASl h.M noe event conW1buttons ro: 
- Show lor##d looklrg dlmoru.tr311om 
- Cvt,,i up dÎSQ.J~s with cootam,1rs. C0119"1 on:! oeivice pro,nd&1s 

ASL 1~" IO's to: 
- PoCenti~lmprovestheposHionatNXP 
- Pccanli~ g-raaas income I« MXP 

ASL tocuses on crou PIIIHorm Communk:allon• 

ASL focu,e,; Ofl 'lk>bl& mMIS HOIIMJ" and Aulomotiv. 

ASL concentrat.es on Mllct&d tllChnolOQ')' "'"' In nttwortdng 
ASL ~ s inerfltm1nlal ,eootts lhrough prototyped sysiams 

ASL Ö)l,I$ r~ ~ototyping baud on CE Linux 

ASL Is cornplftrl(;IJ with Olgllal I.IYlng Natwort .llltanca (OLN.l} 

CONFllENT~L 6 
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Step 1: document review 
Summary (3) 

Nonns and values 

► Marke! drlven and conlinuous lmprovement mlndse! 

► Nurtme an open two-way commU1icalion wi1h 01,,r employees and stakeholders 

► Participate and show leadership in relevant program boards, working gr01.4)S and 1ask forces bath 
Inside and outstie PhUips 

► Owelop an innowlN'e envrorsnent of compelent. engaged and empowered people, based oo a 
culure or trust. respect and prolesslonallsm. 

► Strongly b80eve in and encourage each olher In applying the Philips values 

► Use partnerships 10 extend ou- capabililles In technology and our access to customers. 

► Lwerage results by harnessing synergy wilh other Philips resources 

► Use the BEST rramework lor qua!ily improvement applying BCaM and CMMi 

CCtJFOEH'TYIL 7 

9'qtQ,[)oJa- - .- <ll.1-,,, 

Step 2: new mission and vision proposal 
ASL Mission 

, NXP Semiconductors targets to be the leader in vibrant media techno logies 
that help engineers and designers develop products that deliver beller sensory 
experiences 

, ASL mission is to deve/op and va/idate, engaged with marl<et shapers and 
internal partners, the NXP Semiconductors vision and to interest and motivate 
selected strategie customers for Nexperia products and show the innovative 
character of NXP. 

• In order to do so 
- ASL bullds demonstrators showing use-cases up to three generations ahead of 

market, using current Nexperia products with hardware and software extensions. 
- ASL shows these demonstrators on lrade events, congresses and in the ASL demo

rooms lo customers and other engaged market shapers. 
- ASL recelves feedback and is so able from these market and customer insghts to 

develop the NXP vision and to give lechnological input to the NXP product 
de\lelopmenl to shape future NXP products 

CONFllENTl'L t 
s.c.«o.-----<ll,•tfl 

Step 2: new mission and vision proposal 
ASL vision: norms/values and objectives 

~Nonns and values 

lnslgh1tul 

We are dr;.,en by deep lnslghts into whal the cuslomer and thelr end-users want to experlence lrom our 
technology. 

lnventtw 

We create meaninglul lnnovatlons ln vibrant audio, video, communication and identllcatbn lechnology. 

Engaglng 

We are committ&d 10 s~rt the groWlh and amblllons 01 our people ard customers. 

Excellence 

We have a passlon to dellver excellence In everythlng we do. ourwork, rtnancial pertormance and 
cuslomer servk:e. 

►Objectives 

Thls Is the ambillous part of the ASL's vlsk>n 1h31 Is missing! 

What are the ASL Dqectt-.'95; what should be reached al a given point In 1me to spaak ol a successtul 
cleploymenl ol the ASL slTalegy? 
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Step 2: proposal for ASL mission and vision 
Important remarks 

► The NXP vision and mission should not be the same as the ASL mission 
and vision! 

•Definition {lor more detMlld intormatlon '" opperu:h 2) 

Mtsslon: COll,I ptll.)0$1,1°' an ~-lof, (does net. chang9 QV!jll timQ, Why ÓOlt$ ASL ~~?) 

Vlllon: a, Qll'l~Ghar~ im•cl~l~red&ocribedwith SUC:C:r.1Sf&etao: ot:1«:tives;namGtJlldv.1iue's. 

►The next sheets show an auempt to formulate the ASL mission and vision 

► Questions that need to be answered! 

•Are proposed ASL: mission, vision, success factors and norms and values correct? 

•What is the ambitieus pan of ASL's vision? 

•Which metrics could give an indication lor the performance on the success fac1ors? 

Step 2: new mission and vision proposal 
ASL vision: success factors (In the Jour BBS perspectives) 

Conlpe•.-.c. perspecttfe {lk ... )' 
To fapdt/ t,,Jild s«:ond sld thhtl g~s d«nonetr.trors ASL uses Open SOUJÇ9 sottw _ _ 

To rj,,e NXP product c»o'aopnllHII dlll)artm~, a head-5t,111t ASL \.1611}$ IS\f IIOftwOle in lho nerl gMorlWion's 
dvmonm.-ors. 

• ASL hal to dav~ aM m.llntaln an ima,,elive environment of competant, englJQed and .-npow«ed peop69, bllWd on o 
clflu1eof!JUClt, 1'9GPQCtandprotessi003llsm . 

Processupers~e(tac:1ontoex0lllat)· 

ASL dmlQlisi-- ~8"11 wi1hin NXP by locu~ 011 cross platform /cl"OIIS BU) corTV11unlcarion demoo!itratol'S. 

ASL 991«:b tlelwor1\ tfilChnology IW"US and communic:.ition star.:lard1 litw Dlgital Living Nelwak Allia!Y;.t (DL.NA) 
compliant. 
lrrvention [)lsclowra,s (ID's) tn importM1 ASL spin oll. 

Customer perspectfve (satlMy cu1tom«s)" 

The demonstrOla'S snowlng UW8-CD!',M have tobe: compGlli-.g, Îl'lf)Ol,lafNe .n:I strong in product perlormance 

,ln.wK:tal per.apec:ffVe (aatsty - maretiokllrs,-

ASI.. l l"N loNXP busi'le55 through the &lsinen Relev..-,ce S1-ing Boord (BRSB) and the Tedri::al PiogrMTI 
A<MoolyBoord (TPAB). 

Re,lj ftn:;n:iaj laciCU ~lil missing! 

"SN ••P 3 tor a detaltd deS:Crlptlon of tl'MI tour perspecllYH 

COMFIOEN™L 10 
~-r:i.,.-.....,..,--..._m, 

Step 3: allocate success factors to BBS perspectlves and develop 
SMART metrlcs on them (se• awend• 3 and•'°' help) 

Competence Processes 

KnowtedgelT echnology Ori\'on fo, 
LMde~hip/Teamwork Per1ormance-

f 

compe»noe penpecttv• 

SUcceu SMART 541cceH SMART 
FIICtors Me.-lc:$ Faeton Mitlrk::t 

Customers Financial 

~ llt4fJ I I~./ 
Vafuo 

proposlüons 

t 

SUcalN SMART 
Factors Mltrlcl 

Value. Growth ··-
SUCC>H:1 SMART 
Faeton Merlca 

C-Ot,lfllENTi..L 12 
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Appendix 1: document review (2a) 
ASL resutts (10-10-2005) 

Vlsk>n 
A wcrid white weryon• ca, Mlt3Y$ connêCI to information, enterrflinm«1t lW\d urvle4d thllrlks to golXI g.emleondoctof 

"""'°"'· 
.._slon 
To prolofype advanced l!R)lieations. Me Of lwo t.1oore·a t.- geoer.-lone ahead. ugjng Neiq:>erla platforms. 
To galn ln3'g',t on Mu"• raqulrernenta, ldantifying clîsrupdvti marklt IY'ld ~ trends. .. _ 
·Show PS' str.ngths In "Conn«:ted een~• thrCIU!Jh prQCICype dam«-t1al01'$, bui M "'•llPClria. 
•Dwalop m«k.i uid«srMding through s1Tateljc. cusiam« angagemenl logehlr with Business Clustws and M.-keting and ...... 
•Link program ki busiMss difection ttvoui,i Busi,- Relwane• and Technology f>rogram 800fds 

Ptogram Elaments 
•Theprog,omdASLI& lnnoiatlve and brid!JaebotwMt'l ~~ and Product OeYalcpm.-its. 
• The Pfogtam loaees on the ConneCled CCJRSUfMr. 
• The progrom Is boc«I on NeJtperla solu:lons. 
•n.pf091om k1Cb:tN pa1,-ratalpswithruS1omas, conleol and Mrvicepl'ovideils. 
• Thit pl'Ogfam ilintNtas requlnlfMnls b SIIT!i-GON:b:lor baHd ldL.lionl 101 lht Cornected Consum«. 
•Tl-. progiom provldea Inputs to the PO, Blfs .-id Bl's todlwelop, N.-periabaNd solrua,s lorthe, Ccnnected Ccnsun!W' 

Appendix 1: document review (3) 
ASL introduction (January 2006) -

CONFDENT\6.L 15 
~-O..-w--.Aoolla,....,d:l.nn 

A world where evef'1(0ne can ,dways corm~ct to inform.1tion. entertainment and services -To prototype advanced appl10.tions, one or two Moore's law generatlons ahtad. ming Nexperia platforms. 
To gain insi9ht on future requirements. identifving d isruptivt nlNkei and technology trends. -Shoo.-v PS' strengths in •connectM Consume? through prototype demonstrators. built on Nexptr i.1. 
Oevelop m.!lrkrt understanding through strategie customer engagement together with Business Clusters and 
Marketing and ~Jes. 
li nk program to business direction through Business Rel~Ance and Technology Progrdm Boards. --·ASL is foc.usslnCJ oo Cross Pladofm Ccrnmunk.ltioft - building the in1eroP<t1".\bilîty net\1-/0ri: on toP of fhilifil 
stmirntxhtaou pl,uforms 
•f ocus for 2006 Is to tl(cend "Mobile fflffts Home" wit h ~ us1ng the latest Ne1tperia solutions 
•We concen1ra1eon 18ectedttchnologyarus in netwak.ing 
•We will d e1iver our results increment.Uty through prototypcd ~ 
• We t:l\9a~ and coopera.le with strategie -=munts and partnen 
• R,1pid pl'Ototyping on bued on a Linux 
°Complidnce wi1h Oigital living Network Alliance~ 
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Appendix 1: document review (2b) 
ASL results {10-10-2005) 

Business relevance aspects found in ASL results presentation 
•Use of Nexpefia platforms for adv.meed use cases valldales and proofs the slrengths of lhe PS solU:ions 
('Nexperla Inside') 
•The Nexperia Prototypes show the technk:al feasibllly of extenslons tor the next generatX>n(s) products 
•Lorgar term Strategk: relationsh4) buik::ling with key partners 
•Learn what Is 'hol' tor the key partners 
•Learn to speak the partners 'business language· and use lhis in the leechack. 
•Access to lM cases and roadmaps trom partners 
•Access to &arty prototypes trom partners 
•Push Nexperla Sofutbns at partners Ina very earty stage 
•Especlally tor COnneded ConsllTier appi:atlons the nllTiber of use cases e)plode. ValidaUon and 
seladlon glves Inputs on the most compeling use cases. 
•Use cases are more and more us&d to drtve the requirements tor standardl:z:atlon dlscusslons and proouct 
innovations. 
•Concrete technok>gy deliverables 10 gulde and S'-"PQrt Product Developmert in developlng dfferertlallng 
solu:lons for the Con119Cled Consumer 
•Forward OOkif'G demonstrations tos~ the vtsion slatemert ol PS and the Nexperta products (wlth 
resped to trade event contri)l,tions) 
•()pens 1.4' discussions wlth customers. content and sefVice providers and potentlally leadill3 to new 
partnerships (with respect to trade ev;,nt C0n.ributlons) 
•Potentlally lmproves the posiOon of Phlll)S (with respect toto's} 
•Potentlally generales income lor Philips (wih respect 10 ID's) 

.. --. -.-= 

Appendix 1: document review (4) 

CONFDENTl'l lf 
~.luNf. MIMoldo:t, m1 

NXP positioning {!rom communication meeting September 2006) 

Strlltegk::dnctklns 

• V19kln: A wakl wh&f• weryone can atways connect 10 uch ofher, to information. en!artehTM,nt ond HNlces. 

• Miss Ion: To tw tha S.adintJ providtr ol semloonducto,.bawd sdlö,ns lor conneeted consum« ~ . 

• Strtnegy: 0...8'op eus.tomw soluöons based en Ne~a lhol combiN Mmicord.►dOfl , 1dtwt11• Md WMCN. 

Wilt" do w. •tand lor 

NXP Somicord.Jdors is ttM 1~ in Vltcanl media WCllOologk>~ lh.11 h"4? englneen and designers dcweklp product. 
that defi,,,.- bat!.,- Mins.ory e'lq)«ionr:<9$ 

Ou ~ •• ·I it ond deliv9fed wilh 

Wilh NXP as ilPartl"MM", our customers can b4t men suceffslu by bringing prcdlcts to lil• that ~iY« t»t:~1 on:i;~v 
OJ"P'lf""•fl("JJ~ 
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Appendix 2: definitions 

Mlsslon: core purpose of an organization (why does ASL exist?) 

Vlslon: an ambilious shared image of ASL's future described with 
success factors; objectives;norms and value 's. 

Success factors: factors or policy accents lhat are continuity determinative 
for an organization. 

- Objectives: specified and measurable desired results to be reached at a 
given point in time in order to execute ASL strategy 

- Norms and Va/ue's: commandments and prohibitions (norms) and open 
proclamations about how ASL expects everyone to behave (va lues) 

Related to this topic but not explK:itly addressed in this exercise is the ASL 
slrategy: dWferentiating activities ASL pursues to gain ·competitive'· advantage. 
This is the way to reach the ASL vision. In the terminology used in this exercise 
success lactors contain strategie elements. 

Appendix 4: SMART metrics 

CCHFIOEN™.l 19 
~l~---dlJ ,n 

Each success factor has to be quantHled by one or mom metrlcs. Oevelop SMART metrk:s fot each 
of the CMOned success factors. 

SMART Is: 

• S pecih:: the melric must be clear what Is measured in which proooss 

• Measurable: the metric must be easy to measure 

• Äcceptable: people In the l)(ocess must be able to lnfluence and improve the metriC 

• R elevant: the melrt value must be Important to you and the process 

• Î me ptesed: the metric must b8 measured OY8f a certaln time p9fiod 

TU/e tech nische 
universiteit 
eind hoven 
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Appendix 3: Useful tool 
Cons1ruct an lnfkJel')Cit diagram on all succus tactOfs. P\11 all detlned succaM tacton In• competence dtagram 
aocord lng to the example b&k>W. Link 1h11 the lacton lhffl ~l!oence each other wNh arrOW'&. 

lnfluence Diagram 

CONFDENTlf.l 20 
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Appendix 13: workshop development of bottom-up metrics 

Workshop design of performance metrics Vision Process 

This workshop's objective is to come to performance metrics for ASL's ......,.......,= ""' process. For 

several identified key processes in ASL this kind of workshops will be done. In addition metrics 

will be developed to monitor ASL strategie course. A balanced set of metrics derived from the 

key processes and from the strategie course will form ASL's new Business Balanced Scorecard. 

Performance metrics 

Performance metrics are used to make objectives measurable. Each (sub) process that you 

conduct within ASL has objectives. These objectives can be imposed on the process from 

outside (desired deliverables, deadlines etc.) or formulated from within the process. These 

internal objectives can implicit (my objective is reached if I did my part and received posit ive 

feedback) or expl icit (with th is project we want to prove that we can hand Ie the challenge). 

Performance metrics because : 

What gets measured gets done 

The control of processes 

The signaling points of improvement 

The link between strategy and policy 

Facts instead of opinions 

Rough outline of the performance metric design approach 
The performance metrics that will be taken up in the Business Balanced Scorecard can be 

separated into two different types : 

• Performance metrics that measure success factors. Success factors are factors or strategie 

themes that determine the achievement of strategie objectives. These types of metrics 

measure the performance on the defined strategy for ASL. Because of the generic 

character of success factors, the performance metrics are formulated in cooperation with 

the management team. 

• Performance metrics that are related to the key processes within ASL. They measure the 

performance of these processes. Because the performance of such a process is influenced 

and determined by the people working in it, these metrics are developed in cooperation 

with you . 

A total set of performance metrics is constituted from metrics that are derived top-down from 

the ASL vision and strategy (thus the one's that are derived from the success factors) and the 

metrics that are developed with you, bottom-up, starting with the key processes. 

This workshop is divided in several steps: 

l. Define process steps 

2. Brainstorm session 

3. SMART evaluation 

4. Allocate metrics to measurement dimension 

5. Fill out metrics fact sheet 

TU/e technische 
universiteit 
eind hoven 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation!!! 
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l. Define process steps 

The first step is to agree upon (about five) process steps this process consists of. In the next 

step the performance metrics per process step and for the process in total will be developed . 

The proposed process steps are : 

2. Brainstorm session 

This brainstorm session aims at generating metrics for the total --=~ process and the 

different identified process steps. The goal is to come up with as much performance metrics 

as possible. Late r on the most important metrics will be filtered. For now any relevant metric 

will do. You can think of metrics on : quality, innovativeness, timeliness, costs and quantity. 

Examples are : 

• Availabi lity of roadmaps / vis ion themes or statements 

• Scope of roadmaps (number of years ahead) 

• Number of initiated draft PIF 's 

• Qual ity of draft PIF' s 

• Qual ity / quantity of white papers 

• Balancing over key battles 

• Business relevance / value proposition 

• Cross PD level 

• Connected consumer focus level 

• 

3. SMART evaluation 

Performance metrics should comply with some form factors. They must be SMART: 

• Specific: the metric must be clear what is measured in which process 

• Measurable: the metric must be easy to measure 

• Achievable : it must be possible to influence and improve the metric 

• Relevant: the metric value must be important to you and the process 

• Timed: the metric must be measured over a certain time period 

Score each metric on the five SMART aspects with a three-point scale: 

l . The metric doesn 't comply with this condition 

2. The metric partially compl ies with this condition 

3. The metric is fully compliant with th is condition 

All metrics that score 'l' on a SMART aspect are deleted. 

TU/e technische 
un iversite it 
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4. Divide the metrics into the five dimensions of the framework 

Process 

1. Quality 

2 . lnnovativeness 

3. Timeliness 

4 . Cost 

5. Quantity 

5. Fact sheet of the selected performance metrics 

From the work you conducted a couple of performance metrics are chosen. For each of these 

metrics the following table has to be filled out. 

Metric title 

Definition of what is measured 

Unity of measurement 

Report period 

Report Frequency 

Responsible person for data collection and reoortina 

Source of data 

Target (indication) 

Person to take action when off taraet 

Action to take 

Remarks 

TU/e 
technische 
universite it 
eind hoven 
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Appendix 14: presentation of the 'BBS review meeting' 

MT meeting BBS metrlcs fixation 

Name : Bob Kersten 
Subject : 88S review 
ST &A Advanced Systems Lab 
7 November 2006 

Conclusions (reasons for the redesign) 

The BBS at project start: 

• had a weak strategie link 

• had toa few bottom-up developed metrics to be insightful to employees 

• did not cover integral performance (all AS L's activities) 

► also measured outside ASL's organizational boundaries 

• had few metrics related to output and outcome 

CctlFDENTl'-L 3 
~--•-dd.l )J) 

Mission 

• NXP Semiconductors targets to be the leader in vibrant media technologies 
that help engineers and designers develop products thal deliver better sensory 
experiences 

► ASL mission is to validate and help deve/op, engaged with market shapars 
and in/erna/ partners. the NXP Semiconductors vision and to interest and 
motivate se/ected strategie customers for Nexperia products and show the 
innovative characler of NXP. 

► In order to do sa 
- ASL builds demonstrators showing use-cases up to three generations ahead of 

market, using current Nexperia products with hardware and software extensions. 
- ASL shows these demonstrators on trade events, congresses and in rhe ASL demo

rooms to customers and ether engaged market shapers. 
- ASL receives feedback and is so able trom these market and customer insights to 

develop the NXP vision and to glve technologlcal input to the NXP product 
developrnent 10 shape future NXP producls 

TU/e techn ische 
universiteit 
eind hoven 
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History and meeting objective 

• First step made by Yongjie Zeng 

• BBS was not feit as giving insight in ASL lor bath management and 
employees: 

- Com11 toa b.llanced set of metrics that meastKes ASL ·s lntegral performance and glves 
management and troPiOYHS acJgquat• hMp to <HIIVfH excellent resuits 

• lnvestigation bath in literature and in ASL (employees and Mgt) 

• lntermediate results: 
- Primary process picture, including deliverables 
- Mission statement 
- Critica! success factors (ASL impact sheet) 
- Design of a BBS, including melric desc,iptions 

• Meeting objective 
- Review of design and metrics 
- resulting in an agreed BBS-design 

COf,IFIOENTkl 2 
~ro---.~""-m·, 

Primary processes picture -~,rT-:", 

COHFllE.NT~ 4 
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Critica! Success factors 

Impact on: 

• NXP lnnovat!Ye image: b'f demos and pulllcatloos 

• NXP ear1y customer relations:~ C\lstomer engagtm'l80t prog1amm&S 

• NXP market insights: by ergagement with Mari(;et Shapers 

, MXP product lealll'e roadmaps: by lntemal demos and prototyping on eidsllng 
platfom,s 

• Adoption ol new technok::gl9s and methodologles by NXP Bl's: ldentitying new 
technologlas (e.g. !rom Research) and ln1egra1ing !hem in OUt pm(orypes 

1 Opening new prodoct and'or market oppo1tunities: by cusiomar engagement 
programmes 

1 NXPvlsioo 

• Nexperia Arohitect11al choices 

CONFIOENT'ilt.L 6 
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Constraints 
•Success factors 

• The BBS key success factors are mainly derived !rom impact factors 
determined in MT off-site meeting. 

•Metrics (indicators) 

•Metrics should be relevant for decision-making and control. 

•lf metric data is easily available and the targets are set well, the nr. of metrics 
is not determinative for the management effort, you can manage exceptions. 

•Balance is important 

•In leading metrics (performance drivers) and lagging metrics (measuring 
results). 

•Over the four BBS perspectives (financial , customer, process, competence) 

•In top down and bottom up supported metrics 

•In measuring all performance areas 

TU/e 
technische 
universiteit 
eind hoven 
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Appendix 1 5: proposed BBS at the review meeting 
Table A 11 : metrics proposal for ASL's BBS at start of the 'BBS review meeting' 

lm pact on NXP product featu 

lm pact on new 

lnsightful program 

TU/e 
techn ische 
universitei t 
eind hoven 
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Appendix 16: ASL's BBS redesign (reporting format, metric facts and deleted metrics) 

Tab/e A 12: 885 design tool first sheet; the data col/ection an success factor sheet 

[P1, P2, P3] = the three project elements 

TU/e 
tech nische 
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Table A 13: 885 design tool second sheet; the fact about the applied metrics 

Çode. J ,1 Oellnmc:., or w11a1 1s measUl8d -~' !al =t.j/ff,\ 'Rl~f~~~:i· .:; Motrletftle 
A '"' SJ, "' ,; • .. :· , ~ •. ~ ' '·j -- . ..,., 

Fi1 
Extemar contract hours agreed Extern al contract hours spenVcontract hours agraed*100% %ofhours YTD 1/month 
comnared to hours realized 

Fi2 Performance to RFF ASL total costs madei1otal costs forecasted*100% % of costs month 1/month 

Fi3 Project perfonnance to effort (P1] 
project's aciual costs/costs planned *1 00% (baseline is set at 

%ofhours 
last 3 months 

1/month 
PE$ \ ffinished rYnieClsl ave 

, NXP ..tomal .. ,, • , J ., ... .,__ .. , ,,,_ 

Nr. of demo sessions to NXP extemal 
Cu1 visitors 

CuS Demo appeal to extemal visitors (rating) 

Cu3 Nr. of projects with engagement partners 

'"~ NXP 1-• ·-· ,.,,., 

Cu4 
Fraction of G+3 use cases transferred to 
G+2 

Cu9 
Nr. of demo sessions to NXP intemal 
loartles 

CuB 
FractiOn of G+2 use cases transferred to 
G+1 

Cu7 Nr. of rvnlAl"'I with inout oraanizations 

Cu8 Evidence of transfer to BU/BL 

Cu2 Provided feedback to Bl's 

Pr1 
CTO (partner) Satisfaction Score 
(development) 

Pr2 
ASl gatekeeper Satisfaciion Score 
(development) 

Pc.l Team member project opinion 

Pr4 
(Project) performance to deliverables 
lfP21 

PrS 
CTO (partner) Sat isfaction Score 
(portfolio) 

Pr8 Level of support advisory tx>ards 

Pr7 X-BU distributiOn of nnv1ram lines 

Pr8 
Nr. of program lines that are not 
translated into PIF's 

" 
Co1 Completion of training agreements 

Co2 Employee turnover rate 

Co3 
ASl Techn. Comp. Framework 
membershi s 

Co4 Employee engagement index (survey) 

eos Nr. of inventlon disclosures 

Co6 Nr. of ASL extemal nublications 

Co7 BCaM compliance 

Co8 (Project) performance to schedule [P3] 

Co9 Pre-executlon duration (BCaM) 

Co10 PCP malurity score 

TU/e 

Nr. of demo sessions to NXP extemal parties 

Rating by NXP's companion on extemal visitor's perception of: 
comoelliooness innovaliveness and .............tuct oerformance 

Nr. of projects running with engagement partners at month end 

•< =•,·,. 
Nr. of use cases that ware shown in G+3 that are adoJXed in 
G+2 

Nr. of demo sessions to NXP internal parties 

Nr. of use cases that were shown In G+2 that are adoJXed in 
G+1 
No suited definltion at the moment 
Documented (roadmap, spec, decision document, acfhitecture) 
use of ASL results in BU/Bl 
Nr. of booked liaison hours 

Development survey score 

ASl's gatekeeper's opinion on a projeci (development survey) 

Team member rating on fin ished projeci's: compellingness, 
innovativeness, produci performance, and project management 

(Nr. of deliverables reached/ nr. that FRS specifiedt100% 
I/finished oroiectsl 

PortfoliO survey score 

Rating of advisory boards' support after meeting (done by the 
boards or MT) 
Nr. of rvrv,ram lines focused on connected svStems 

Nr. of program 1ines that were not translated into PIF's 

Trainings executedf lrainings agreed personal development 
n1an·100% 

(Nr. of employees lef! per month)f (average nr. of employees yld 

Count the number of memberships in lechnology competence 
bodies 

Score of employee survey (average Eindhoven and SH) 

Nr. of submitted inventlon disclosures (with ASl lead, at IP&S) 

Nr. of ASL extemal nublications 
% of correct entries in SPaRC (also SPEED and PBS 
comnliancel 
(R:actual - R:plan) / (R:plan - S:plan) *1 00% (negative=O, 
baseline is set at PES\ (finlshed oro·ects\ 

(PS- PCA)/6weekst100% 

Level 2 CMMi compliance score ((Eindhoven+SH)/2) 

techn ische 
universiteit 
eindhoven 

Nr. of sessiOns YTD 1/month 

Score (L.10] monlhaverage 1/month 

Nr. ofprojects month end 1/month 

.. 
% of G+3 use case 

month 1/month 
descriotions 

Nr. of sesslons YTD 1/month 

% of G+2 use case 
month 1/month 

descriotions 

Nr. of documented 
cases month 1/month 

Nr. of hours month 1/month 

Sco,e Last quarters 
ave,age 1/month 

Score 
last quarters 

1/month average 

Score (1 .. 10] 
last 3 months 
ave,age 1/month 

% deliverables 
last 3 months 
averaae 

1/month 

Score 
last quarters 
average 

1/month 

Score (1 .. 10] quarter 1/month 

Nr. of nnv,ram 1ines lauarter 1/month 

Nr. of program tines YTD 1/month 

% of trainings monlh 1/month 

%of employees month 1/month 

memberships monlh end 1/month 

Sco,e (LS] variable (CTO 
1/month defined\ 

Nr. of ID's YTD 1/month 

Nr of nublications YTD 1/month 

%entries Month 1/month 

% day.; 
last 3 months 

1/month averaoe 

%v.-eeks 
last 3 months 
averaae 

1/month 

Sco,e (0 .. 100JleveI 2 
variable (CTO 

1/month 
definedl 

Tl!'gll 
(low) 

90 

90 

90 

0 

7 

4 

J 
~ 

50 

0 

50 

70 

70 

7 

90 

70 

7 

80 

0 

5 

3.42 

25 

20 

90 

0 

100 

80 

Ta,get -d :,, :311 Aälon, I<' 'f, J!1' ,, "" ,lil Olrect .. . Gl\ Top-oowri Leadingor ExtomeJ 

(high) d8lá ,,_,: :: ownerr, ~"'~."'- Remadc8 • .. influence êo\tom-up lagging" 
repon 

'"'' obncation? 

110 ~ 8,d8 8,d8 Discuss in PRMOT M TO Lag 

105 NXP F&A ES 8,d8 Find the reason of deviation and take action M TO Lag Yes 

110 SPaRC RH 8,d8 
Compare with Pr4 and Co8 and discuss in 

M TO Lag 
PR8 

.. -•· ,-. .. ,< .•-~ _,, ,, •J 

NXP extemal par1ies are: market shapers 
100 ~ TH JS No predefined action (OJstomer and non-customers), Customers (non- M TD/BU Lag 

market shaoers\. and 3rd oarties 

9 JS JS JS 
Above 9 (r8'Nard and recognition system) 

EM 8U Lag 
Below 7 consult demo team 

5 RH JS JS Discuss in PPRB 
Engagement partners are market shapers 

M 8U Lead l fcustomers and non-customers\ 

' ~ "' ·•u. , .. .i.;J.;,'.-11 "''- •.« ,c. <Y .-,~ - .. , 
100 C&.rJ.!.Ol.Q.[1..0.ctt.e JS JS Discuss in PPRB M TD/BU Lag 

100 ~ TH JS No predeflned action EM TD/8U Lag 

100 QQmm.Q/1~ JS JS Oiscuss in PPRB M TD/BU Lag 

BU liaisons 8,d8 8,d8 No predefined action M TO Lag 

SPaRC 8,d8 8,d8 No rYedefined action EM TD/BU L~ 

Filter ASL score from STA score and walt for 

100 CIO imemal 1mcanet CTO JS 
Action is directly taken on the low scores, a actions taken on CTO level 10 apply a scoring 

EM TO Lag Yes 
structural low score means MT action mechanism that does not only counts lhe 

'aarees' and 'totallv aarees' 

100 RH RH 8,d8 
Aciion is direct ly taken on the low scores, a 

Employee presentatîon model EM 8U Lag 
stn.ictural low score means MT action 

10 RH RH 8,d8 
Actîon is directly taken on the low scores, a Employee presentation model EM BU Lag 
stn.ictural low score means MT action 

110 RH RH 8,dB 
Compare with Fi3 and Co8 and discuss in 

Employee presentatîon model EM BU Lag 
PR8 

100 ÇTQ int~rni;!I intr~~t CTO JS 
Action is directty taken on the low scores, a 

Same remark as Pr1 EM TO Lead Yes 
structural low score means MT action 

10 JS JS JS Low score leads to MT action M TO/BU Lag 

r-_,..,mmnn drive JS JS No ~fined action M 8U Lead 

~ JS JS No predefined actiOn EM TO Lead 

100 ~ 8""8 8,d8 Oiscuss in Group Leaders Meeting EM TO Lead 

0.8 8,d8 8""8 8""8 High score leads to MT action M TO/BU Lag 

10 RS RS RS MT actlcm EM TO Lead 

5 ~~ 8,d8 8,d8 MTaction EM TO lead Yes 

50 IP&S JK / BM RS MT action Employee presentatiOn model EM TO/BU Lag Yes 

40 JK/BM JK/BM RS MT action Emolovee oresentation model EM TO/BU Lao Yes 

100 ~ RH 8,d8 MT actlon Measure on ASL level EM TO lead Yes 

10 .Cr.mv.no~ RH 8,d8 
Compare with Fi3 and Pr4 and discuss with Employee presentation model EM TO/BU Lag Yes 
PR8 

133 ~ RH RS Oiscuss in PPRB EM TO/BU Lead 

100 Marco Welten CTO RH 8,d8 Discuss in quality meeting EM TO Lead Yes 
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Tab Ie A 7 4: 885 design tool third sheet; the during design de/eted me tri es 

2 Proiect costs comoared to olanned costs maCJe1p1annea costs 1vv o {currem memc on1y measures me erron out not me to1a1 costs or a prqectJ 

3 Nr of new use~cases in CC demo 
4' No. of demonstrations 

" No. of influenced customers 
6 Business lead ratina on outnut and nnrtfolio 
7 Proaram evaluation 
8 Nr. of demo's•to market shaoers 

F renuenr.v of customer contacts 
10 Nr. of meetinas with enaaaement oartners Cmarket shaoers and customersl 
11 ASL ennanement effort until PS 
12 Cumulated nr of enaaaement months unti1 PS 
13 EnaaQement ore-oroiect duration 
14 Demo room feedback reoorts 
15 Feasibilitv/feedback report 
16 Traffic on ASL or Philios oro·ect result served 
17 End of Proiect reoorts follow-uo 
18 Validated use cases 
'jO #ii/:S "ic:~" Website visits 
20 BU/BL hit rate (% of G+2/3 in ASL G+1) 
21 Fraction of G +1 oroaram lines oriainated trom ASL 
22 Evidence of transfer to BU/BL 
23 Nr. of oroiects with research/universities 
24 Verified architecture conceots 
25 Escalated detected nrobfems 
26 Validates architecture conceots 
27 Nr. of oroiects on architecture 

27 Selected network technol<Y1ies like DLNA 
28 Nr. of intemal1v discussed White Paoers 
29 Front-end deliverable timina 
30 Count the number of deliverables 
31 Survev on demo bv ASL Cself ratinal 
32 Resource reauested orofile fit 
33 Knowledae dissemination 1 
34 Knowledae dissemination 2 
35 Knowledae dissemination 3 
36 lmoact of studv oroiects 1 
37 Onen source software usane 
38 ISV software usaae 
39 Performance to deliverables 3 months 
40 man months available at PES comoared to PIF 
41 Roadmao aualitv 
42 Roadmao timina 
43 Generation cascadina latencv 
44 Level of used NXP insinhts 
45 Standardization contribution 
46 G+ 1 adoptation latencv 

., 0 

47•1:Y.J.:i::f Traininn time from SPARC 
48 Sick leave 
49 "' '"' Decision efficiencv: Decision time/overall oroiect time 
50 ASL soider web 

.. ,; Process efficiencv: Enaaaed time/overall leoal time 
52 lntemal customer ratina comoared team member ratina 
53 Count CR's based in delav 
54 Team meetinas 
55 Measure intema1 customer intimacv 
56 PR's and CR's from buazil1a data base 

. " Gates/milestones nassed and missed 

- "''""' Allocation duration/overall nrniect time 
SQ;ä ::•,v,:o:;vn Performance to schedule (old definition) 
METRIC AND OEFINITION APf!LIED IN 88S AT PROJECTS A 

TU/e 
technische 
universi teit 
ein d hoven 

Count the number of new use-cases in CC demo nnr sed to orevious CC demo 
Add un demonstrations at demo calendar 2004 and 2005 data is available 
Add uo the number of customer relations (aeaslons) that have seen the Connected Consumer demo 
Ratinn of business relev ance of the ASL contribution in enaaaement .... ~rams bv NXP business lead tv,.io times a vear oer enaaaement oartner 
Business lead ratina on the tooics of the current ASL enaaaement orolects (two times a vearl 
Take market shaoers as senarate entitv in the BBS 
CTO fkev\ customer intimacv KPI tsame as 2005\ 
Count the number of meetinas with enoaaement oartners to determine intimacv 
Count the hours soent on enaaaement initiatives before PS 
Add uo the number of months trom the first enaaaement meetina Cfor all oartners/ initiatives) uo till now 
Nr. of v.,,eeks slin on nianned start of ..,,.......;ects 'Mth enaaaement nartners 
Last months feedback trom demo rooms communicated with BL's lves/no) 
Count the nr of feasibilitv or feedback rennrt communicated with intemal ~rties 
Monitor the traffic on the ooen servers of ASL were oroiect results are oublished 
Count the knowledae transfer trom end of oroiect reoorts to the BL's 
Count the number of use case tYtOl that have been shovm in an extemal demo 
Monitor the nr. ASL website visits oer month 
% of all G+2/3 oroiect idea's or PIF's that become G+1 n...-Jects 
% of all G+1 nmiects that v.,,ere G+2/3 nrrv.ram line items 
Nr. of nrniects with combined ASL & BU/BL occuoation 
Nr. of oroiects n..mnina with research/universities at month end 
Count the nr. of architecture conceots that were verified (YTD) 
Count the number of ASL led workshon to intemal narties ner month 
Count the nr. of use-cases that show a validates architecture 
Nr. of oroiects that verifv architectures at month end 

Nr. of DLNA como1iant use-cases 
Count the nr. of intemallv discussed White Paoers 
Deliverable (vision document, white Ui':![ ers, themes, use-case ootions available at the due date? 
Count the number of: ID's, White Paoers, Proiect idea's etc. directlv after a studv oroiect 
Ratina bv ASL staff on the comoellinaness innovatlveness and oroduct oerfom,ance of the CC demo 
Averaae % of the orofile of resources reauested at PS comcared to the assianed ones at PES 
Count the number of oresentations on a oroiect 
Score of a nuiz 10 nuestionsl after each studv ,.....,...;eet with the readers to check the knmvledae transfer 
Count the number of reoort consultations on a reo web like aoolication (or wiki) 
Determine latencv of reoort consultations in rep web like tOO (wiki > 
Count the number of oroiect that use ooen source software at month end. 
Count the number of oroiect that use ISV software at month end. 
Undear definition 
Difference in man months reauested at PS comoared to assianed at PES 
Number ASL roadmao items that retumed on the BL roadmans means BL investment\ 
ASL: cascade, olatfom, and device roadmao all available at due date? 
Months latencv that G+2/3 oroiect idea's or PI F's comeback in G+1 oroiects 
Nr. of co-authors on the white naners 
Nr. of membershios in standardization bodies at month end 
Latencv between G+2 (R gate) and return in G+1 (PS) {average in weeks) 

info natherinn from SPaRC. Budaet - taraet Hours snentl 
% of sick leave/ total time 
Divide duration PS-PES bv duration PS-PC. 
Soider web score before and after a oroiect Ceverv PIF) 
Unciear definition 
Averaae .-. ... n between customer ooinion and team member ooinion 
Count the chanae reauest because of delavs not because of content chanaes (relativists the PTS) 
Oid vou have reaular team meetinas? Yes/no 
Survev on customer intimacv durina oroiects 
Monitor the buas renorted to determine maturitv 
Averaae weiahted missed aates oer month 
Divide duration PEA-PES bv duration PS-PC. 
(ActualR - PlannedRl / fPlannedR ~ ActualS\ tno base line indudedl 
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Performance Measurement at NXP's Advanced Systems Laboratory 

Appendix 1 7: taxonomy of BBS redesign's metrics and measurement methods 
Tab/e A l S: the taxonom of 885 desi n's metrics and measurement 

Cu4 Fraction of G+ 3 use cases transferred to G+2 

Cu5 Nr. of demo sessions to NXP internal parties 

Cu6 Fraction of G+ 2 use cases transferred to G+ 1 

Cu7 Nr. of project w ith input organizations 

Cu8 Evidence of transfer to BU / BL 

Cu9 Provided feedback to BL's 

Processes 

Prl CTO (partner) Satisfaction Score (development) 

Pr2 ASL gatekeeper Satisfaction Score (development) 

Pr3 Team member project opinion 

Pr4 (Project) performance to deliverables 

Pr5 CTO (partner) Satisfaction Score (portfolio) 

Pr6 Level of support advisory boards 

Pr7 X-BU distribution of program lines 

Pr8 Nr. of program l ines that are not translated into PIF's 

Competence 

Col Completion of training agreements 

Co2 Employee turnover rate 

Co3 ASL Techn . Comp. Framework memberships 

Co4 Employee engagement index (survey) 

cos Nr. of invention disclosures 

Co6 Nr. of ASL external publications 

Col BCaM compliance 

Co8 (Project) performance to schedule 

Co9 Pre- execution duration (BCaM) 

Col0 PCP maturity score 

TU/e 
technische 
universiteit 
eindhoven 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Distant past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

[P2] Recent past 

Far future 

Near future 

Near future 

Near future 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Distant past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

Recent past 

[P3] Recent past 

Recent past 

Distant past 

Activities Quantity 

lnnovativeness Objective Quantitative 

Activities Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Outcome lnnovativeness Objective Quantitative 

Output Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Output Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Output Quality Semi - objective Semi-quantitative 

Output Quality Semi-objective Semi-quantitative 

Output Quality Semi-objective Semi-quantitative 

Output Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Outcome Quality Semi - objective Semi-quantitative 

Activities Quality Semi-objective Semi - quantitative 

Activities Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Activities Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Input Quality Objective Quantitative 

Input Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Output Quantity Objective Quantitative 

Input Quality Semi-objective Semi-quantitative 

Output lnnovativeness Objective Quantitative 

Output lnnovativeness Objective Quantitative 

Activities Quality Objective Quantitative 

Activities Timeliness Objective Quantitative 

Activities Timeliness Objective Quantitative 

Activities Quality Semi-objective Semi-quantitative 
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